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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 

The Farmer and the Food Regime: Hegemony and the Free Market Frame in Rural Ontario 
 
 
 
Melisa Luymes       Advisor: 
September, 2012      Professor Anthony Winson 
 

This thesis is an investigation into the frames and implicit concepts that drive the current 

trend of corporate-led agriculture, now known as the Third Food Regime.  I consider whether 

this neoliberal regime is hegemonic in rural Ontario, that is, whether the dominant ideology 

of the corporate ruling class is reflected in and perpetuated by our farmers, despite it being 

against their best interests.  I employ a critical approach, using mixed methods – participant 

observation of general farm organizations, content analysis of the farm media in Ontario and 

in-depth interviews with farmers in Wellington County – and find strong evidence of a free 

market frame in rural Ontario.  This thesis outlines the dimensions and dangers of the 

existing frame in hopes that alternative agricultural models can again be considered.  
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Chapter [1] - Introduction 

 

Ideas rule the world. Man is as free as his thought. 

This study is an attempt, first, to hold up a mirror to the farmer, so that he may 

see himself as he is, and, second, to show the farmer the way out.1 

 

In 1989, Harriet Friedmann and Philip McMichael introduced a new approach to 

conceptualizing the transformation of capitalist agricultural systems over time.  They saw 

that, during at least two previous periods of history, there existed rather stable structures of 

capital accumulation in the agricultural sector; they termed these structures food regimes.  

While these regimes served the interests of those in power, they could not have sustained 

themselves for long without having been accepted and perpetuated by the majority of 

people functioning within and, indeed, suffering from them.  Many academics would agree 

that we are now in the midst of a third food regime, though there is contention over its 

precise workings.  Friedmann (2005) argues that each regime is driven by an ‘implicit 

concept,’ including a motivation on the part of the farmer, which allows it to function 

‘naturally.’  When this concept is eventually questioned, that is, when it is named and 

shamed, the regime comes to a crisis and alternatives are made possible.   

 

While regimes operate at a global level, they are hegemonic in that they also function 

at the level of each individual’s ‘common sense’ and even of one’s self-identity.  If academics 

have difficulty pinning down the global tensions of our third food regime, perhaps the 

discussion can be illuminated by understanding these forces as they operate at the level of 

farmers themselves.  This research aims to explore the implicit concepts of the third food 

regime, as found in the frames of the Ontario farm media and the language of agricultural 

producers living in one township within Wellington County, one of the most agriculturally 

diverse and productive areas in Ontario.  This project examines the buzzwords and key 

                                                           
1
 Clarus Ager 1916:8 
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concepts of the current regime through participant observation in farm organizations, a 

critical analysis of agricultural media and interviews with farmers from Mapleton Township.   

 

The following chapter sets the theoretical foundations for the research project. 

Throughout this thesis, an emerging tension hinges around the debate between agency and 

structure: Are we agents in the creation of our destiny? Or are we products of an external 

structure?  The work of Friedmann and McMichael can be criticized for concentrating on the 

latter, by focusing on the role of abstracted global powers without exploring the notion of 

contingency.  Indeed, our current agriculture system is not entirely given by structure, but is 

also born of struggle.  Chapter [2] thus presents Giddens’ structuration theory in order to 

resolve the agency/ structure debate after it introduces the political economy approach 

employed throughout this thesis.  

 

Chapter [3] comprises the literature review, and while the research on this specific 

topic is rather sparse, the body of work surrounding the problem is quite extensive.  Thus the 

third chapter is divided into three sections: the first outlines the current state of agriculture, 

introducing the food regimes approach and provides an understanding of how the changes in 

agriculture have been experienced by farmers.  The second section describes the theory and 

mechanisms of hegemony, moral framing and language, proposing methods by which the 

regime’s logic could be internalized by farmers.  The third section outlines the existing 

literature regarding farmers’ conception of the agricultural system and their role within it, as 

mediated by culture and ideology.  Chapter [4] focuses on the project’s methods and a 

description of the research questions, which sets the stage for the primary research findings 

in Chapter [5] and the concluding discussion in Chapter [6].    

 

As I employ a critical approach, I value sociological research to the degree in which it 

leads to positive social transformation.  Thus, I undertake this research in hopes that by 

considering the current food regime from the perspective of farmers themselves, we can 

understand both the structural and ideological forces that would enable or limit their 
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critique.  Perhaps with a little illumination, we might be able to see ourselves and this food 

regime more clearly and, in turn, work together as agents in shaping a more equitable food 

system.   
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Chapter [2] -  Theoretical Foundations 

 

Before exploring the literature, it is important to discuss my theoretical positioning in order 

to understand how and why I came to choose such research questions and methods in the 

first place.  For any two people, given the same research topic, will approach the 

investigation differently and are thus likely to get varying results.  While I follow a critical 

sociological tradition, this project examines farmers through the lens of political economy 

and an approach within the new Sociology of Agriculture.   

 

Sociology of Agriculture 

Before we explore this approach, we must take a step back to examine its history, for just as 

agriculture has experienced a radical shift over time, so too has the study of rural sociology.  

Buttel, Larson and Gillespie Jr.(1990) outline the history of the discipline and write that from 

the early 1900s until the 1950s, the majority of rural sociological literature was primarily 

concerned with understanding the social dynamics of rural communities.  From the 1950s, 

following the middle range theory of Merton and enjoying support from land grant 

universities across the United States, rural sociologists used more quantitative, deductive 

methods in the social study of farm technology adoption, differentiating various ethnic 

groups, personal values and sources of information.  This research was premised on the 

assumption that technology was intrinsically a positive force in the field of agriculture.   

 

However, since the late 1960s, many rural sociologists have taken a critical approach 

to agricultural institutions and relied on the much earlier works of Marx, Lenin, Kautsky and 

the like to ground their research in a more structural approach to the political economy of 

the countryside.  Though all three eras of research have been important in their own right, I 

will be relying primarily on the work of those in the latest Marxist tradition and, in the first 

section of the literature review, I outline the history of agriculture drawing from a body of 

literature now termed the Sociology of Agriculture.  The analysis concludes that corporations 
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and agribusiness play a central role in the story of today’s agriculture: a role that we will later 

see is, at most, peripheral in the agriculture media’s account and in farmers own conceptions 

of the system. 

 

One of the most poignant theories emerging within the Sociology of Agriculture was 

developed by Harriet Friedmann and Philip McMichael (1989).  They conceptualize the 

history of agriculture over the last century as being ordered by distinct food regimes that 

have ruled and dissolved in intervals.  Friedmann defines a food regime as “a specific 

constellation of governments, corporations, collective organizations, and individuals that 

allow for renewed accumulation of capital based on shared definition of social purpose by 

key actors, while marginalizing others” (2005:228). Each regime, she argues, is framed by an 

implicit concept that naturalizes the structures of power and allows it to function with 

minimal force.  However, when these frames are understood, named and shamed the regime 

comes to a crisis and the global food system enters a period of uncertainty, from which a 

new regime eventually emerges (ibid, 232).   

 

In discussing the frames of food regimes, it is fitting to draw from the work of 

Gramsci and other more contemporary analysis from Noam Chomsky, Snow and Benford and 

George Lakoff.  These theories of hegemony, propaganda and frames are explored in the 

second section of the literature that follows. 

 

Structure / Agency 

Sociological theory that focuses on structure explains social life through external or material 

force; surely the Sociology of Agriculture literature, and especially the food regime approach, 

illustrates a more structural approach.  Theories that focus on agency, on the other hand, 

focus on individual values and beliefs as explanation for the forms of society (Seidman 

2008:137). In order to strike a balance, I include both perspectives here: the first and second 

section of the literature review focuses on cultural hegemony, while the third section 
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explores farmers in a personal way.  Norman Long proposes that a study of the actor is best 

to “identify the critical sites of struggle” (2008:78).  Again, Hansen and Muszynski criticize 

the structural approach within rural sociology for ignoring the nuanced experiences of 

farmers and thus failing to see the farm crisis for its opportunities (1990:5). “In concentrating 

on the larger societal forces that shape rural life, analysts in a sense define power as residing 

in these forces… Consequently, the people who experience crisis are rendered passive”(ibid).   

 

Despite relying on literature with an emphasis on structure, I believe that 

structure/agency is not an either-or dichotomy but, as Giddens (1984a) describes in his 

theory of structuration, a dialectical and reflexive process whereby structure is both enabling 

and constraining, in that it shapes the agents which in turn re-shape the structure (see also 

Beck 1992).   As Marshall writes in his study of modernity, “men and women [are] the 

subjects as well as the objects of modernization,...[and have] power to change the world that 

is changing them” (1982:16).  Giddens proposes that the structure exists inside one’s mind 

and it is through human action that the structure is actually made manifest.  Seidman 

illustrates this ‘duality of structure’ as a baseball game: players know the rules that make the 

game possible, but only by the practice of these rules does the game actually occur 

(2008:137-8).  

 

Giddens (1984b) regards social actors both in terms of their knowledgeability (related 

to values and beliefs) and their capability (related to external structures).  This dialectical 

theory of the ‘duality of structure’ avoids structural determinism and allows for agency, 

while acknowledging the constraints on that agent which may cause him or her to act in a 

way that merely reproduces the structure rather than changes it.  
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Chapter [3] - Literature Review 

The Transformation of Agriculture  

 

So it goes, the same old story, with the farmer as a goat. 

He can only pay his taxes and the interest on his note. 

Oh, it’s fun to be a farmer and to till the dusty soil, 

But the guys who farm farmers are the ones who get the spoil. 

-Popular farmer’s refrain c.1870 2  

 

Despite living in one of the more privileged areas of the world, Canadians do not need to go 

far to see injustice and exploitation; they may have even tasted some for breakfast this 

morning.  The Canadian Farmer's Association calculated that for every box of corn flakes that 

costs approximately $3.50 at the grocery store, only eleven cents is paid to the farmer who 

grew the corn, and they estimate that dairy farmers receive only 64 cents a litre for milk that 

costs the consumer $1.66 (CFA February 8, 2005).  What has our agricultural system come to 

when farmers need food banks?  We live in an irrational food economy in which, with all 

costs considered, American grain farmers lose about fifty dollars an acre (Henderson 

2007:13), in which the breadlines of the Great Depression were ‘knee deep in wheat’ 

(Poppendieck 1998), in which Ethiopia was exporting food during their famines of the 1970s 

(Sen 1983), and, as will be outlined in this section of the literature review, in which millions 

of people suffer hunger despite the overproduction of food (Albritton 2009).  This is to say 

nothing about the dreadful impact of industrial agriculture on human health and the 

environment.  Yet, these problems are not unrelated; they are the consequences of the 

transformation of agriculture by a capitalist mode of production (ibid).  Karl Marx himself 

saw that “the capitalist system runs counter to a rational agriculture” (1981:216).   

 

Our current food regime does not exist in a vacuum and should be understood as the 

product of unique historical, economic and political events.  Similarly, a farmer’s concept of 

                                                           
2
 Cook, 2006:99. 
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the agricultural system cannot be studied without first understanding, theoretically and 

historically, how our agricultural system has arrived at its current state.  Humankind has 

engaged in agriculture for millennia and through technological developments that improved 

yields and relieved some members of the need to toil in the fields, hierarchical societies 

evolved in many places around the world.  Empires have risen and fallen throughout our 

earth’s long history, but our current agricultural empire is quite unique and it can be traced 

back to Europe and the origins of capitalism merely three centuries ago.  

 

This section begins with a brief look at the rise of capitalist agriculture in England and 

the ensuing debate over the agrarian question since the late 19th century.  I then employ a 

food regimes approach to trace the (d)evolution of agriculture in North America.  In this 

section, it will become clear that the concentration of power in the agricultural sector has 

radically shifted in the past century and we are now witnessing private interests 

consolidating and securing their dominance over a global food system.  In order to 

contextualize these changes, we must start by understanding capitalism itself.  

 

Origins of Capitalism 

Far from imagining that the capitalist system is essentially urban and has existed since time 

immemorial, historians like Ellen Meiksins Wood have examined the agrarian origins of 

capitalism and argue that our current economic system was “a late and localized product of 

very specific historical conditions” that transformed the English countryside between the 

16th and 18th centuries (2000:39).  Though various types of trade and markets had existed 

across Europe for centuries, the majority of people were involved in agricultural production 

and their surplus was extracted by landowners through extra-economic means like arbitrary 

rents and taxes, that is, by coercion (ibid, 24).  Here, Wood argues that only in England did a 

distinct type of relationship emerge, one in which surplus was obtained by economic means 

that were mediated by a centralized market, and this was due to its unified rule, its 

transportation networks and the fact that its landowners owned relatively large properties 
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(ibid, 28-29).  Perhaps only a subtle change at the time, England soon saw a system in which 

the price of land depended on a market and in which farmers needed to compete with each 

other to improve production, and cost-effectively, or face dispossession (ibid, 29).  As the 

productivity of agriculture increased and as many were evicted from their land, there was a 

rising property-less population that would begin to sell their labour for a wage and upon this 

economic relationship would be built a mature capitalism (ibid, 36).  

 

Woods argues that this shift in the relations of production was “not a simple 

extension or expansion of barter and exchange but a complete transformation in the most 

basic human relations and practices, a rupture in age-old patterns of human interaction with 

nature in the production of life’s most basic necessities” (ibid, 24).  It was, as Karl Polanyi put 

it much earlier, the great transformation: whereas the economic system was, historically, 

merely a part of the social system, the commodification of labour and land– signifying 

human beings and their natural surroundings– turned the previous relationship on its head 

and served to “subordinate the substance of society itself to the laws of the market” 

(1957:71).  It altered the way people interacted with both the environment and with each 

other, as fallow land was now seen as unproductive and price was put before value, profit 

before people.  This new economic relationship soon overran England’s borders and 

compelled “all nations on pain of extinction to adopt the bourgeois mode of production,” 

thereby transforming the world (Marx and Engels 1970:37).   

 

The Agrarian Question and the Failure of Agrarian Capitalism 

Writing in the 1800s, Karl Marx began to theorize the relationship between capitalism and 

agriculture – more specifically the status of agriculture within capitalist development – and 

subsequent contributions from Lenin, Weber, Kautsky and others, created a body of work 

that centred on the agrarian question which, put simply, asks: “what are the political 

consequences of capitalist transition in the countryside?” (McMichael 1997:631)   For the 

purposes of this paper, I offer a cursory view of this debate.  
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Marx and Engels are perhaps most well known for their theory, as written in the 

Communist Manifesto (1890), that society has passed and will pass through five distinct 

stages: ancient, feudal, capitalist, socialist and, finally, communist (Marx and Engels 1970).  

However, writing in the late 1800s, it appeared as if there was not a similar transformation 

to industrial capitalism in the countryside as in the cities.  As clarified by Friedmann, Marx 

saw capitalist production in agriculture typified by two distinct classes: one that owns the 

means of production and one that labours for a wage (1978:548).  Household production, on 

the other hand, is a system in which the landowner is also the labourer, and if the 

agricultural products are sold for a surplus and reinvested in the farm rather than simply 

used as a means of subsistence; it is termed simple commodity production (ibid).  This class 

of farmers, that Marx termed the petit bourgeoisie, were distinct from the other two classes.  

In the late 1800s, theorists were expecting capitalist relations to obliterate this class involved 

in household production, but this was not to be the case.  

 

Indeed, historians argue that before the mid-1800s, while there was a surplus of 

people on a relatively small land base in Europe, the simple laws of supply and demand 

worked in the favour of larger capitalist farms, which could make a profit due to low wages 

for agricultural workers and soaring food prices (Koning 1994).  However, as Europeans 

emigrated to their new colonies and as producers were confronted with a falling world price, 

these capitalist farms could not compete, as social and technical factors favoured simple 

commodity production (Friedmann 1978).  Smaller family farms could easily work for less 

than the minimum wage and would invest profits back into the farm; thus, the world 

witnessed the failure of agrarian capitalism and the emergence of the family farm as the 

model for development.   

 

However, those academics keen on seeing a revolution to socialism were faced with a 

dilemma: if agricultural producers would not become capitalist, how could they then become 

socialist?  It seemed to Kautsky in 1899 that “the whole economic theory on which social 
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democracy is founded ... appears false as soon as its application to the domain of agriculture 

is attempted” (Banaji 1980:39).  In way of an explanation, Marx theorized that simple 

commodity producers were merely in a transitory period before the social relations of 

agricultural production would resemble industrial production, that is they would be 

centralized, built on wage labour and small producers would disappear (Marx 1965).  

Vladimir Lenin expanded upon and modified Marx’s ideas in a few key ways, but nonetheless 

agreed that small scale agriculture was incompatible with an industrial capitalist system.  

Lenin theorized that without landlords, such as in America, there would develop a 

differentiation of the peasantry (small landholders) into rich and poor classes, which would 

lead to the eventual employment of the poorer farmers by the rich (Lenin 1964).   

 

At the turn of the century, Kautsky wrote that perhaps simple commodity production 

persisted due to its capacity to self-exploit and that the richer classes would profit more from 

investment in processing rather than in production itself.  He rephrased the agrarian 

question:  “Is capital, and in what ways is capital, taking hold of agriculture, revolutionising it, 

smashing the old forms of production and of poverty and establishing the forms which must 

succeed?” (Banaji 1980: 40)  He wrote of the growing distance between the farmer and the 

market, mediated by usurers and merchants, of the increase in agricultural technology 

making family members redundant and forcing them to work elsewhere for a wage, and of 

the problems of debt.   He writes that “the indebtedness of the peasant ... is not only not 

revolutionary, but it is conservative; it is not a factor which forces the transition from one 

mode of production to another, but one which preserves peasant production in its current 

state” (ibid, 78). 

 

Indeed, over a century later, academics had not seen the transition to agrarian 

capitalism as Marx and Lenin theorized, but perhaps it was just a matter of time before the 

dust settled and another explanation would become apparent.  Since their time, a number of 

justifications have been put forth as to why we have not seen the same corporate 

concentration in agricultural production as we have in virtually every other sector of the 
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economy.  Mann and Dickinson (1978) argue that the answers were to be found in Marx’s 

own writings, as he had already discussed the nature of agriculture, with its lengthy 

production time relative to labour time, the rate of profit and problems of circulation and 

social relations, to be unattractive to capital.  Lewontin (2000) argues that the failure of 

agrarian capitalism is due to the financial and physical features inherent in agricultural 

production.  Here I quote his explanation at length: 

First, the ownership of farmland is unattractive to capital because it cannot be 
depreciated, and investment in farmland has very low liquidity as a 
consequence of the thin farm real estate market. Second, the labour process on 
very large farms is hard to control because farming operations are spatially 
extensive. Third, economies of scale are hard to achieve beyond what has 
already been realized by medium-scale enterprises.  Fourth, risks from external 
natural events like weather, new diseases and pests are hard to control. Finally, 
the cycle of reproduction of capital cannot be shortened because it is linked to 
an annual growth cycle in plants or a fixed reproductive cycle in large animals. 
(95)  

Furthermore, improved farm machinery allowed for farmers to successfully operate larger 

tracts of land without employing more than a few seasonal wage labourers (Friedmann 1978). 

 

Max Weber elucidated the difference between the feudal and capitalist stages not in 

terms of their outward appearance but of their inner logic. “The old economic order asked: 

How can I give, on this piece of land, work and sustenance to the greatest possible number 

of men?  Capitalism asks: From this given piece of land how can I produce as many crops as 

possible for the market with as few men as possible?” (Gerth and Mills 1946:367)  When 

phrased this way, we can understand that agricultural production through the family farming 

model, while not mimicking the factories in the city, may nonetheless be the most cost-

effective method of agricultural production to the capitalist.  If the family farm is more 

functional to capital (Goss, Rodefeld and Buttel 1980), then perhaps the failure of agrarian 

capitalism is no failure at all? Perhaps simple commodity producers have actually been 

proletarian, or ‘propertied labourers,’ all along (Davis 1980). Indeed, Davis writes that “the 

family farm ... is transformed from an institutional barrier to capitalist development into a 

basis for capitalist development” (1980:135).  
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Furthermore, as we will see later in this section, capital has centralized and 

maximizes profits in other agricultural sectors that produce a ‘cost/price squeeze’ for 

farmers and leave them at the mercy of the market.  Goodman, Sorj and Wilkinson (1987) 

argue along these lines as they write that various aspects of agriculture, both upstream and 

downstream, have come to be controlled by industry: namely farm inputs such as seeds, 

fertilizer and machinery (a process they term appropriationism) and the processing of 

agricultural outputs (substitutionism). They write that the “ownership of land represents only 

a ‘formal’ relation to the means of productions since the key elements of production – 

produced inputs – and the use of the product itself are determined by capitalist production 

and exchange” (1987:151).  By employing this agro-industrial complex thesis, they believe 

they can fuse the various strands of this debate over the agrarian question.  

 

Lewontin agrees that “as the farmer loses any power to choose the actual nature and 

tempo of the production process in which he or she is engaged, while at the same time losing 

any ability to sell the product in an open market, the farmer becomes a mere operative in a 

determined chain whose product is alienated from the producer. That is, the farmer 

becomes proletarianized” (2000:97). Though agricultural production might not resemble 

factory production, farmers are nonetheless operating in a capitalist sector and are 

inevitably squeezed for profits unless they organize into producer co-operatives or the 

government intervenes and, as I will now outline the historical development of agriculture in 

North America, we will see that is exactly what happened.   

 

The First Food Regime (1870-1930s) 

Though the Native population in North America had been involved in agricultural production 

long before the first Europeans came to settle there, the new arrivals brought a productivist 

style of agriculture that would transform the continent.  As raw agricultural materials, 

predominantly wheat, were exported to England, agriculture in the North American colonies 
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was globalized from the outset (Lawrence, Knuttila and Gray 2001:89).  Migrants were 

recruited to expand the European diaspora through dispossessing the Indigenous population 

of their land and dividing it into homesteads and farms, carved with roads and railways 

(Friedmann 2005:235).  They introduced European grains and livestock, which quickly led to 

soil erosion and water depletion (ibid, 236). 

 

Friedmann argues that the first food regime, which she terms Colonial-Diasporic, 

consolidated around 1870 and was a Britain-centred regime based on expanding the railway, 

driving back the native inhabitants in England’s new colonies and producing cheap wheat for 

Europe.  Thus, agriculture was organized nationally and, becoming dependent on export 

markets, operated by the laws of comparative advantage, which served to provide cheap 

food for a growing urban population (Friedmann and McMichael 1989:102).  The land in 

North America was cleared and used for large expanses of monoculture and immigrant 

farmers were exploited, from the outset, by powerful interests such as the railway barons.   

 

However, these transformations of the rural social structure would not have been 

possible without mechanization (Goodman et al. 1987: 25).  From the first metal ploughs 

made by John Deere himself in the 1850s to the revolutionary use of steam power in the 

1890s and the subsequent ‘tractorization of agriculture’ after the Second World War 

(Winson 1985:425), the world was witnessing the beginning of the “industrial appropriation 

of the rural labour process” (Goodman et al. 1987:23).  Soon the natural production process 

would also be appropriated through chemical fertilizers and hybrid seeds, which allowed for 

fewer people to produce more crops. However, a system in which both the agricultural 

inputs and outputs were controlled by profit-seeking corporations would inevitably put a 

tremendous amount of pressure on farmers.  
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Farmers Fight Back 

The National Grange of the Patrons of Husbandry, founded in 1867 in the American mid-west, 

was a farmer’s organization that arose as a reaction to railway barons and to the middlemen 

that marketed their crop.  The Grange peaked at one million members around the turn of the 

century and managed to wrestle back power through regulating railways, establishing 

agricultural co-operatives and lobbying for antitrust laws (Gardner 1949).  The organization 

came to Canada in 1874 as the Dominion Grange in London, Ontario and its membership 

peaked at 30,000 by the end of that decade (Winson 1993:16-7).  The Dominion Grange did 

not engage in direct political activity as did its American counterpart and its membership 

quickly declined (ibid, 17).  However the fight was taken up by other organizations across the 

country, such as the Grain Growers’ Associations across the Prairies and various other 

marketing boards and co-operatives, which gave rise to labour-aligned political parties such 

as the United Farmers of Ontario (ibid).   

 

The vision of these organizations is explored in more depth in a subsequent section 

but it is important to emphasize their legacy here for its historical influence.  Arguably the 

most sustained and effective political effort in Canada came from Saskatchewan with the 

organization of the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) in the 1930s.  The Regina 

Manifesto (1933) was an impressive document that highlighted the inequality in capitalist 

relations and aimed to replace the capitalist system with a socialized economy that put 

people before profits (Winson 1993:53-4). In 1944, T.C. Douglas came to lead Saskatchewan 

and soon implemented the Farm Security Act which served to protect farmers, especially in 

crisis years (ibid, 58). The CCF’s vision extended beyond the agricultural sector, bringing 

labour reforms and universal health care to the nation and setting the stage for the creation 

of the Wheat Board in the West and the Milk Control Board, eventually supply management, 

in the East. Thus, the Canadian government became increasingly caught up in agriculture, 

not because it stood to benefit from its involvement, but because Canadian farmers 

demanded it.  Winson writes:  
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The reality is that state intervention came about as a result of the pressures of 
organized interests from below, fighting in opposition to powerful corporate 
interests to try to deal with an economic system that was manifestly not serving 
the interests of the great masses of people, or even the interest of the chief 
benefactors of the system. (ibid, 65) 

The American state also became concerned with agriculture, especially to curb the 

consequences of an irrational capitalism, and these irrationalities were most poignantly 

illustrated in the 1930s. 

 

The Great Depression and State Intervention 

This decade was wrought with natural and economic disaster that was in no small part due 

to the practice of intensive, capitalist agriculture. The American Midwest and the Canadian 

Prairies became a ‘Dust Bowl,’ the stock market collapsed and impoverished families formed 

breadlines that stretched down city streets.  As these families could not create an economic 

demand for food, the agricultural market also buckled and prices to farmers fell.  However, 

contrary to capitalist logic, farmers produced more in the face of falling commodity prices, 

thus further depressing their returns.  Poppendieck (1998) quotes a commentator who noted 

"a breadline knee-deep in wheat is surely the handiwork of foolish men." While millions of 

North Americans suffered hunger and malnutrition, there was actually a surplus of food. 

 

During this period, the American government intervened by purchasing 65 million 

bushels of wheat in 1930 and in 1933, as part of Roosevelt’s New Deal, farmers were paid to 

let their land fallow and six million hogs were slaughtered in an attempt to eliminate an 

agricultural surplus, thereby maintaining commodity prices (Cook 2006:99-100).  North 

America was eventually rescued by the Second World War, as the war economy’s full 

employment rates increased demand and the market stabilized for a time (ibid, 101).  New 

Keynesian economic policies, relying on government intervention and spending to stimulate 

the economy, would be practiced until the 1970s.  
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The Second Food Regime (1950 – 1970s) 

According to Friedmann (2005), the next regime (Mercantile-Industrial) was American-

centred and emerged after the Second World War in a period also known as the ‘golden age’ 

of capitalism (Albritton 2009:52).  It operated and was naturalized under the emblem of 

‘food aid’; American farmers were heavily protected by tariffs and received subsidies while 

their enormous agricultural surplus was traded around the world for raw materials or ‘soft 

currency’ (Friedmann 2005). Whereas the first regime employed a farm model that brought 

cheap food to Europe and operated on a national scale, this second regime served to 

subsidize the labour forces of the Third World and operated on a global scale (McMichael 

2004:54).  By 1956, the US government was sending almost half of its economic aid as food 

aid, under the auspices of Public Law 480 (ibid).  Along with stabilizing American national 

markets, PL-480 (also known as the ‘Food for Peace’ program) led to near worldwide 

dependence on and allegiance to the US and the decimation of ‘Third World’ agriculture and 

domestic food security (McMichael 2005; Friedmann 2005).   Thus, food was a weapon and 

food aid was used to control the ‘development’ of the ‘Third World’ (Albritton 2009).  Put 

another way, food security in the ‘First World’ has long been based on food insecurity in the 

‘Third World’ (McMichael 2004). 

 

This was also the era of Green Revolution technology in which High Yielding Varieties 

(HYVs) of seeds promised to solve the new problems of agricultural production. These HYVs, 

relying on intensive irrigation, chemical fertilizers and pesticides, roped farmers into a cycle 

of debt and brought social inequality wherever they went (McMichael 2004:63-6).  However, 

the Green Revolution served to solidify America’s control over global agriculture and stifled 

the menacing socialist ‘red revolution’ in Asia and Latin America (ibid).  

 

As every regime must come to an end, so too did this one.  When ‘aid’ became 

competitive and began to be more accurately described by the majority of people as 

‘dumping,’ the regime fell into confusion (Friedmann 2005:233).  The drastic changes in and 

since the 1970s have replaced the state-led Keynesian policies with a corporate-led, 
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neoliberal model which is now, as we will see, framed as ‘free trade’ and is being enforced by 

global institutions: the World Bank, the WTO and the IMF (Busch 2010; McMichael 2005). 

Though the precise nature of our current Third Food Regime is still contested, it is 

undoubtedly connected with neoliberalism.  

 

The Tide of Neoliberalism  

The 1970s saw unparalleled changes in the global economy when a number of events 

coincided in the first few years of the decade, as Keynesian spending had led to a fiscal crisis 

by that time (Knuttila 2003:296).  In August of 1971, the American government reneged on 

the Bretton Woods agreement and severed its currency from the gold standard. During this 

upheaval, the American Secretary of Agriculture, Earl Butz was making deals with Russia to 

sell America’s grain reserves.  During the Détente of the Cold War, or what has also been 

termed the Great Grain Robbery (1971-3), the American government sold its grain surplus to 

private companies, such as Cargill, who in turn sold it to the Russians. By 1975, 85 million 

tonnes of grains and oilseeds had been sold, food prices skyrocketed and private companies 

moved into a dominant position in global agriculture (Cook 2006:83). Brewster Kneen 

documents that Cargill alone made $20 million from this transaction (1995:17). 

 

With American surplus and therefore food aid gone, the now dependent and hungry 

Third World economies needed to borrow money and, due to the recent near quadrupling oil 

prices due to an oil embargo, the OPEC countries were more than willing to lend their 

petrodollars (McMichael 2004:125-6).  This would lead to a debt crisis in the 1980s and the 

subsequent institutionalization of neoliberal ‘development ideology’ in the form of Structural 

Adjustment Programs (SAPs) tied to further loans from the International Monetary Fund and 

the World Bank (Busch 2010:335).  This would restructure the agriculture of the Third World 

to focus on the export of non-traditional commodities, dismantle supports for its own 

farmers while eliminating tariffs and letting its currencies float freely on the world market 

(Patel 2007:95).   
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North America was not exempt from the bitter pill of SAPs, and though First World 

governments have had more leverage in the deals, the outcomes have been much the same. 

In 1973, Dr. Butz drafted and the US Congress passed an agricultural bill that removed 

agricultural supports in favour of subsidies that were based on productivity, thereby 

encouraging overproduction (Albritton 2009:59).  As farmers began to plant ‘fencerow to 

fencerow,’ while borrowing money to use HYVs and fertilizers, the problem of oversupply 

was exacerbated.  While prices were high because the surplus was being shipped to Russia, 

farmers were seeing good returns on their products but when the dust settled, American 

consumers were outraged and farmers found themselves entirely dependent on market 

prices (Solkoff 1985:61).  Thus, under Butz’s subsidy scheme, small farmers were driven out 

of business and by the 1980s farmers faced a crisis due to increasing interest rates on their 

loans (Cook 2006:84-5). 

 

According to neoliberal ideology, the state is an impediment to liberal democracy; 

however, its proponents did not agree with a simple laissez-faire economy, but desired a 

new type of liberalism “in which an activist state would be always and everywhere at the 

service of the market” (Busch 2010:332). Their mantra was to increase competition and 

eliminate protectionism.  After the war, they proposed an international organization that 

would “promote markets even as it keeps nation-states from engaging in activities that 

would limit the market” (ibid).  Their vision was realized in the last years of the Second World 

War with the organization of the Bretton Woods institutions:  the International Monetary 

Fund (IMF) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (later forming 

the World Bank).  The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was later organized in 

1947; these organizations were to become significantly more prominent during the debt 

regime (McMichael 2004:117). 

 

The Uruguay Round of the GATT trade agreements began in 1986 and resulted in 

enforcing the reduction of tariffs and other ‘barriers’ to global agricultural trade, essentially 
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the regulation of deregulation,  and, ultimately, in the creation of the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) in 1995.  During the discussion, the United States redefined food 

security as “the ability to acquire the food you need when you need it – [and] it is best 

provided through a smooth-functioning world market” (quoted in McMichael 2004:171).  As 

free trade worked to erode the nation state and domestic food security, globalization 

became the new buzzword and, as McMichael argues, it became the new ‘development’ 

project.  In his book Development and Social Change (2004), he relies on the phrase 

globalization project because he believes that “markets are no more natural than nations – 

they have to be constructed, accepted as real and reproduced”(p.173).  He argues that while 

the WTO attempts to depoliticize the economy, neoliberalization and globalization are 

inherently political interventions (ibid, 152).  Ultimately, as Busch and Bain (2004) argue, the 

WTO has made possible the private regulation of the agricultural system.  

 

Proponents of free trade believe that it will bring prosperity to all people on the 

planet and therefore, global poverty is a sign of incomplete penetration into the free market 

(Busch and Bain 2004).  However, Immanuel Wallerstein, Andre Gunder Frank and many 

others, see poverty as a result of penetration in the market and, indeed, necessary for the 

upholding of the ‘First World’ itself (Davis 1980:133) The free trade regulations make 

provisions for the subsidization of American and European farmers, but forbid it in poorer 

countries, thus maintaining power relations (Patel 2009).  This grievance, among others, led 

to the coming together of the more powerful ‘Third World’ nations to form the G-20 in 2003, 

calling for more just global regulations. 

 

Free trade in North America came of age with the signing of the North American Free 

Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994, creating a trading bloc between two affluent countries 

and a much lesser one: US, Canada and Mexico.  Though it was heralded to bring prosperity 

to Mexico, three million Mexicans have been displaced from agriculture and were forced to 

find work elsewhere due to heavily subsidized corn flooding into their country (Otero and 

Pechlaner 2010:196).  As land is now used to grow produce for export, the country relies on 
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imports of maize and beef to feed its people (ibid, 198). Minimum wage has decreased by 21% 

(ibid, 201) while food prices have soared; in 2008, over 200,000 people on the streets of 

Mexico City protested NAFTA’s agricultural policies (ibid, 197).  In short, trade liberalization 

has not brought prosperity to the majority of Mexicans, as it promised, but has only served 

to deepen the pre-existing power relations between the three countries. Furthermore, 

NAFTA’s Chapter 11 clause regarding ‘regulatory expropriation’ permitted corporations to 

take legal action against a government if it infringed on the company’s right to make profit 

(Dobbin 2001:35).  This was most poignantly illustrated in Canada’s inability to ban the fuel 

additive MMT, a known neurotoxin, after a lawsuit from Ethyl Corporation (ibid). 

 

Current State of Agriculture  

Suffice it to say that, through technology and policy, agriculture has been completely 

revolutionized in the last 150 years, despite the fact that the large majority of farms are still 

family owned and operated.  Fertilizer and seed companies promote the fact that in 1900, 

one farmer could only grow enough food for 12 people, but now, he or she produces enough 

for 120 people (OFAC 2008). On the other hand, there were days when 20 cows could 

support a family, but now they need 200 head just to get by.  160 acres of grain used to 

provide enough income, but now one would need to farm over 1,600 acres to make a living 

(Henderson 2007:12).  In 1910, farmers received 40 cents of every dollar spent on food, but 

in 1990, they captured less than a dime (Magdoff, Foster and Buttel 2000:10).  During that 

time the share allotted to suppliers rose from 15 cents to 24 cents and the marketing 

sector’s share increased from 44 cents to 67, all while the cost of living increased by 40 

percent (Nadeu and Thompson 1996:15). In 2001, the largest 5 percent of Canadian farmers 

earned almost a third of total farm revenues (Qualman and Wiebe 2002:12).  80 percent of 

farmers would be below the poverty line if they relied solely on their farm earnings and thus, 

many farmers have off-farm work in order to keep their farms operational (Cook 2006:131).  

In Ontario, 50 percent of farmers report their main income as off-farm earnings (Statistics 

Canada 2006).  
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Agricultural technology such as genetically modified Roundup ReadyTM soybeans or 

Bt-corn, 18 row combine harvesters and robotic milkers have changed the practice of 

agriculture and have effectively appropriated the natural labour process.  Between 1974 and 

2000, gross farm income increased from $9 billion to $29 billion, yet input suppliers managed 

to capture 100% of that increase (Qualman 2001b:24).  Due to the expense of these 

technologies, farmers borrow heavily and specialize in just one commodity, which leaves 

them in a vulnerable position should interest rates rise or the commodity markets shift.   

Furthermore, as these tools become too complex for the producers to understand 

themselves, the power of knowledge shifts into the hands of agricultural ‘experts’ that 

operate from various universities or agricultural corporations. 

 

These various institutions have consolidated over the years into only a handful of 

powerful nodes, or food chain clusters, that make key decisions in the agricultural sector.  

These corporations are owned by shareholders but controlled by executives whose goal is to 

turn profit for the investors (Burch and Lawrence 2009:270).  Driven by the profit motive, 

there is a ‘natural’ tendency to concentrate, centralize and internationalize capital (Knuttila 

2003:294) and it is apparent in every sector; for example, in 1970, the top five beef 

processing companies comprised 25% of the market and today, the top four (Tyson, Swift, 

Cargill and National Beef) control 80% of the market (Kenner 2009).  Evidence suggests that 

concentration is even more severe in Canada and made worse by the fact that most 

companies in this sector are not Canadian-owned (Winson 1993).   

 

Hendrickson and Heffernan have closely documented the concentration of power in 

this system and argue that there is no 'price discovery' and no real market at all, as 

companies control the food product at each stage from the intellectual property rights of the 

gene, to the processing, to the supermarket; put simply, “ownership never changes and 

neither does the location of the decision-making” (Hendrickson and Heffernan 2002:350).  At 

this supra-national level, anti-trust regulations are non-existent and oligopolies have free 
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reign in their anti-competitive strategies.   Heffernan (2000) notes that their strategy is to 

overproduce in order that prices and profits decrease, thereby eliminating smaller firms.  

Furthermore, as these food chain clusters are involved in more than one commodity, they 

can cross-subsidize and sustain a loss in one sector for as long as it takes to eradicate their 

smaller competition (Winson 1993:115).  Heffernan argues that “economic power, not 

efficiency, predicts survival in this system” (2000:68). In the past century, power has moved 

away from producers, centralizing in the food chain clusters and ultimately lies with food 

retailers which now shape the patterns of production and consumption (Winson 1993; 

Hendrickson and Heffernan 2002).   The goal of agribusiness is not to feed the hungry but to 

turn a profit for its shareholders, and it does this very well.  After pharmaceuticals, the food 

industry is the most profitable industry in America (Magdoff et al. 2000:11).   

 

Farmers often enter into contracts with these large corporations, directly or through 

a series of brokers, and agree to a unit price that is also contingent on quality and timing 

(Davis 1980:143).  In this way, the company can control the producer directly, especially as 

smaller firms go out of business and there remain only a few buyers of raw agricultural 

materials.  This situation is ideal to capital, as it creates a “propertied labour force that is 

non-unionized, self-directed, and willing to work without the guarantees of minimum wage 

job security, insurance, and other benefits commonly demanded by time-wage employees” 

(ibid).  

 

Thus, agribusiness makes a profit at the expense of both farmers and consumers. 

Farmers joke, albeit lamentingly, that they are the only businessmen who “sell wholesale and 

buy retail” (Henderson 2007:12).  As they are squeezed by rising production costs and 

decreasing commodity prices, farmers are forced to borrow and take on debt, thereby 

making them extremely vulnerable to rising interest rates, decreasing their options and their 

autonomy.  The National Farmers Union in Canada estimates that for every dollar a farmer 

earns, he or she has 23 dollars owing – seven times as much as in 1970 (NFU 2010:19).  

Canadian farmers pay 3 billion dollars a year in interest on their current 64 billion dollar debt, 
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which the NFU determined, is just shy of the amount of tax dollars that are given to subsidize 

farmers (ibid).  American debt to income ratio is only 3-to-1 however (Brinkman 2009) and if 

one compares the equity to income ratio, a statistic that describes how much one needs to 

invest to see a dollar of income, the numbers are even more telling.  In the US, equity to 

income ratio is 26-to-1, but in Canada it is 110-to-1 and in Ontario, it is 293-to-1 (ibid).   

 

The policies regarding subsidies and financing are also problematic. Despite the fact 

that economies of scale cannot be exceeded beyond medium-sized operations (Lewontin 

2000:95), the ‘agriculture of the middle’ is rapidly disappearing and this is due to agricultural 

policy that subsidizes large growers (Gray 2008).  In 2005, the US paid 20 billion dollars in 

agricultural subsidies and 72% of that money was allocated to 10% of the largest farms; 60% 

of farmers saw no assistance at all (Albritton 2009:128).  Of equal importance is which 

commodities are subsidized: corn, wheat, soybeans and cotton.  These cheap staples are still 

sold around the world at below the cost of production.  However, in more recent years, 

North American governments have begun to subsidize ethanol, to relieve their surplus of 

corn and thereby give an indirect subsidy to American grain farmers.  The subsidy has served 

to increase the price of corn and, subsequently, all grains in recent years; however, it has 

increased the production costs for livestock producers and can also serve to drive up land 

prices (Radelat 2011).   

 

Furthermore, agricultural financing has been privatized and, most recently, 

agribusiness itself is loaning money to the farmers, as exemplified by the new Cargill-Farm 

Credit Canada partnership – Performance FinancingTM – for farmers purchasing their 

products (NFU 2010:22). Investors have been buying land or investing in agri-business and 

even in ‘family’ farm operations in hopes of seeing good returns (NFU 2010; Burch and 

Lawrence 2009). By indirectly buying land and quota, through investing in production, these 

companies can exert control over the process of production itself and on land or quota prices, 

which negatively affects neighbouring farmers.  
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Canadian Agriculture 

It would be impossible to discuss the Canadian economy as very much separate from the 

United States.  Since their co-operation during the war, Canadian capitalists found it more 

profitable to link themselves with American capital than to maintain their ‘Canadian’ identity 

(Knuttila 2003:295).  Thus, Canada was not immune to the turmoil of neoliberalism and was 

forced to cut federal spending and restructure the agricultural sector.  In 1969, the Task 

Force on Agriculture published Canadian Agriculture in the Seventies, which specifically 

characterized the future of Canadian agriculture as one with fewer family farms, tougher 

competition, technological change, “increasing... contractual arrangements resulting and in 

backward, forward [and] horizontal integration,” and decreasing support from the 

government (Campbell et al. 1969:8).  Throughout the decades, smaller nations like Canada 

were not able to compete with the subsidies given to American farmers and so faced an even 

greater crisis (Knuttila 2003). 

 

One very important factor, however, that differentiates Canadian and American 

agriculture, is the fact that the supply of milk, chicken, eggs and turkeys are managed by a 

quota system in Canada.  In 1972, the National Farm Products Marketing Agencies Act 

allowed producer marketing boards the power to regulate the supply and set prices that 

reflected the actual cost of production (Ferguson 1991:A1).  Up to that point, there had been 

chronic overproduction leading to low prices and such dire circumstances in dairy production, 

and later in poultry that all provinces gave up their semblance of control to make a national 

supply managed system (Wilson 1990:172).  The marketing boards of these commodities 

have controlled production and pricing while maintaining a tariff on commodity imports to 

Canada (Lang 2000). Though these farmers face exorbitant quota prices, which likely 

contribute to the large debt of Canadian farmers relative to their American counterparts, 

they are also earning a stable and significantly higher income than beef, hog, horticulture 

and cash crop producers that face the ‘free market’ directly (NFU 2009).   
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Despite political support for the supply managed systems historically (Ferguson 1991), 

marketing boards have often come under threat and, indeed, Europe and New Zealand have 

been forced to dismantle their quota systems more recently.  Especially now that the single-

desk Canadian Wheat Board has been dismantled, the media argues that Canada’s supply 

management system will be the next thing cut before Canada can strike a deal in the Trans 

Pacific Partnership.  A 2011 edition of The Agenda with Steve Paikin features an impressive 

debate over the supply managed system in Canada.  The critic terms it ‘price fixing’, 

maintaining that it costs Canadian consumers more than the world price for food and limits 

Canada’s ability to participate in trade deals.  Those arguing in favour of the system note that 

while the non-supply managed US and now the EU decry our import tariffs on chicken and 

dairy products, they are perhaps the largest hypocrites at the WTO, as they offer exorbitant 

subsidies to their farmers. As Ron Versteeg of the Dairy Farmers of Canada argues, “if you 

get rid of the subsidies in the US and EU, tariffs would become virtually inconsequential as 

both of those countries cannot continue to subsidize agriculture in the way they are. It is not 

sustainable” (Paikin 2011). 

 

Canada does not subsidize its farmers to nearly the same extent as other First World 

countries and as Lind points out: “when the two largest exporters are prepared to subsidize 

the export price to whatever level it takes to gain market share, the long term price of wheat 

will be not $2 a bushel but $0 per bushel” (1995:19).  In this sense, supply management gives 

some sectors a shelter while others are compelled to race to the bottom.  

 

Another feature of Canadian agriculture that is important to emphasize here is its 

reliance on the global economy.  While the US exports twice as much agricultural product as 

Canada, that only comprises 50 percent of its production.  Canada, on the other hand, 

exports 75 percent of all it produces and is thus more vulnerable to global market 

fluctuations (Lind 1995:18). To reiterate the earlier point of Winson (1993), the Canadian 

food system is more concentrated than the US and it also relies on American processors and 

distributors rather than its own.  Both the persistence of the supply management systems 
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and the relative vulnerability of Canadian agriculture put it in a rather unique position in the 

global economy.  

  

Impact on Agricultural Communities  

Yet all of this begs the question: what effects have the transformation of agriculture had 

both on farming communities and on the farmer himself?  (I am aware that it is both 

politically and empirically incorrect to use the masculine pronoun here, but as the majority of 

the primary decision makers on conventional farms are male, I will nonetheless use the 

masculine term in reference to farmers for consistency’s sake.)  The most obvious change in 

farming communities has been a great exodus of people to urban centres, and this trend has 

been consistent since well before the turn of the last century.  In 1871, 78 percent of 1.2 

million people in Ontario were rural; in 1971, that figure was 18 percent of 7.7 million people 

(Fuller 1985:13).  In sheer numbers, the farm population has decreased from 786,000 in 1931 

to 280,000 in 1981 (ibid, 15) and that number currently sits somewhere around 178,000 

(Statistics Canada 2006).  

 

With a decline of people, the countryside is hollowed out and many rural villages 

have become ghost towns; communities become more spatially isolated and rural residents 

need to drive further and further distances for amenities.  Lind argues that “globalization 

erodes community by changing the material reality that communities rely on as a framework 

for their common action” (1995:96).  Less people also mean less of a political voice and less 

access to social resources that are available to urban counterparts (Sumner 2005:49). Not 

only are public services like hospitals, libraries, transportation, schools and post offices 

declining, but also private associations like churches, sports clubs and other associations (ibid; 

Qualman and Wiebe 2002:14; Winson and Leach 2002:178).   

 

People are not the only export of rural communities, Qualman and Wiebe argue that 

the structural adjustment of Canadian agriculture “transferred wealth from farms and rural 
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communities to corporations and investors” in the amount of billions of dollars (2002:13).  

Qualman notes that as resources centralize in urban areas and rural citizens are unable to 

understand the economic system responsible for the outflow, they actually “begin to see 

themselves as poor” (2001a:28).  Low levels of income, even if only perceived as such, have a 

negative impact on local businesses (Diaz and Gingrich 1992:43).  The residents look outside 

of themselves for something that might save the community, even in the form of a big box 

store that would bring lower prices but is, in reality, the antithesis of rural development 

(Qualman 2001a:28). 

 

This is to say nothing of the farmer himself, who experiences the stress on his 

livelihood, on the community and on the natural environment in quite a personal way.  He 

has limited control over the way that he farms and is compelled by the whims of the global 

marketplace. He becomes distanced from the consumer and lives in competition with his 

neighbours. He struggles on his farm and becomes less involved in his community (Diaz and 

Gingrich 1992:49).  In his interviews with Prairie farmers, Lind (1995) notes an overriding 

sense of powerlessness among them. The farmer takes his family’s financial difficulties to be 

indicative of his personal failure (Qualman and Wiebe 2002:14).  The stress of isolation and 

financial difficulty lead to depression, health problems and domestic violence (Sumner 

2005:49).  While each community and each person within it has felt these changes differently, 

it is important to acknowledge this aspect of rural and personal life in a study of agricultural 

systems.  

 

The Role of the State 

As power centralizes with a few companies, and as these companies control both production 

and international trade policy, the state has abandoned its role as ‘regulator’ in order to be a 

‘facilitator’ of the needs of capital (Moriera 2003:189) and the corporation is now 

undermining the practice of democracy itself.  Albritton argues that there are four 

‘institutional clusters’ that are compromising our democratic system: 1) corporations fund 
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electoral campaigns, therefore controlling politics, 2) they can afford the legal fees to sue 

and thus, compromise the legal system, 3) they fund science and research, thereby creating 

‘knowledge’ in their own interests and 4) their massive advertising campaigns control the 

media and the flow of information to the public (2009:184).  With regards to agriculture 

specifically, regulatory agencies such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the US 

Department of Agriculture (USDA), are essentially run by the companies that they are 

charged with inspecting (Nestle 2007). The executives of agribusiness rotate positions to 

government offices, blurring the line between the market and the state (ibid).   

 

If the state is to be elected by the people and serve the people, then the state is 

currently in deep crisis. Unelected global institutions, as described above, have served to 

erode the power of the nation state, all the while maintaining the illusion that the state is 

democratic and free to make decisions, thus veiling the true nexus of power.  Ulrich Beck 

describes the state as an empty cage at the zoo.  Though people still gather to admire the 

cage, the lion is actually prowling uninhibited around the grounds; though people still vote 

and participate politically, Beck argues that power is not within political institutions 

(1997:133).  Undoubtedly, we are living in a different political and economic climate than 

when Lenin and Kautsky were debating the original agrarian question.  However, this 

environment may open up new forms of political and economic action at the grassroots level, 

as regimes have always been dialectically shaped by social movements (Friedmann 2005).  

Through understanding where our agricultural system has come from and how it is organized 

presently, we can also begin to imagine the direction we could take it in the future. 

 

A Third Food Regime? 

Though we can examine the food regimes of the past with some degree of clarity, it is much 

more difficult to reflect on the one we are currently witnessing; it is much like a dream in this 

sense.  McMichael terms this regime the Global Corporate Regime due to the fact that, as 

elucidated above, it is run by ‘market rule’ (McMichael 2003:71). Otero and Pechlaner 
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believe we are living in a Neoliberal Food Regime that relies on capital accumulation being 

driven by GM technology and international neoregulation, rather than deregulation, that 

serves to compromise state autonomy (2010:181). Burch and Lawrence (2009) term it a 

financialized regime that hinges around capital accumulation at the level of the food retailers.  

Friedmann speculates that we are currently witnessing the reconfiguring of relations 

between corporations and social movements under the emblem of ‘quality standards’ and 

she terms this regime as Corporate- Environmental (2005:234).   In this two-tiered system, 

the global elite create demand for fresh and healthy food, while the majority of global 

citizens will consume an ‘American diet’– the edible commodities of a privatized system that 

relies on biotechnology and capital intensive processing (Winson, forthcoming).  While we 

can speculate on the precise nature of this food regime at a global and, thus, abstracted level, 

perhaps understanding its workings at a more local level will help us to recognize the dream 

in which we live.   

 

Consumers Fight Back 

This most recent transformation of agriculture has not been without contestation however.  

Even after the decline of the United Farmers of Ontario, the torch was carried into the 

province’s general farm organizations.  Furthermore, there has been growing consumer 

concern over food quality, the environment and food security (see Albritton 2009; Cook 2006; 

Patel 2007; Pollan 2006; Kenner 2009).  Eric Schlosser, another prominent critic of the 

current food system sums up his argument at a 2003 panel at Berkeley: “These forces are so 

big and powerful, that it is easy to feel despair…[but] when you look more closely at the 

subsidies, at the bribery, at the corruption, there was nothing inevitable about this system. 

And if there’s nothing inevitable about it, the corollary is things don’t have to be the way 

they are” (quoted in Cook 2006:243).  Clearly, he sees change by way of human agency and 

indeed, things are changing at the grassroots level.  Farmers markets and Community 

Supported Agriculture (CSA) schemes are popping up as consumers reject the industrial food 

system and buy directly from smaller local producers.  However, while there may exist 
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minimally successful linkages between such movements and general farmers’ organizations 

(see Brodt et al 2006 for the case of California), conventional farmers seem to be threatened 

by or scorn this ‘foodie’ movement (Holloway 2004) because it shames their way of 

agriculture and goes against their ‘common sense.’  Many farmers feel there is no alternative 

to conventional agriculture because small-scale, organic agriculture simply cannot feed the 

world (see Chapter [5] for more on this).  

 

Conclusion 

When Rachel Carson wrote Silent Spring, she asked, “who has made the decision that sets in 

motion these chains of poisonings, this ever-widening wave of death that spreads out, like 

ripples when a pebble is dropped into a still pond” and she answers that “the decision is that 

of the authoritarian temporarily entrusted with power; he has made it during a moment of 

inattention” (1964:127).   Yet, through this section we understand that there was a long 

(d)evolution of our agricultural system. It was not made during a moment of inattention or 

by a handful of ‘bad apples,’ but over lifetimes and we all participated as our world followed 

the inner logic of capitalism, as the bottom line shifted from people to profit. Now the 

system has been institutionalized, naturalized and accepted as efficient not because it works 

well for the majority of people, but because it is profitable to a few powerful businesses.  

  

From the glory days of the Grange and the CCF, to state intervention during the 

Depression and the World Wars and on to the rise of international regulatory bodies that 

have institutionalized a global ‘free market,’ the underlying concern of agricultural 

institutions in the past century has been to control the irrationalities of capitalist relations in 

agriculture.  In a perfectly competitive system, writes Busch, “profits cease to exist” 

(2010:336).  Thus, in order to secure profit, the agricultural sector has attempted to balance 

supply and demand through regulation, formerly from the state and now from the private 

sector itself.  In a world in which 25% of the population goes hungry, the key concern of 

North American agriculture has been and continues to be the disposal of its surplus to 
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correct market inefficiencies (Albritton 2009); this has been accomplished through food aid, 

exporting below the cost of production and, most recently, through subsidizing ethanol.  

Nonetheless, the ideological imperative of increasing production to feed a ‘hungry world’ 

runs strong through the agricultural media. 

 

Through the above discussion of the forces shaping our agricultural system 

throughout history and into the present, we can understand the power of food regimes and 

begin to speculate on the current structures of power, while also contextualizing Ontario 

farmers and the primary research in the following chapters.  In 2005, Harriet Friedmann 

argued that food regimes have implicit frames that are somehow naturalized, and that 

through the naming and shaming of these frames, their power is gradually dissolved.  My 

aim here is to bring to light, to name and shame, the frames that are currently exercised over 

farmers.  This next section of the literature review will examine hegemony, frames and the 

ways in which power occupies the inner world of an individual.  

 

Hegemony on the Farm 

 

The success of particular conceptual machineries is related to the power 

possessed by those who operate them … He who has the bigger stick has the 

better chance of imposing his definitions of reality. 3 

  

Before we can understand farmers’ perspectives on the current food regime, we must 

understand another dimension of capitalist power and of power in general.  For it is not 

purely through the material forces of the economy that the practice of agriculture has been 

shaped but also, as we will examine in this section, through the creation of a cultural 

legitimacy that has sway over the very hearts and minds of producers.  A regime, even a food 

regime, is truly powerful when its logic has been embraced as common sense and 

                                                           
3
 Berger and Luckman 1967: 126-7. 
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unconsciously sustained and perpetuated by the majority, naturalizing and thereby 

depoliticizing the issues at stake.  In this section I examine the ideas of both classical and 

contemporary political sociologists and cognitive linguists who have addressed the concepts 

of hegemony, framing and propaganda, and follow with a brief introduction to the means 

through which Ontario farmers receive information and potentially learn their ‘common 

sense.’ 

 

Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937) 

Gramsci grew up in Sardinia, an island off of Italy, with severe health impediments and, at 

times, in dire poverty.  He won a scholarship to study at the University of Turin where he 

soon came to be involved with the Socialist Party there, publishing in left wing newspapers, 

and eventually working to found the Communist Party of Italy in 1921. In 1926, under 

Mussolini’s fascist regime, Gramsci was imprisoned for a twenty year sentence; his 

prosecutor is often quoted as saying, ‘We must stop this brain from working for twenty 

years.’  Despite ill health and dark years inside his cell, Gramsci filled over 3000 pages with 

writing that now makes up the Prison Notebooks.  

 

From the more practical pre-prison writing, to the broader theoretical work in the 

Prison Notebooks, Gramsci discusses a number of ideas, including passive revolution, organic 

intellectuals, historicism and philosophy but, for the purposes of this paper, we focus on his 

treatment of hegemony.  Like Weber, Rousseau and Hume, he emphasizes ideology over the 

economy and argues that there is not a simple relationship between the base (forces and 

relations of production) and the superstructure (culture); he stresses that the socialist 

revolution is not inevitable, but will be born through ideological struggle (Boggs 1976:36).  

Here, though, it should be noted that Gramsci was writing in a different historical moment, 

as he was witnessing the extension of liberal democracy.  As we will now explore, Gramsci’s 

insight into his own political situation still has much relevance to our present context. 
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 In theorizing State power and legitimacy, Gramsci points to a ‘crisis of authority’ as 

the moment in which “traditional parties … are no longer recognised by their class as its 

expression” (Hoare and Nowell Smith 1971:210).  Therefore, he argues that within a state, 

there are two spheres of authority: domination through force (dominio) and hegemony 

through consent (direzione).  At times, the ruling class resorts to violence such as during a 

war of manoeuvre, but it wages quite a different war in peacetime- the war of position- as it 

creates a collective ideology that maintains its legitimacy and power (Boggs 1976:86).  He 

writes that the aim of the State “is always that of creating new and tighter types of 

civilisation; of adapting the ‘civilisation’ and the morality of the broadest popular masses to 

the necessities of the continuous development of the economic apparatus of production” 

(Hoare and Nowell Smith 1971:242).  Thus, Gramsci argues that in order for the masses to 

create a revolution, they must first wage a war of position, an ideological battle for the 

hearts and minds of the working class. 

 

 The practice of hegemony, if done correctly, is a subtle yet powerful diffusion of 

ideology that soon becomes common sense and popular opinion; the process is a “passive 

adaptation by the led to the worldview developed by those who lead” (Liguori 2009:130).  As 

Boggs writes, this popular opinion has a depoliticizing effect and serves the ruling classes in 

that it “mystifie[s] power relations, public issues and events; it encourage[s] a sense of 

fatalism and passivity towards political action; and it justifie[s] every type of system-serving 

sacrifice and deprivation. In short, hegemony work[s] in many ways to induce the oppressed 

to accept or ‘consent’ to their own exploitation and daily misery” (Boggs 1976:39-40).  

 

This ‘organizing principle’ is socialized or ‘educated’ through such channels as experts 

and bureaucrats, intellectuals and universities, religious institutions, the legal system and the 

media. Thus, the battlefield for this war of position is civil society itself.  Though many 

theorize that civil society is outside of the state, functioning as the ‘check’ on democracy 

(Foley and Hodgkinson 2003), Gramsci imagines that civil society is indeed a part of the State: 

the “State = political society + civil society” (Hoare and Nowell Smith 1971:263). Thus, the 
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more complex the civil society, the more resistant it is to crisis (ibid, 235).  Gramsci writes 

that “in Russia the State was everything, civil society was primordial and gelatinous; in the 

West, there was a proper relation between State and civil society, and when the State 

trembled, a sturdy structure of civil society was at once revealed” (ibid, 238).  He also likens 

the structure of civil society to ‘trenches’ that guard the position of the state and vice versa 

(ibid, 243). 

 

 Writing in post-totalitarian Czechoslovakia with a civil society that was then still 

‘primordial’ at best, Vaclav Havel theorizes power as ideology, defining the word as the 

bridge of excuses between the system and the individual.  He writes: “It is a world of 

appearances trying to pass for reality” (2005:339) and it is perpetuated by people living, 

through rituals and signs, within these lies, not necessarily believing the lie but behaving as if 

they did (ibid, 338).  He argues that even the government ministers are enslaved to the inner 

logic of the superstructure as all “are both victims of the system and its instruments” (ibid, 

343).  However, Havel writes that when people begin to ‘live within the truth,’ others are 

able to see through the veil of ideology.  

 

 Whether through bureaucracy, hegemony or ideology, this power works to 

undermine human creativity by making ‘trained gorillas,’ that are disorganized, fragmented 

and depoliticized (Boggs 1976:47).  Furthermore, having been seduced by consumer values 

and losing a sense of responsibility for a cause beyond oneself, Havel argues that such a 

person also becomes demoralized (2005:350).  When the masses are disorganized in this way, 

they are “vulnerable to coercion, cloaked as consent” (Landy 2009:121); they become 

powerless, as their very conception of the world is not necessarily their own. 

 

Before we proceed, we must affirm that the State, narrowly defined, is not the sole 

nexus of power; indeed, as discussed in the previous section, the political terrain has 

radically shifted over the past century and we now live in a society governed ultimately by 

corporations. Gramsci also theorizes it “possible to imagine the coercive element of the State 
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withering away by degrees, as ever more conspicuous elements of related society (or ethical 

State or civil society) make their appearance” (Hoare and Nowell Smith 1971:263). Does the 

practice of hegemony change when Corporate rule, in effect, trumps the State?  I would 

argue that perhaps in this climate the practice of hegemony is even more subversive as the 

shell of the State is maintained and often held up as the scapegoat, both the source and the 

cure, for the ills of society (Fairbain and Russell 2004:53).  This notion is explored in more 

depth in the next section but first we focus on the apparatus of hegemony.  

 

Language and Moral Frames 

The concept of frames is crucial in understanding the practice of hegemony, but before we 

discuss the manner with which they are employed, we look to the nature of the frame itself.  

In its most basic definition, a frame is a conceptual boundary that defines the limits of one’s 

ideas.  When we speak of a person’s free will, prominent cognitive scientist George Lakoff 

asserts that “you can’t will something that is outside your capacity to imagine” (2006:16).  

Despite the common use of the phrase ‘to think outside the box’ it is much more easily said 

than done if one does not possess the tools with which to understand the box itself, let alone 

generate a thought outside of it.   

 

 Lakoff writes that these frames are internalized and accepted by the masses as mere 

common sense; however, he argues that nothing is simply common sense. He maintains that 

people are not actually aware of their own worldview or how they came to receive it in the 

first place (1996:4).  Thus, he warns: “At stake here is the deepest form of freedom- the 

freedom that comes from knowing your own mind” (2006:15).   

 

The conceptual tools we employ to think, either inside or outside the box, are our 

words themselves.  David Orr writes that “because we cannot think clearly about what we 

cannot say clearly, the first casualty of linguistic incoherence is our ability to think well about 

many things” (1999:697).  Indeed, Rousseau previously attested that “general ideas can 
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come into the mind only with the aid of words, and the understanding grasps them only 

through propositions” (quoted in Chomsky 2008:82).  Noam Chomsky, much involved in the 

contemporary study of linguistics, studies social science through the power of language, 

describing it as “a mirror of the mind” (2008:90). When one learns a new language, one is 

opened to an alternative method of conceptualization and oftentimes certain phrases are 

said to be ‘lost in translation,’ thereby defining the limits of each language to describe a 

thought with another’s collection of words and meanings.  

 

Lakoff also argues that language is shaped into ‘conceptual metaphors’ through 

constant repetition and that these often prompt an emotional response that is accepted not 

only as common sense, but as morality itself.  It is not necessary for these frames, therefore, 

to follow logic and they can also trump all facts (2006:13).  In his book, Whose Freedom? 

(2006), Lakoff analyzes the understanding of the concept of freedom by both progressives 

and conservatives and argues that the word means completely different things to each. He 

exemplifies this based on the ‘nation as a family’ model from his earlier book, Moral Politics 

(1996) in which he contrasts the progressive nurturing parent model with the conservative 

strict father.  To the political Left, empathy is the state of nature and thus freedom is defined 

in terms of a system in which all have equal access to resources. However, to the Right, the 

state of nature is evil; only through strict discipline can humanity reach its moral potential.  

Lakoff argues that their worldview does not conceive of a collective system, but rather of 

individuals and direct causal relationships, therefore conservatives do not understand how 

their grasping for wealth and freedom affects others’ ability to do the same.  If the two 

concepts of freedom are not differentiated, people might think that progressives and 

conservatives are actually working towards the same concept.  This is dangerous; yet Lakoff 

claims that this is exactly what is happening in America.   

 

Lakoff argues that the Left is losing the battle over the definition of the concept of 

freedom as more and more people (even the poor themselves, as patriotic as ever) are 

voting against their own interests and becoming seduced by the libertarian framing of the 
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conservative agenda.  Here it is interesting to note Jacque Fresco’s argument that if society 

were truly free, there would be no need to constantly convince the masses of their freedom 

(Peter 2008).  Yet, these libertarian views have been popularized due to a constant repetition 

that has, in effect, “changed the brains of tens of millions of Americans. The mere fact that 

they are fallacious is not sufficient to overcome their status as defining common sense for all 

those people and arguing against them merely reinforces them” (Lakoff 2006:168 -emphasis 

mine). Therefore, he maintains that the solution for progressives is not to condemn 

conservatives (as exemplified by the last few elections here in Canada) or to make a move to 

the right in hopes of gaining back voters, but to make an equally thorough portrayal of a 

progressive version of freedom for all, in other words, Gramsci’s war of position.  

 

 Here, I pause for a moment to reflect on my own frame and am keenly aware that I 

am also writing from my own worldview and common sense, employing language and 

concepts that are not innately mine but which were received from outside and often 

unknown sources.  To be thorough, I cannot withhold my own worldview from criticism, but I 

will not succumb to post-modern relativity when it is clear for all to see that our current food 

system is simply not working for the majority of people.  Socrates left no stone unturned, 

nothing unexamined.  So too, this project is an attempt to question everything about the 

dominant worldview in our agricultural system and to begin a discussion. 

 

Collective Action Frames 

A collective action frame, as termed and defined by Snow and Benford is “an interpretive 

schemata that simplifies and condenses the ‘world out there’ by selectively punctuating and 

encoding objects, situations, events, experiences, and sequences of actions within one’s 

present and past environments”(1992:137) and thereby creates a shared frame, useful for 

organizing the masses to action.  It performs three functions (Snow and Benford 1988): 

diagnostic (identifying problems and placing blame), prognostic (encouraging strategies to 
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address the problems) and motivational (compelling members to act). These frames will vary 

to the extent that they resonate with people’s beliefs and experiences.   

 

 Of course, this theory has long been useful for analysing social movements but, for 

our purposes here, I find it useful for studying the frame of the third food regime.  As argued 

before, a regime only functions because it resonates with and motivates individual farmers.  

Thus, in order to discern the power of our current agricultural system, it is important to 

examine “the frames that provide the ‘analysis,’ ‘language,’ and ‘grammar’ that participants 

use to diagnose their socioeconomic and political environment and plan their actions” 

(Mooney and Hunt 1996:181).   After discussing the concepts and language that emerge from 

the primary research, I analyze its diagnostic, prognostic and motivational characteristics and 

evaluate it as a collective action frame.  

 

Manufacturing Consent through the Media 

As concentration occurred in the agricultural sector so too did it manifest in the media, as 

giant corporations now own film studios, television networks, newspapers, music labels, 

theme parks and toys (Herman and Chomsky 2002: xiii).  Thus, the ‘free press’ is just as 

mythical as the ‘free market.’  In their introduction to the reprinted version of their now 

classic Manufacturing Consent, Herman and Chomsky agree that the rise of the Internet has 

provided some opportunity for dissident voices to be heard but, nonetheless, their original 

argument in 1988 still rings true:  namely, that the free press is not free, because access to 

the broader public is restricted through at least five filters.  In brief, these filters are: the high 

cost of technology and the profit orientation of owners, the necessity to cater to companies 

that fund through advertisements, privileged access to ‘routine’ news sources, the power of 

flak organizations, and, lastly, anti-communism (ibid). The authors were originally writing 

when the Cold War was not yet a distant memory; however this last filter could now be 

substituted with the ‘War on Terror.’  
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Yet Herman and Chomsky argue that journalists themselves may not even be aware 

of the role they play in the propaganda machine.  They maintain that the process of 

propaganda is not a conspiracy but is largely subconscious, as right-leaning personnel are 

more apt to get the job and quickly internalize the constraints imposed on them, if that had 

not already been the case (ibid, lx).  In summary, the ‘free press’ permits debate “as long as 

these remain faithfully within the system of presuppositions and principles that constitute an 

elite consensus, a system so powerful as to be internalized largely without awareness”(ibid, 

302). 

 

 Once this consensus becomes all-powerful (that is, internalized and invisible), the 

corporations controlling the media have free reign to decide what will become news and 

what will not.  Chomsky refers to a ‘black hole’ of propaganda; equally important as what is 

broadcast, is what is not - the information deemed unfit for public consumption (1999:135). 

Though these companies might insist that they are merely giving people what they want, 

Steger argues that we should never underestimate the power of the media to actually 

“structure people’s wants and desires” in the first place (2002:275).  Thus, the media “merely 

reflect[s] the world as powerful groups wish it to be perceived” (Herman and Chomsky 

2002:lix). Coupled with Lakoff’s argument that conservatives tend to believe that humans are 

innately sinful creatures, this would explain why murder and violence are so sensationalized 

in the media today.  But let us turn to some examples in order to qualify Herman and 

Chomsky’s argument. 

 

Farm Frames 

A 2009 study of a variety of agricultural commodity producers across various American states 

concludes that the majority of farmers claim to rely predominantly on print media for their 

facts and that information from other farmers is a close second, followed by other sources 

like conferences, input suppliers or university extension agents (Chapman et al 2009:328). 

Though internet sites are increasingly popular among farmers as well, the mechanism– a 
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one-way flow of information through text and images– is comparable to print media. Both 

rely on frames to simplify and classify reality into short sound bites or headlines for public 

consumption.  

 

 There is much literature based on print media content analysis to support Herman 

and Chomsky’s argument that the media is not neutral.  Crawley (2007) examines the 

framing of Genetic Modification (GM) in a variety of local and mainstream newspapers both 

in Missouri and in California.  She concludes that there is more complexity in the debate 

among local newspapers than mainstream ones and that GM is framed more positively in 

agricultural Missouri, where this technology is actually used.  Maessele (2010) reemphasizes 

that frames must be studied with an awareness of ‘frame sponsorship’ and discovers through 

his content analysis that the GM debate in the media is between industry, that works to 

depoliticize GM foods, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that attempt to re-

politicize the issue. Yet another study of the GM issue: an analysis of the New York Times and 

the Washington Post over 25 years, reveals that issues are in competition with each other 

and go in and out of fashion in attention cycles, much like celebrities (Nisbet and Huge 2006).  

Wright and Reid (2010) argue, as they analyze the framing of biofuels in the US, that media 

employ symbolic values embedded in national security, environmental protection and 

economic development to frame biofuels as a moral imperative, further gaining consensus 

and legitimacy through repetition.  The choice of language in framing is crucial; when 

structural adjustment was sold to Canadians, it was phrased in positive terms like ‘deficit 

reduction’ and ‘rationalization’ (Sumner 2005:37). These terms effectively disarm all 

opponents because who, in his right mind, would be against rationalization? 

  

 While the above examples are drawn from media that are available to the broader 

public, there also exists a certain stream that is intended specifically for a farmer audience.  

Gerry Walter (1996) has spent years pouring through such newspapers and magazines and 

focuses his efforts on three magazines in the American Midwest, Successful Farming, Farm 

Journal and Prairie Farmer, between the years of 1934 and 1991. He focuses on the often 
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used ‘success stories’ of featured farmers in these publications that “both reflect and 

reproduce the ideological frames not only of the journalists who construct them but also of 

the advertisers and others involved in their publication” (ibid, 589).  Paying due attention to 

the ‘sponsors’ of the frame, Walter notes that the majority of the operating costs of these 

agricultural media are provided by agricultural input companies; furthermore, a 1989 

national survey finds that farm magazine writers believe advertisers have too much sway 

over their papers, as they often feel pressure to show advertisers and their products in a 

favorable light (ibid, 597). 

 

Are these ‘success stories’ an accurate reflection of the farmers themselves? Walter 

compares the statistics of featured farms to census data and discovers that throughout the 

years, featured farms have had significantly higher acreage than the national average, with 

larger numbers of cattle and hogs and less hired men or off-farm jobs (ibid, 602).  In this 

narrative of a successful farmer, environmental conservation and family values have a 

backseat to the goal of increasing production: in sum, Walter’s analysis reveals an editorial 

bias to productivist agriculture. Though he mentions that mass media models may appear 

more credible to farmers than even their own neighbours (1995:59), he does not conclude 

that farmers have assumed this ideology and thus invites future research to ascertain 

whether farmers have internalized this portrait of success (1996:605). 

 

 It is also important to note here the power of images in advertising, as photographs, 

beyond the power of editorials and statistics, provide a more effective tool in the creation 

and reinforcement of ideas (Goffman 1979; Yarwood 2006). Brandth (1995) examines tractor 

advertisements and their role in defining a male-only space and a masculinity that has 

changed with the technology. Kroma and Flora study the representation of agricultural 

pesticides since 1940, through their brand names and their images and narratives in farm 

journal advertisements.  They find that the industry “strategically repositions itself … by 

coopting dominant cultural themes at specific historical moments” (2003:25).  The 

companies represented themselves as scientific at the outset, then moving towards a 
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control-over-nature image and eventually into an environmentally friendly one.  Note that 

the products themselves have not necessarily become safer for the environment, but the 

advertisers aim to convince both farmers and the public that they have.  The internalization 

of the ideology that is perpetuated in such advertisements and in Walter’s study of farm 

magazines will be discussed in the next section of this literature review.  

 

Though the media plays a large role in the depoliticization of social reality, it is not 

the only force at work. When former President George W. Bush silenced ‘dissentient voices’ 

in the US, he defunded public media, but also stifled universities and appointed right leaning 

judges (Buttegieg 2009:30-31).  David Harvey points to churches, universities, think tanks, 

media and intellectuals as all having “created a climate of opinion in support of neoliberalism 

as the exclusive guarantor of freedom” (2005:40).  And recall the four institutional clusters– 

political campaigns, the law, science and advertising– that Albritton (2009) argues are 

compromising democracy, as outlined in the last section. Though the media is the easiest 

target, and indeed will be the focus throughout this thesis, Ontario farmers may also be 

influenced by the conservativizing effect of religion (Lakoff 2006), the Ontario Agricultural 

College (especially in the case of young farmers), the agrarian myth as found in country 

music, agricultural ‘science’ (Busch 1994), along with overt regulation by the legal system 

(Salatin 2007). 

 

Conclusion 

If the economic power wielded by corporations, as outlined in the previous section, was not 

enough, their use of ideological power as discussed here seems to secure their domination.  

However, a spirit of resignation will not resolve anything and, indeed, this paper would not 

have been written if I did not doubt an ultra-structuralist view.  The power of conceptual 

frames is no doubt strong but, again, as Friedmann (2005) documents, history has proven 

that a regime falls when the core concept that was previously accepted as implicit is called to 

question.  Through this project, I aim to shed light on the workings of power within the 
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agricultural sector and over the farmer in Mapleton Township in order, not to criticize the 

farmer, but as Jacques Ellul writes, “to encourage him to strengthen himself” (1965:xvi).   

 

This section has relied on the theory of both classical and contemporary political 

sociologists to explain the ease with which the many are ruled (and exploited) by the few: 

this theory is the foundation for the primary research and analysis that follow.  In the next 

section, we ‘get personal’ and examine the existing literature surrounding the worldviews of 

conventional farmers in light of the above theories.  

 

Farmers’ Worldviews 

 

If you’re not able to understand real individuals, you can’t understand what is 

universal and general.  – Antonio Gramsci, 19 November 1928.4  

 

Building on the foundations of the previous sections of the literature review that examined a 

farmer’s capability, the object here is to begin to understand the farmer on a personal level, 

to explore literature on the ideology and worldviews of farmers in attempts to understand 

their knowledgeability (Giddens 1984b).  For if the farmers of today seem to have a 

fragmented or contradictory understanding of the industrial agricultural system and their 

place within it, this surely was not always the case.  Before the Second World War, the 

critique of farmers was articulate, passionate and it was directed at capitalism itself.   The 

purpose of this section is to contextualize the farmer’s notions both within the wider issues 

that face agriculture and within history.  

 

We begin this section with a brief introduction to the social psychological work within 

rural sociology after the 1950s and move towards its more modern expression in the 

exploration of factors that determine a farmer’s adoption of environmentally sound 

                                                           
4
 Gramsci 1973:136.   
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practices.  This literature focuses on the importance of farmers’ attitudes, influenced by their 

self-identity and rural culture, as portrayed in the agrarian myth.  I then emphasize farmers’ 

political ideologies and focus on where they place the blame for their current situations, as 

defined in the literature.  We then travel back to well over a century ago and examine the 

evolution of the agrarian social critique in Ontario through institutions like the Grange, the 

United Farmers of Ontario and into its three current general farm organizations.   

 

Behaviors and Attitudes 

In their historical review of the discipline, Buttel, Larson and Gillespie Jr. (1990) devote a 

chapter to an era of rural sociological research roughly between the 1950s and early 1970s; 

they loosely define this trend as behaviorism, an often quantitative, social psychological 

approach to understanding the diffusion and adoption of agricultural technology. The 

authors wade through nearly a thousand of such studies that were published before 1970 

and organize them into seven broad categories.  The first consists of studies that determine a 

farmer’s rate of adoption based on socio-economic factors like income, size of farm, age or 

proximity to urban centres, etc.  The second categorizes farmers’ attitudes, relating to 

religion, education, et cetera, and theorize that traditional attitudes lead to a resistance to 

adoption.  The third examine group influences and peer sources, arguing that there is a 

greater adoption rate among more ethnically heterogeneous communities. The fourth 

category attributes adoption to the mass media and other sources of information, while the 

fifth theorizes conceptual models of stages similar to the modernization theory.  Studies in 

the final two categories focus on methodological aspects and critical assessments.   

 

The purpose of this research was to create knowledge to enable ‘change-agents’ like 

agricultural extension officers, sales representatives and the media to increase technology 

adoption rates (ibid, 47).  Buttel et al critique this trend of ‘middle range theory’ in rural 

sociology with the same perspective as C. Wright Mills (1959), who criticizes Merton and the 

behaviorist approach as ‘abstracted empiricism’ that stifle the ‘sociological imagination’ 
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(Buttel et al 1990:72).  Furthermore, I cannot help but wonder if this early research actually 

assisted in the creation of the channels of hegemony and propaganda, which we now seek to 

unravel. 

 

As a more critical approach to rural sociology emerged in the Sociology of Agriculture, 

the behaviorist paradigm gradually went out of fashion; however, there are still a number of 

studies, even recently, that bear quite a resemblance to it.  The main difference with recent 

research is that it aims to study not the adoption of technology but, as it would seem the 

pendulum is now swinging back, the implementation of ‘sustainable’ farming practices.  In 

this attempt, the issue of farmers’ attitudes is at the fore; this of course requires a more 

qualitative approach and makes for an interesting body of literature.  Such an emphasis is 

placed on the beliefs and attitudes of farmers because it is commonly acknowledged that 

attitudes influence intention, which directly influences behaviour (Burton 2004a).  As policy 

makers seek a solution to the environmental damage of industrial agriculture, they 

acknowledge the importance of farmers’ motivations and attitudes towards conservation as 

a factor to increasing levels of participation and success in voluntary environmental 

programs (Burton 2004b; Greiner, Patterson and Miller 2009; Siebert et al 2010; Lockhorst et 

al 2011; Greiner and Gregg 2011).  The traditional behaviorist model, as we will see however, 

has been modified over the years.  

 

One of the most frequently cited discussion pieces along this vein was published in 

Rural Sociology in 1990, by Beus and Dunlap.  In their article, “Conventional versus 

Alternative Agriculture” they clarify the polar beliefs of these two paradigms; thus, creating 

the Alternative-Conventional Agricultural Paradigm (ACAP) Scale and the subsequent 24-

question Likert-type test used to operationalize their claim (Beus and Dunlap 1991). Using 

the writings of six proponents of both the Conventional and Alternative paradigms, they 

argue that the lines are drawn over seven key issues: centralization vs. decentralization, 

dependence (on agribusiness) vs. independence, competition vs. community, domination of 

nature vs. harmony with nature, specialization vs. diversity, and exploitation vs. restraint.   
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The authors illustrate the chasm between these two paradigms with a debate 

between Earl Butz and Wendell Berry, during which they both claim that they have not ‘met’ 

each other and, indeed, Berry notes that they might never meet because Butz is debating 

quantities while he discusses values (ibid, 593).  Furthermore, Beus and Dunlap note that the 

battlefield for these competing paradigms goes beyond political debates and into research, 

education and extension work (1990: 612).  In the context of this study, we could understand 

these two paradigms to function as hegemony/ counter-hegemony, with the conventional 

productivist view (quantities) being the dominant view perpetuated by the agricultural 

media.  

 

Beus and Dunlap initiated a discussion within the discipline and in Rural Sociology, 

the journal itself (see Beus and Dunlap 1994; Allen and Bernhardt 1995; Abaidoo and 

Dickinson 2002; Jackson-Smith and Buttel 2003).  Maybery, Crase and Gullifer (2005) 

generally agree with the ACAP thesis after a survey to over 500 farmers, though they would 

categorize farmers into three groups: economic, conservation and lifestyle.  Jackson-Smith 

and Buttel note that “many ordinary farmers struggled to locate their own views in the bi-

polar paradigm” (2003:527-8).  They argue that Beus and Dunlap’s dichotomy may be true 

among the ‘agricultural intelligentsia’ but a testing of the ACAP scale on farmers themselves 

reveals multi-dimensionality that is not accounted for in the bi-polar scale, namely 

environmental and ‘family-farmist’ dimensions.  Others argue that the relationship between 

attitude and behaviour is only moderate (Petrzelka and Korsching 1996:38), as there is quite 

a leap between ascribing to a set of abstract beliefs and actually modifying one’s agricultural 

practice (Carr and Tait 1991; Lawrence, Richards and Cheshire 2004).   

 

McHenry notes the ‘schizophrenic’ attitudes of farmers in that they are quite 

environmentally conscious in the abstract and relating to issues elsewhere but not when it 

comes to their own practices; “most farmers take environmental problems seriously when 

they themselves don’t feel threatened” (1996:385).  There are many external factors that 
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might dictate a farmer’s decision to employ or not to employ sustainable methods, such as 

finances (Wilson and Hart 2000; Greiner, Patterson and Miller 2009), the presence of 

agricultural advisors (Ward and Munton 1992), attitudes toward regulation (Ward and Lowe 

1994; Greiner, Patterson and Miller 2009), the hope for family farm succession and 

household social forces (Ward and Lowe 1994; Roberts and Hollander 1997), and the 

religious views or ethnic background of the immediate community (Curry-Roper 1997).   

 

Thus, Burton (2004a) calls for an improvement of the behaviourist approach which, 

due to its quantitative approach often lacks theoretical development and ignores factors 

besides attitude.  Based on Ajzen’s theory of planned behavior (1991), Burton proposes a 

model which includes social pressures, perceived ability to do the task in question and self-

identity as additional factors that influence behavior, in conjunction with attitude.    

 

Self-Identities  

Let us examine one of these additional factors that play out on the mindscape of farmers.  It 

is not within the realm of this paper to explore the extensive theories and debates as to how 

self-identity is created from various social experiences (see Stryker 1968; Mead 1934 or 

Bourdieu 1977), but let us generally agree that a farmer develops an identity based on a 

social role and that it is therefore dynamic (Bryant 1999) and multi-faceted (Burton and 

Wilson 2006), as a farmer may also play the role of a parent or a community leader 

simultaneously. Roles are defined in relation to ‘the other’ (rural vs. urban, male vs. female, 

conventional vs. organic) and the farmer receives social affirmation from the group for 

playing his role well (ibid).  In this way, and in way of a preface to this section, it cannot be 

assumed that all farmers will fit neatly into a ‘typical farmer’ identity.  

 

Studies have explored the successful playing of this role in asking producers to go 

beyond the abstracted typologies of the ACAP scale and to define what makes a ‘good 

farmer.’  Walter (1997) argues that farmers’ definitions fit into four categories: the Steward 
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(responsible resource management), the Manager (having analytical skill), the Conservative 

(preserving the farm business for the future) and the Agrarian (relating to community and 

rural lifestyle).  In analyzing responses in relation to respondents’ age and farm size, he notes 

that the definition of success might change according to the life stage of the farmer (ibid, 66).  

  

Another study by Burton (2004b) does not categorize farmers in such a way, but 

argues that, on the whole, farmers measure their success and are accepted into the ‘culture’ 

inasmuch as they are producers.  Success is not necessarily related to the amount of money a 

farmer can make, but on the yield of the crop and the look of the land.  In his study, farmers 

admit to putting more time and resources into the front field that is nearest the roadside in 

order that their neighbours will approve of them (ibid, 204).   The landscape of industrial 

agriculture, though repulsive to some, is a symbol of farmer’s hard work and his “personal 

victory over the land” (ibid, 197). Therefore, if a farmer’s field is full of weeds, even if it is 

due to his adherence to organic practices, the farmer is deemed lazy and if he volunteers to 

return a portion of his land to ‘nature’ it is deemed a personal defeat.  Thus, the farmer is 

productivist and the field is a cultural symbol.  As Leopold observes, the landscape is “the 

owner’s portrait of himself” (as quoted in ibid, 207).  Whether this productivist identity was 

internalized from the farm media (see Walter 1996) is open to speculation and perhaps 

further research.  

 

 However, there have been claims that we are now witnessing a transition to post-

productivism (see Marsden et al 1993) and the argument of agricultural surplus, the public’s 

denunciation of industrial agriculture and the increasing number of programs that encourage 

farmers to set aside land for nature are surely (or are they?) evidence of this trend.  Yet 

there is a firm argument that farmers themselves have not transitioned and that there will 

not be such a linear progression towards nor a dichotomous position between productivism 

and post-productivism (Wilson 2001).  In the same vein, Shucksmith predicts reluctance for 

farm households to engage in these post-productivist behaviors and writes that to overcome 

this hesitancy will require “a cultural transformation which redefines the image of ‘a good 
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farmer’” (1993:477).  Tovey (1997) agrees that farmers often see sustainable farming 

practices as backwards; farmers do not want to ‘go back’ to the past, but rather they have 

expectations of the future.   

 

Rural ‘Cultures’ 

Whatever a farmer’s occupational identity, be it productivist or some other version of it, 

there exists a rural or farming culture that serves to both justify and mystify the work of the 

farmer.  In a simple definition, culture can be seen as a “shared understanding between 

people or groups of people” (Yarwood 2006:21) and in this way, similar to identity, it leaves 

room for a multiplicity of cultures existing simultaneously.  Here it is important  to 

understand how our entire society imagines the rural culture because “farmers’ 

understanding of their role comes not only from how they see themselves, but also from 

information they have on how others see them, both as individuals and as a part of a group 

in society” (McHenry 1996:380).  We can look to ‘folk art’, to a now widely popular body of 

country music or to television shows like Little House on the Prairie that portray an idealized 

rural life and elicit a nostalgia for simpler times (Wilson 1990:83).  The farmer is thus subject 

to romantic ideals that he be self-sufficient, religious, hard-working, wholesome and work in 

harmony with nature (Walter 1997:49; Wilson 1990:85).   Some of the most well-loved 

country and folk songs speak to this: “We say grace and we say Ma’am” in A Country Boy Can 

Survive (Hank Williams Jr. 1982); “It's in the hearts of those who know what life's all about, 

It's laying your head on your pillow and fallin' to sleep proud” in Where Country Grows 

(Ashton Shepherd 2011).   

 

 All of these images are incorporated in the agrarian myth.  The word myth does not 

necessarily denote that it is false, but rather acts as an organizing principle, in much the 

same way that Havel describes ideology as a life of symbols and rituals that create an 

alternate reality and depoliticizes the actor.  Myths are the story that we tell ourselves, an 

interpretation of history that is the source of our values and helps us make our way in the 
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present (see Hanson 2001).  The agrarian myth was poignantly used by the Grange in their 

secret meetings and rituals to align farmers to this frame.  From the Manual of the 

Subordinate Granges and the Patrons of Husbandry (1875): 

Worthy brothers. Agriculture is the first and most noble of all occupations. It is 
the only one of divine origin. God planted the Garden of Eden, and placed men 
therein to tend and keep it… It was the command of the Almighty that man 
should till the ground. History proves that where agriculture has been fostered 
by people, that nature has prospered and reached a high degree of perfection; 
but where it has been neglected, degeneracy began.  (quoted in Hann 1975:7) 

Central to this philosophy is that farming produces a better type of person and that the 

farmer, being closer to nature, is closer to God (Wilson 1990:85).  The myth is that farmers 

are ‘stewards of the land’ and as farmers go out of business this ideal is only strengthened as 

the age of family farms is seen as a ‘lost paradise’ (Butala 2003:67).   If farmers are exploited, 

or merely feel as if they are exploited, this serves to further entrench their virtuosity, as they 

slave to provide food for the rest of society. 

 

However, culture can also be seen more critically, as Mitchell argues that culture “is 

not what people are doing … it is the way that people make sense of what they have done.  It 

is the way their activities are reified as culture” (1995:108).   In the first place, the myth 

ignores the fact that the culture itself has some serious problems.  The literature agrees that 

both the media’s representation of the rural ‘culture’ and the practice of agriculture itself 

creates and perpetuates specific performances of gender that influence both men and 

women, as well as family relations (see Fink 1986; Brandth 1995; Liepins 1998; Liepins 2000; 

Stenbacka 2011).  The symbolism surrounding the tractor is especially telling and points to a 

man’s domain and his power over nature, extended to his power over women (Saugeres 

2002; Brandth 1995).   Brandth also notes that as tractors become more technologically 

advanced, the image of a man also changes from one who does the dirty, grunt work to a 

more managerial role.   As with identity and culture, there exists a plurality of masculinities 

that are often invisible (Brandth and Haugen 2006:218). 
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Furthermore, this agrarian myth is upheld despite the lack of due stewardship to the 

land under the imperative of industrial agriculture; the idea takes precedent over reality 

(Taylor 1994).  It mystifies not only what is happening to the farm, but what is happening to 

the farmer and his family.  Walter notes that “independence became individualism, hard 

work translated into maximum production and self-reliance found expression in economic 

efficiency and technological innovation” (1996:596).   Farmers no longer live up to that ideal, 

if they ever did, as they are de-romanticized in reality: farming is a business, land is private 

capital and rural communities are actually quite competitive environments (Millward et al 

2003:14).  While the media, politicians, and academics continue to act as if this idealized 

family farm exists, as if the emperor is wearing clothes, they and even the agricultural 

producers themselves “may take little account of their growing subordination to capital” 

(Davis 1980:147). 

 

Not only does it mystify, the myth also serves to justify industrial agriculture. Relying 

on newspaper editorials, McHenry (1996) outlines how this myth of farmers as ‘stewards of 

the land’ is relied on as a defense when accused of harming the environment.  Farmers argue 

that they have a vested interest in protecting their land, as it represents their future 

livelihood (Morris and Andrews 1997).  They can use the agrarian myth to appeal to the 

public on an emotional basis and thus no one can refuse them (Wilson 1990:83).  And while 

these myths are useful for farmers, they are even more important for corporate interests as 

they have “repeatedly and effectively hidden behind the image of the farmer, the mythical 

downtrodden hayseed who is at once benighted and exploited and yet the ‘backbone’ of our 

country” (Goldschmidt 1978: xxxiii).  

 

This contradiction between productivism (seen negatively by society) and rural 

culture (seen positively) is sure to create a crisis within the farmer as both forces exist in his 

decision-making process.  If these agrarian ideals persist despite the ground of reality 

knocked out from under them, it is all the more important that we understand the farmer 

himself and not merely statistics and the political economy of agriculture.  Perhaps this also 
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explains why farmers struggle to complete the bi-polar ACAP scale (Jackson-Smith and Buttel 

2003) questionnaires; they cannot be expected to neatly fit into an alternative framework 

like Wendell Berry or a conventional paradigm like Earl Butz when they are, in a sense, both 

men at the same time.   

 

Political Ideology  

Up to this point, I have been relying on the body of literature which describes studies of 

farmers’ perceptions and, perhaps due to the more recent conservationist trend, much of 

the literature has examined their views on the environment.  Though this grounding proves 

helpful, my thesis is nonetheless not directly related to farmers’ environmental practices and 

views; in my mind, environmental problems (extended to gender inequalities) are symptoms 

of a much deeper issue that must be addressed.  In this section, I seek to know how farmers 

understand the workings of the agricultural system itself and to do that we also need to 

recognize their politics.  

 

 If their conflicting views concerning productivist behavior and the environment were 

contradictory, farmers’ political ideologies are even more so.  Bawn defines ideology as “an 

enduring system of beliefs, prescribing what action to take in a variety of political 

circumstances” (2000:305), and furthermore, they are beliefs that “create preference in the 

absence of (or in opposition to) direct self-interest”(ibid, 304- emphasis mine).  Before we 

explore this further, let us reflect for a moment on the theories of Marx and Gramsci 

concerning political consciousness.  Marx theorized that a worker’s class position would give 

rise to a consciousness that would be shared collectively as a ‘class consciousness’ and would 

form the building blocks for a socialist revolution.  However, theorists in the Marxist tradition 

often refer to his notion of ‘false consciousness,’ though the term was only ever used by 

Engels who writes that “the real motive forces impelling him remain unknown to him … 

hence he imagines false or seeming motive forces” (quoted in Pines 1993:1).  Gramsci 

further expounds that a worker has two contradictory ideologies: one that is deep, based on 
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lived experiences and unites him with other workers and another that is inherited from the 

dominant class and thus superficial, but nonetheless takes precedence over the former.  

Therefore, “his theoretical consciousness can indeed be historically in opposition to his 

activity” (Hoare and Nowell Smith 1971:333).  Furthermore, Beck, Giddens and Lash (1994) 

argue that historic class positions have been replaced by our modern individualized social 

positions of inequality that preclude the ability to create class consciousness.  

 

Southern Ontario has had a strong vote for the Conservative party since 1950 

(Winson 1997:447).  Despite complaining about Conservative policies, many rural areas vote 

Tory perhaps due to the farmer’s family history (Newby et al 1978:290), because of the 

conservatizing effect of religion (Patel 2007:17; Winson 1997:433), or “as a symbolic 

reaffirmation of his commitment to certain core- almost ‘sacred’ - beliefs and values” about 

freedom, property, hard work and prosperity” (Newby et al 1978:291).  Self and Storing note 

that “many [farmers] have certainly been persuaded that ‘labour is best for agriculture,’ 

while continuing to vote Conservative” (1962:203).  Indeed, despite it being common 

knowledge among farmers that current Conservative Prime Minister Steven Harper would 

dismantle the Canadian Wheat Board if re-elected, he won a majority across the Prairie 

Provinces.  On a recent visit there, a Liberal agricultural critic was told that despite the fiasco, 

farmers could never vote for his party because it would go against their culture as they are 

still very much in opposition to certain Liberal policies of the past (Valeriote 2012).   

 

Despite being ‘Conservative’ farmers and thus rejecting the notion of distributing 

welfare money to those who are disabled or unemployed, they (seemingly hypocritically) 

believe that they should receive agricultural subsidies (Naples 1994).  A former Minister of 

Agriculture, the Honourable Eugene Whelen (1972-84) saw the inconsistencies of farmer 

ideology and “resented what he saw as the hypocrisy of the large ranchers who dominated 

cattle politics.  They raged against any government attempt to influence the industry, yet in 

bad times kept up a steady barrage of requests for aid – import controls, tax breaks and 

stabilization”(Wilson 1990:78). Whalen had an ideology that supported the ‘little guy’ and 
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thus clashed with many of the Members of Parliament and even members of his own 

department (ibid).   

 

This is just one example of the inconsistencies within farmer ideology, and of course 

this conflict between experience and beliefs is not limited to farmers.  Hyman (1972) argues 

that the less a person’s experience with trade unions, the more his hostility towards them.  

And furthermore, while farmers are anti-union in the abstract, they have no such antagonism 

towards their own farmers unions (Newby et al 1978:281).  In the above welfare example, 

Newby et al would argue that a farmer that despises the welfare system likely does not know 

a single person receiving welfare.  Or take the words of a common Dutch phrase, Wat de 

boer neit kent, lust hy niet (What the farmer doesn’t know, he doesn’t like).  There is a 

“considerable difference between what we ‘know’ about concrete instances and what we 

‘believe’ about abstract or distant phenomena” (ibid).  If these beliefs are not coming from 

direct experiences, then one can conclude that they are coming from an external source;  

they are generated from “exposure to certain ideological sets of beliefs and notions 

stemming from early political socialization and selectively reinforcing exposure to the mass 

media” (ibid, 282).  In the absence of any practical experience, we often rely on ready-made 

clichés that have been created for us.    

 

It is also interesting to note here that Newby et al, in their interviews with farm 

workers, find that they identify more with their employers than with others of the ‘working 

class’. When it boils down to the urban/rural divide, farm workers are ‘on the same side’ as 

farm owners due to the fact that they work alongside and ‘know’ their employer (ibid, 314-5).   

Furthermore, the authors argue that these illogical tensions are “most likely found in among 

those sections of the population whose lived experiences diverge most markedly from their 

received ideologies” (ibid, 282).  However, it is difficult to differentiate which belief is 

created from experience and which stems from externally imposed ideology (ibid, 286). 
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…So Who Do We Start Fighting? 

Lind documents an interview with a farmer participant of the Rosetown Rally (Rosetown, 

Saskatchewan, October 1991) in a diner the year following: 

‘Until the grain sector collapsed’, he replied, ‘we were just kind of sneaking 
along. Now, for the first time, we can’t pay off last year’s operating loan… it 
seems like everybody’s getting paid but us’, he said. ‘In three days I hauled in 
$50,000 worth of wheat and I lost $3000.’ His eyes were barely concealing his 
rage. His fingers were turning white around the bottle. I asked him how long he 
could go on like this.  He lowered his face and began to cry. ‘It’s either fight or 
lose my farm and I’m not going to lose my farm without a fight,’ Embarrassed at 
this uncharacteristic display of vulnerability, he got up from the table and 
hurried to the bathroom. He pointed at the tape recorder. ‘Shut that damn 
thing off.’  (1995:30)  

Farmers know there is a problem in the agricultural system; they feel it every day.  But the 

understanding of the problem is quite another matter.  Here we will examine a few of the 

forces to which farmers attribute blame.   

 

A common view is that EU and US subsidies are to blame for poor commodity prices, 

as subsidies elsewhere drive down the world price (Qualman 2001b).  In this scenario, the 

solution is to either enforce the global dismantling of subsidy programs (rather unlikely) or 

for the Canadian government to subsidize its farmers to the same extent.  Another related 

source of distress for farmers is the government and its restrictive regulations (McHenry 

1996; Ward and Lowe 1994:179).  Peine (2010) documents the Brazilian soybean producers 

playing into the hands of agribusiness by blaming the state and demanding support when the 

markets fail, which essentially provides a subsidy to agribusiness. When the state is the 

target, the solution is often complex: at certain times farmers want deregulation and at 

other times, support.   

 

While farmers see regulation as form of punishment from uncaring politicians and 

conservationists (McHenry 1996:377) they also believe it stems from an ignorant public (Pile 

1991:413).   As there is a growing concern for food quality among consumers and some 
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books and documentaries appear to be portraying farmers in a bad light, producers feel 

threatened by consumer irrationality (Holloway 2004).  Thus, the solution is to invest in re-

imaging agriculture to educate the consumer.  This is surely happening here in Ontario with 

the consumer outreach of AgCare and the Farmers Feed Cities campaign that serve to 

preserve agriculture’s status quo.   

 

Furthermore, farmers are pitted against each other (Henderson 2007:216) and thus 

blame each other for their difficulties (ie. ‘chicken producers are driving up the price of land’).  

This is a corporate strategy for demobilizing labour, in which workers misdirect their anger at 

each other rather than the ‘powers that be’ (Gouveia 1994:143).    

 

Yet the final category that emerged from my research in the literature is the most 

disturbing: this is when the blame is placed on the farmer himself, his own personal 

shortcomings and his ‘failure to compete’ (Qualman and Wiebe 2002:14; Lind 1995:70).  

While it may be true that not everyone should be a farmer, this argument simply cannot 

apply to all of the skilled farmers who nonetheless find it difficult to make ends meet.  This 

belief, internalized by the farmer himself, leads to loss of social position and self-esteem 

which in turn leads to increased domestic violence and even suicide (Qualman and Wiebe 

2002:14).  Not only in India, but also in the United Kingdom, Patel notes that farmers have 

the highest suicide rate of any profession (2007:26). 

 

Let us shed some light on the matter with a study conducted in rural Ontario, in a 

community only a stone’s throw from Mapleton Township.  Winson interviewed unemployed 

factory workers after plant shutdowns in hopes of finding a seed of class consciousness, 

however found that the majority of blame is placed on the unions or management 

(1997:441).  According to his article, only a small minority of the dissatisfaction is attributed 

to the broader economic forces that actually led to the plant closure (ibid, 440).  In way of 

explanation, Winson quotes Howe (1994:334): it is “much easier to blame flesh and blood 

people, than it is economic forces miles away.”  Pile (1994) agrees and through his study of 
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the language of farmers, he notes that power becomes attached to certain geographical 

places (ie. Queen’s Park or Ottawa) and that these places, in turn, are seen as ‘far away’, 

distanced and beyond their control.  As they feel powerless, they tend to ‘suffer in silence’ 

rather than do something about the problem (ibid, 418).  

 

 There is one last source of farmers’ discontent, but this is rarely discussed and then 

only by the most radical academic (Qualman 2001b; Lind 1995:21).  Lind writes of the 

farmers in Saskatchewan: “after years of blaming themselves and their neighbours for debt 

on the farm, they are beginning to understand that present farm debt was not caused by 

farmers but by the revolution in the international financial system” (1995:43).  Perhaps this 

system is too ‘distant’ to fathom, or perhaps it has strategically hidden itself.  I am referring 

to the game, to the (ir)rationality of the market, to the failure of the capitalist system itself.  

For this is the common sense that makes any alternative appear ridiculous (Newby et al 

1978:285).  But there was a time when the critique of capitalism was not ridiculous to 

farmers in small-town Ontario, and neither was it uncommon. 

 

Agrarian Radicalism in Ontario 

The tension and irrationalities within capitalism have been expressed throughout history in 

various ways and as farmers began to fight these expressions issue by issue, they began to 

see the linkages between them. Hann describes the earliest expressions of agrarian 

radicalism found in the Dominion Grange in the late 1800s: “They began with a simple 

enough concern for their own self-interest. However, they soon found that this could not be 

served in any simple way” (1975:23).  As they examined their own society, they developed a 

critique not of minority groups or isolated issues, but of industrialization and capitalism.  

“They felt that modern industrial society would be characterized by irrationality and 

inequality, and their predictions have come true” (ibid).  They developed Marx’s ‘labour 

theory of value’ and thus felt aligned with the urban working classes against the “black-

coated bureaucracy that did little of social usefulness to justify its position” (ibid, 14).  
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Despite building cooperatives and a coherent critique, the clubs of the Grange were 

decentralized, lacked vision, were prone to infighting and opposed to political activity (ibid; 

Winson 1993:17).  The Patrons of Industry organized to engage politically and were 

moderately successful for a short time before the Farmers’ Associations of Ontario 

attempted to create a sustained critique; they eventually joined the Dominion Grange (Wood 

1924).  

 

 As the Dominion Grange fell into decline, the United Farmers of Ontario (UFO) came 

into existence in March 1914 (Staples 1921).  One of the leaders of the UFO and hailing from 

Mapleton Township himself, J.J. Morrison continued his position as Secretary of The Grange 

until 1916 (Hannam 1939:13) and at one point suggested that they ‘steal the clubs’ of the 

Grange (Staples 1921: 41).  Thus the UFO carried the torch of radical ideas of the movements 

before it.  The organization valued ‘constituency autonomy’ and was made up of locals that 

often held their own debates over the issues of the day, thus the fire of the UFO was very 

much lit by the grassroots (Badgely 2000:7).  The UFO was grieved by tariffs, corporate 

influence on politics and a lack of morality in government.  They did not set out to become a 

political organization, indeed there never was anything related to political action in their 

Constitution or Bylaws, but the UFO entered politics out of necessity, as the Union 

Government Cabinet had reneged its agreement to exempt farmers from conscription in the 

planting season of 1918 (Hannam 1939:19).   

 

An appeal in Ottawa, 6,000 farmers strong, that May and the subsequent attack on 

farmers by the media added fuel to the fire and in the next year’s provincial election, UFO 

clubs put some of their members (64 in total) up for nomination to increase farmer 

representation in Parliament.  Perhaps no one was more surprised than the UFO when they 

realized that Ontario had elected 44 farmers (Liberals:30, Conservative:25, Labour:11).  

Within days, they had decided to form a coalition with the Independent Labour Party and 

create a majority government; the Premiership and leadership of the UFO party was 

eventually given to E.C. Drury, while J.J. Morrison continued as General Secretary of the UFO 
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organization and its buying and selling co-operative wing, the United Farmer Co-operative 

Company (Hannam 1939).  In 1920, the UFO was 60,000 members strong (Winson 1993:29) 

and United Farmer parties were also elected in Alberta and Manitoba in the decade that 

followed (Mitchell 1975:13).  

 

 The ideas of the early farm movements were quite radical and Hann writes that “for 

the same critique that the farmers made, a contemporary college professor would be 

credited with bringing fresh perspectives to our situation” (1975:24).  Indeed while rural 

sociologists were studying rural and community life (Buttel et al 1990), farmers were making 

a similar critique to that which would transform rural sociology in the 1970s.  Their 

grievances hinged around the following themes, as outlined by Badgely (2000).  They felt 

that their children were being seduced to leave for the city and that both the Liberals and 

Conservatives had an urban bias; this led to a rural/urban tension.  They were opposed to 

the conscription of men to war and some even to war itself.  One farmer wrote to the 

Farmer’s Sun, comparing conscription to the sacrifice made to war gods: “So doth the 

modern dweller of today with the same easiness of belief, cast their offspring into that hell 

hole [war], to satisfy their gods of profits and empires” (quoted in Badgely 2000:59).   

 

The UFO was also against the import tariffs that the Canadian government was 

applying to farm machinery.  Though it may seem strange to those of the Left today, the 

issue of free trade was very much a ‘Left-wing’ idea in the early part of the last century.  They 

were cognisant of the so-called ‘Big Interests,’ the heads of large companies and combines, 

and their control over the press and both of the old line parties.  They saw the press to be a 

propaganda machine and thus supported local newspapers and their own Farmer’s Sun as a 

way to counter this force.  Regarding the prohibition of alcohol, the UFO was divided, as 

Drury was a ‘dry,’ evangelical Christian and Morrison was not.  Though this was not in their 

best interests, as farmers lost potential domestic grain markets, the UFO supported the 

prohibition (ibid 55-67).  Clearly, the UFO cannot be pigeon-holed to our current categories 
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of either Left or Right; however, the UFO was radical in the current sense of the word 

because they understood and questioned the capitalist system itself.   

 

 The 1923 election resulted in a Conservative win of 77 seats, and the UFO with 17, 

the Liberals 14 and the Labour Party 3 (Hannam 1939:41).  They were not allowed to form 

the opposition due perhaps to Morrison’s declaration that they be disengaged from politics 

(ibid, 43); thus the UFO became a lobby group and the majority of farmers left in Parliament 

became the Progressive Party.  During its four years in office, the UFO recovered a 

considerable amount of money from Conservative misspending and created the first 

Department of Welfare, instituted minimum wage for women and girls, created the public 

bank that extended credit to farmers, promoted reforestation, rural electrification and the 

construction of highways (Winson 1993:29; Hannam 1939).  At the federal level a number of 

farmers and ‘progressives’, including Ontario’s Agnes Macphail, started a new party: the Co-

operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) in 1933.  This organization would prove to have 

the most antagonistic position on the economic structure: the CCF’s Regina Manifesto reads, 

“we aim to replace the present capitalist system, with its inherent injustice and inhumanity, 

by a social order from which the domination and exploitation of one class by another is 

eliminated” (quoted in Winson 1993:53).  The UFO was tentatively affiliated with the CCF 

when they began but broke the connection in 1934 (Hannam 1939). 

 

 The UFO officially disbanded in 1944 (the same year that the CCF was elected in 

Saskatchewan), dissolving into the Ontario Federation of Agriculture (OFA) which had begun 

in 1936 as a coalition of agricultural commodity groups, not farmers; the CCF eventually 

became the New Democratic Party (Zwerver 1986). Badgely argues that, apart from the 

infighting between the UFO leadership, its collapse was due to the overwhelming pressure of 

hegemony: he argues that “many rank-and-file members abandoned their alternative vision 

for the possessive individualism that pervaded the society in which they lived” (2000:113).  

Furthermore, the second Red Scare of McCarthyism in the US in the late 1940s deemed anti-

capitalist thoughts as treason, and an era of repression followed.  On top of this, the practice 
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of agriculture changed drastically after the Second World War as technology made for higher 

input costs and the ability to farm more land which led to larger landholdings (Mitchell 

1975:14).  This led to a change in the community as farmers left the business and those that 

remained became more isolated and competitive (ibid, 12).   

 

Thus, “the nature of the farmers’ involvement in production and the social network 

of their community gave rise to a much different political self-conception” (ibid, 13) and by 

the 1960s, there was no unified or political ‘farmer view’ as farmers were differentiated into 

large and smallholders and the source of exploitation was not so obvious as before (ibid, 12-

14).  Atkinson and McCrorie (2003) note that those farmers that were most engaged in the 

agrarian movements were the middle-sized farmers and that radicalism thus declined when 

the economic climate forced these farmers to either ‘get big or get out.’  Halpin (2005) also 

wonders if the decreasing role of the nation state might have caused the decline of national 

agricultural interest groups.  Whatever the combination of factors that led to the decline of 

agrarian radicalism, these farm organizations should not be seen as failures, but rather as 

inspirations to us: “that they were able to create such a vision points to what can be 

accomplished when average citizens begin to conceptualize alternatives” (Badgely 2000:20).  

  

The OFA is currently the dominant general farm organization (GFO), boasting 38,000 

farmer members in 52 county federations along with numerous commodity group 

connections and local business associate members (OFA 2011).  The OFA was created with 

the amalgamation of remnants of the UFO and a number of agricultural commodity 

organizations.  Two other significant farm lobby organizations now exist in Ontario: the 

Christian Farmers Federation of Ontario (CFFO) was founded in 1954 by a group of recently 

immigrated Dutch farmers and currently has about 4,400 members in 21 federations (CFFO 

2011) and the National Farmers Union of Ontario, which continues the agrarian critique of 

old.  The NFU was founded in Ontario in 1952 and is part of a federal union that was formed 

in 1969 (NFU 2011).   
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Here I should note that they are termed general farm organizations (GFOs) because it 

differentiates them from the commodity lobby organizations that limit their focus to their 

specific product, i.e. Chicken Farmers of Ontario, Ontario Cattlemen’s Association or the 

Grain Farmers of Ontario. It is also important to note here that the longevity of these 

organizations could be due in part to their stable funding.  In 1993, the provincial NDP 

government designed an annual stream of funding for GFOs: all farmers with gross annual 

sales over $7000 must pay $195 plus tax  to register for a Farm Business Registration (FBR) 

number with one of these three organizations, though families may apply for a refund if they 

cannot or do not wish to participate (Struthers 2001). Due to this legislation, membership 

almost immediately doubled, from 22,000 to 43,000 in the case of the OFA (ibid), though the 

numbers have been declining gradually as farmers leave or are forced out of the business.  

 

 These GFOs might not play a large role in the lives of farmers who do not wish to 

become actively involved but these groups are often asked to comment on issues in the farm 

media and are active in sharing their views in letters to the editor; in this way, they are 

participating in the framing of the current agricultural system as well.  Their contribution is 

included in a subsequent chapter as I had the opportunity to observe and participate in all 

three of these organizations during my research. 

 

Conclusion 

In the first section of this literature review, I use a food regimes approach to outline how 

capitalism has transformed agriculture in the last century into a production process that is 

now dictated by large, multinational agribusiness corporations.  In this economic climate, 

farms have decreased in numbers and increased in size, become specialized and heavily 

reliant on inputs that put farmers at the mercy of a global ‘free’ market.  This process has 

negatively affected rural communities, as described in the first section.  It also has impacted 

the environment and human health, though this is not the focus of the present study (see 

Nestle 2007; Patel 2007; Cook 2006 or Kenner 2009 for more on this).  Whereas the first 
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section outlines the structural forces that shape a farmer’s experience, the second section 

outlines the theory of hegemony and the ideological forces that also act on farmers.  I review 

the work of key academics in this field, namely Antonio Gramsci, George Lakoff and Noam 

Chomsky, and focus more practically on the notion of moral frames and their dissemination 

to farmers through the media and other channels.    

 

This final section serves to supplement the structural analysis of the first two sections 

by examining the literature on farmers’ attitudes, self-identity, culture and political ideology, 

as these factors influence not only their farming practices but also their political response to 

the crisis within agriculture.  As Winson concludes in his study of the response (or lack 

thereof) of laid-off factory workers in Southern Ontario, he writes that “mediating factors, in 

particular a set of strongly held values associated with rural and small town culture, can have 

a powerful influence in moderating the effect of structural and conjunctural factors that 

otherwise might propose a more radical labour response to crisis” (1997:448).  By 

understanding and shedding light on these mediating factors, these conceptual metaphors, 

these implicit frames of the third food regime, perhaps we can begin to loosen the chains of 

ideology  and begin to ‘live within the truth’ (Havel 1978) to awaken the radical critiques of 

old.   
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Chapter [4] - Methods and Research Questions 

 

To ask questions about the nature and behavior of one’s own society is often 

difficult and unpleasant: difficult because the answers are generally concealed 

and unpleasant because the answers are often not only ugly … but also painful… 

In contrast, the easy way is to succumb to the demands of the powerful, to 

avoid searching questions, and to accept the doctrine that is hammered home 

incessantly by the propaganda system.5 

 

Before describing my research methods, introducing my population sample and outlining my 

research questions, I believe it is important to examine both the critical methodology that I 

follow and my own position in this research.  While all approaches are political and value-

oriented, a critical approach not only admits to this, but embraces this: it is overtly political 

and a “rigorous form of self-reflection” (Ashley and Orenstein 2001:32).  While positivist 

theories believe that the world can be objectively known and the researcher is thus able to 

discover it, and most often through quantitative methods, the critical tradition takes a more 

subjective approach and believes that the world is always in a state of becoming.  While the 

critical approach may borrow from interpretive theories (i.e. symbolic interaction), it differs 

from such an approach in that its ultimate goal is human emancipation (ibid).  Hansen and 

Muszynski argue that the political economy approach in rural sociology needs a more critical 

lens.  They write that “the ‘truth’ of the critical researcher’s hypothesis depends upon the 

ability and success of people in actually transforming their situation” (1990:3). 

 

 We are an ‘unconscious civilization,’ in need of an awakening (Saul 1995).  While 

people say that ignorance is bliss, I believe that ignorance is a prison.  We are shown only a 

dim reflection of reality, yet perhaps, through all this fumbling around in the dark of half-

truths, we can find the keys.  In his book, The Farmer and the Interests, Clarus Ager writes in 

his preface: “This study is an attempt, first, to hold up the economic mirror to the farmer, so 

that he may see himself as he is, and, second, to show the farmer the way out” (1916:8).  I 

                                                           
5
 Chomsky 1982:9. 
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use this quote in my introduction because this is also my primary intention through this 

study.   

 

Positionality 

While holding a mirror up to farmers, I also believe it is crucial to hold a mirror up to myself; 

as Paulo Freire (1970) exhorts, we must struggle to find the oppressor in our own minds.  

After finishing my undergraduate degree in quite a radical version of International 

Development Studies at York University, I left Canada for nearly four years.  I lived on a 

remote island in South Korea and found rest in a language I could not understand, 

newspapers I could not read and a culture to which I was not expected to conform.  During 

my time there and my subsequent travels in India, I came to see the world with fresh eyes 

and unlearned some of my own ‘common sense.’  I began my Master’s program at the 

University of Guelph mere months after I returned and though it was a great shock to re-

enter academia, I am grateful for the four years I had away from a classroom because I 

deepened my roots in an alternative perspective of Western society.  

 

Any researcher must be reflexive and aware of him or herself as occupying a specific 

social situation and, not merely discovering, but participating in the creation of knowledge.  

Inevitably, I have preconceptions of my research participants as I was born and raised on a 

relatively successful family-owned and operated custom farming and cash cropping 

operation in Mapleton Township.  My father and two brothers continue to work full-time on 

the farm, while my mother takes care of the administration and accounting, the food and the 

house, and operates equipment as needed. When I am not at university, I also take this role 

in addition to operating a small market garden.  Despite my relative familiarity with 

agriculture and the respected position of my family in the area, I cannot presume to have 

'insider' status as my being a politically Left-leaning, non-religious, university-educated, well-

travelled young woman will obviously change both the ways in which I perceive farmer 

participants and also the ways in which they perceive me. One’s position will both limit and 
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enable the research and thus the process of self-reflection is critical.  Though studying 

farmers with the inevitable preconceptions from my upbringing may not be seen as 

‘objective’, I do not believe that research can be objective in any circumstance.  On the 

contrary, I feel that I am in a unique position to do this research.  Furthermore, I believe that 

the best change we can make is in ourselves, right at home, and thus I begin in Mapleton 

Township.  

 

 It is easy for academics to distance themselves from the ‘subjects’ of their research, 

defining ‘rural community’ and ‘farmers’ in the abstract way (Hansen and Muszynski 1990).  

This is why I have specifically chosen to study the township in which I grew up, in which I am 

currently living and in which I hope to live in the future.  In this way, the abstracted 

categories of ‘rural communities’ and ‘farmers’ that suffer due to the industrialization of 

agricultural and ideological control become personal: they are my neighbours, my friends 

and my family, indeed they are myself.  Further, because I have family ties and hope to farm 

in Mapleton in the future, I have a responsibility for my reputation and that of my family 

within the community.  This will not be a typical hit-and-run style research project as I will 

live with the consequences of my dealings with farmers and of my findings.  

 

Despite the fact that I come from a farming background, I am drawn to study 

agriculture and food for a much deeper reason: food is powerful (McMichael 2003), it is the 

‘intimate commodity’ (Winson 1993) and it occupies a unique position between the natural 

and social worlds. To put it plainly, food is not simply a social construct.  However, the 

methods by which it is grown and distributed are influenced by our socially-made institutions: 

culture, politics and the economy.  Here at the intersection between the natural and social 

processes is where the irrationality of our economic system is perhaps most obvious and it is 

here that change can happen, here that change must happen.    
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Methods 

My methodology dictates my methods and in this project, I rely on qualitative mixed 

methods.  Even the literature review itself is multi-disciplinary, relying on political economy, 

history, agricultural economics and social geography, linguistics and media studies, along 

with rural sociology.  As I am exploring territory relatively uncharted in the literature, I 

deliberately pose broad research questions that are not yet conducive to a quantitative 

analysis.   

 

Participant Observation 

Before I began the literature review, I approached the Wellington Federation of Agriculture 

(WFA), the National Farmers Union’s Waterloo-Wellington Local (NFU-WW) and the 

Wellington federation of the Christian Farmers’ Federation of Ontario (WCFF) and told them 

that I was studying the issues that farmers faced.  All were willing to let me sit in on their 

monthly board meetings, except the WCFF because they only meet on an ad hoc basis.   My 

relationship with all three organizations has been and continues to be positive: to thank 

them for welcoming me at meetings, I volunteered to help organize a quite successful Annual 

General Meeting for the WFA in October 2011 and they sponsored me as their 

representative to the Ontario Young Farmers Forum the next month.  The NFU-WW had a 

vacant Secretary position which I came to fill in November 2011 and they have paid my 

Associate Membership fee; I have since become involved with the NFU Youth.  The WCFF 

invited me to a lunch in which they discussed their concerns to one of Wellington County’s 

Member of Parliament, Michael Chong.  In addition to GFO meetings, I attended an all-

candidates meeting related to farm issues before the federal election in May 2011, the 

Growing Your Farm Profits workshop in January 2012, an Agriculture Management Institute 

(AMI) conference, numerous farm shows and tractor pulls, the OFA’s annual convention in 

November 2011 and the NFU Ontario Region’s AGM in March 2012.  While the contacts I 

made through my participation provided me with a base to start my interviews, the time 
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spent observing and listening to the various perspectives of farmers (my own family included) 

helped me to eventually arrive at my research questions.  

 

Interviews  

Before and during my formal interviews with Mapleton farmers, I conducted informal 

interviews with twelve key informants that I had made through my participation in the GFOs. 

I interviewed a Crop Science professor at the University of Guelph, a Junior Farmer organizer, 

two OFA Directors and one WFA Director, two OMAFRA staff, a former CFFO President, the 

former CFFO policy analyst, a former director of the Chicken Farmers of Canada, an editor of 

the Ontario Farmer and a staff member of Queen’s Bush Rural Ministries, a Help-Line for 

farmers in distress.  I also interviewed Dr. John Varty about his impressions of farmers after 

his first summer travelling across Canada to make a documentary on the ‘farm crisis.’  These 

interviews brought me to the awareness that there is inconsistency within farmers’ political 

views and understandings of the agricultural system. 

 

 Upon completion of the literature review, I paid for an advertisement to call for 

interview in Mapleton’s Community News that ran for two weeks (see Appendix A).  Though I 

received comments on it, the ad did not directly lead to any new interview contacts.  Thus, I 

began by contacting Mapleton farmers that I knew of for formal interviews, with questions I 

had previously piloted on my family members.  Employing a snowball sampling technique, 

my sample cannot be said to be random, but I made a concerted effort that it be 

representative of the demographics of Ontario farmers (see Figure 2).  I interviewed farmers 

in their homes and brought them a basket of local meats, cheese and preserves as a token of 

my appreciation.  Farmers were asked to read and sign a waiver, as per University ethics 

protocol, and were asked their permission for the interview to be recorded by digital audio 

recorder.   
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Sample: Farmers in Mapleton Township  

Here a definition as to who constitutes as a farmer is in order.  According to Agricorp, an 

agricultural agency of the Ontario government, anyone who grosses over $7,000 a year from 

the sale of agricultural commodities is deemed a farmer, and thus must register for a Farm 

Business Registration number that entitles the property to certain tax breaks.  Yet, there is 

little attention paid to how much one might spend in order to make this $7,000 and, thus, 

this does not seem to make an acceptable definition.  In the meetings of the WFA, there is a 

differentiation between lifestyle farmers and ‘real farmers’.  One OFA staff member once 

alluded to the definition of a ‘real’ or full-time farmer being someone who grosses over 

$100,000 in annual sales.  As I did not ask such specific questions related to income in my 

interviews, I do not know exactly what proportion of my sample would qualify as ‘real’ 

farmers.    

 

 

Figure 1 - Mapleton Township, Statistics Canada 

 

Mapleton Township has a total area of 534.71 km2 and approximately 9,900 residents, 

of which 1,070 are farmers farming 126,661 acres (Statistics Canada 2006).  While the entire 

region was previously covered in a forest inhabited by the Chippewa nation, the area was 

surrendered to the British crown in 1827 and came to be known as the Queen’s Bush (Dixon 

1976). By the 1840s, settlers moved north from Guelph on foot to clear land and grow wheat, 
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eventually building roads, railways towns and infrastructure across what was then Peel and 

Maryborough townships (amalgamated in 1999).  Especially due to the influx of post-war 

immigrants to the region, due to cheaper land prices, Mapleton became one of the most 

intensively farmed regions in Ontario (Van Donkersgoed 2011).  Today, Mapleton has the 

smallest amount of tree cover of any township in Wellington County, less than 10% (Van 

Patten 2012), while it still maintains its reputation for having a vibrant agricultural sector.  

While the national average age of farm operators is 52, the Mapleton average is 45, with less 

Mapleton farmers reporting any off farm income (40%) than the national statistic (50%).  

According to Statistics Canada, (I use 2006 data because the information from 2011’s 

Agricultural Census is not yet available at the time of print) only 39% of Mapleton farms fall 

below $100,000 in gross annual sales (as opposed to about 70% of Ontario farmers as a 

whole) and many other statistics point to the fact that Mapleton’s farmers are much more 

capitalized than average.  One clue, however, might be the extraordinarily high percentage 

of supply managed commodity producers in this township: 36% in Mapleton compared with 

12% in Ontario, and 8% Canada wide.  

 

Commodity Canada Ontario Western Wellington Mapleton Sample 

Dairy 6.4 8.6 10 14.4 26.3 13% 

Beef 26.6 19 24.5 20.6 18.5 20% 

Hogs 2.6 3.9 6.9 7.4 12.2 6% 

Poultry/ Egg 2 3 3.7 5.9 10.1 6% 

Field Crops 39.8 38.2 30 25.5 18.1 33% 

Fruit/ Veg /Flower 9.3 11.3 6.9 5.1 2.7 6% 

Other Animal 13.3 15.6 17.6 21.2 12.1 13% 

Total Number of Farms 229,373 57,211 18,498 2,588 696 15 

Figure 2- Farm Types by Percentage of Total Farms (2006 Ag Census) 

 

However, in order to provide a more representative sample of Ontario farmers, I 

ensured that my cross-sample of Mapleton producers was less reflective of supply managed 

farms, and more inclusive of cash crop producers.  I interviewed 15 Mapleton farms in total, 
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three of which were Mennonite, one retired farmer, three young farmers and one couple 

that was forced out of the business for financial reasons.  Three were admittedly struggling 

financially, while two were operators of substantial farms in the area.   

 

Interviews were audio recorded and later transcribed by the researcher into a chart, 

whereby farmer’s responses to each question were easily compared and contrasted.  

Attention was paid to the farm size, commodity and age of each respondent.  Farmer 

responses inform the second section of the primary research findings chapter and their 

voices and words are often used verbatim in order to examine the language frames.  

 

Agricultural Media 

After six preliminary interviews with Mapleton famers, I read through all the issues of the 

farm newspapers and magazines (the Ontario Farmer, Better Farming, Canadian Cattlemen, 

Regional Country Network, Country Guide and the Rural Voice) and local newspapers 

(Community News, Wellington Advertiser and Independent Plus) that had come through my 

family’s mailbox over the last two years.  I would not term this a content analysis, as I did not 

categorize or quantify articles in the traditional sense, but I cut out articles that related to 

farmers’ critique and protests, to politics and trade, to rural culture, to government and to 

agribusiness.  I also cut out advertisements that struck me with the particular use of imagery 

or text to have the ability to feed farmers’ ideology or self-identity.  Apart from the print 

media, I spent time on Twitter and agricultural websites.    

 

I immersed myself in this media for over two weeks, during which I made a conscious 

attempt to suspend my disbelief and my criticism.  Of course, it was very difficult, even 

emotional at times, to enter into and explore the paradigm circulated in the agricultural 

media.  Afterwards, I organized all of the articles into categories as they presented 

themselves. I quickly wrote my thoughts and then took a month away from them, in order to 

return to my critical paradigm.  When I revisited my folder of articles, I had the intention of 
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being critical of them and the paradigm they represented.  In that spirit, I wrote the primary 

research results chapter (following).  Only after spending time on the content analysis and 

reflection on the preliminary conversations did I continue with the bulk of my interviews (see 

Appendix B).  The interview questions are purposefully open-ended in order to elicit farmers’ 

own language and conceptual frames as much as possible.  

 

Research Questions 

The following set of questions guided my research and I address each of them in the 

concluding chapter. 

1. What are the conceptual frames and language used to describe the current 

agricultural system in Ontario? 

      a)    How is the agricultural system represented in the farm media? 

i) How are transnational agribusiness corporations represented? 

ii) How is the government represented? 

iii) How is the free market represented?  

iv) How are farmers themselves represented?   

v) What are the emerging themes and issues from the farm 

papers?  

b) How is the agricultural system represented in the words of farmers in 

Mapleton Township? 

i) Do farmers use similar language to that presented in the media? 

ii) Is there consistency between farmer’s responses? Between 

commodity groups?  Between age cohorts? 

 

2. How, if at all, do these conceptual frames and language reflect a larger food regime 

frame? 
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a) What are, if any, the internal tensions (typical of a food regime frame, 

according to McMichael) within the conceptual frames and language 

presented in the media and in farmer’s words?  

b) On a whole, do they contain the elements of a collective action frame as 

defined by Snow and Benford, that is, do they set up not only an 

interpretation of a problem but a prescription for action?  If so, how? 

c) What are, if any, the implicit concepts that appear to be motivating farmers to 

perpetuate the current food regime? 

 

3. How, if at all, do the findings from this study contribute to the current literature on 

food regimes? 

 

Ultimately, my goal is to examine if and how a wide variety of languages and ideas, 

presented both in the media and in farmer’s words, fit together to form a paradigm that 

correlates with the current food regime.  The chapter that follows details and discusses my 

primary research findings; the concluding discussion in Chapter [6] attempts to answer the 

above research questions, one by one.  
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Chapter [5] - Primary Research Findings 

 

Food regimes are characterized by implicit concepts and internal tensions (Friedmann and 

McMichael 1989; Friedmann 2005), and thus we can expect to find evidence of their 

operation at both the global and local levels.  Here, I present the emerging themes and 

tensions that are based on my primary research: an analysis of two years of agricultural 

media distributed to rural routes across Southwestern Ontario, over a year of participant 

observation of the three general farm organizations in Wellington County, and 27 interviews.  

The findings are sorted into the themes as they presented themselves, with many quotes 

taken from newspapers and from farmer’s mouths.  The findings from the agricultural media 

and farmer interviews are dealt with separately in order to more easily compare and 

contrast the conceptual tools employed. A brief section addresses the GFOs specifically, 

while conclusions and discussions are reserved for the subsequent chapter.     

 

Agricultural Media 

 

The world is unpredictable, chaotic and complex. If you’re not confused, then 

you don’t understand what is happening.    

- Charles Cantin, addressing the Union des Producteurs Agricoles6  

 

Farm mailboxes are nearly littered with agricultural magazines and newspapers. Though the 

content, the stories and language, of the farm media is somewhat consistent, each 

publication has its own flavour, depending on its contributing writers and its funding.  The 

Ontario Farmer is by far the most prominent media source in Ontario agriculture; affiliated 

with SunMedia and with a circulation of about 30,000, the weekly paper is 60-90 pages in full 

sized, glossy print.  There is a substantial classifieds section for farm machinery, many 

                                                           
6
    Cumming,OF, November 17, 2009. 
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advertisements from Ontario businesses, along with full page and full colour advertisements 

for banks, government affiliated companies (Agricorp, Farm Credit Canada) and 

multinational seed, chemical and machinery businesses (Dupont, Cargill, Monsanto, 

Syngenta, Dow AgroSciences, John Deere and their subsidiaries).  One of the Ontario 

Farmer’s editors, John Greig, estimated that 80-90 percent of the paper’s revenue comes 

from advertising, while the rest is made up with subscription fees and funding from the 

federal government (April 10 2012).  AgriSuccess is published quarterly by Farm Credit 

Canada (FCC) and relates to financial issues while The Furrow and Farm Life are monthly 

magazines that are funded by John Deere and Massey Ferguson respectively; their content 

often promotes the rural ideal and conservationist agricultural techniques such as cover 

cropping.  Better Farming is published by AgMedia and relies on many agribusiness 

advertising dollars, both large and small. It covers a variety of issues that face farmers, but in 

more depth than the Ontario Farmer is able to. Country Guide is published by Farm Business 

Communications and acknowledges funding from the federal government; it often focuses 

on the human stories of agriculture.  The Rural Voice is a monthly magazine published in 

black and white with only local business advertising and it publishes the most progressive 

thinking.   

 

 My two years of research spanned both a federal and a provincial election, the 

dismantling of the Canadian Wheat Board and growing sentiments against supply 

management, the creation of a National Food Strategy and the trade talks related to the 

Canadian-European Union Comprehensive Economic Trade Agreement (CETA) and the Trans-

Pacific Partnership (TPP).  It covered the implementation of a more permanent Risk 

Management Program, the government’s rejection of the bid to buy Potash Corporation of 

Saskatchewan (PCS), the release of the Drummond Report, municipal regulations over source 

water protection, numerous cases against farmers by the Ontario Society for the Prevention 

of Cruelty to Animals (OSPCA), increasing tension over wind power and the OFA’s eventual 

statement calling for a moratorium on turbines.  While these events are reported in 
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fragmented pieces that rarely refer to each other, here I attempt to piece them together in 

themes to explore and evaluate the dominant paradigm. 

   

Defensive against Consumers  

Perhaps the most obvious trend within the agricultural media and within agricultural 

conferences in recent years is the ‘agvocate’ movement, whereby farmers are called on to be 

ambassadors for the industry and tell, preferably using new social media tools, the success 

story of agriculture to the majority of ignorant consumers and misguided environmentalists 

(Roberts, Nov 19 2011).  A bumper sign from the OFA reads “If you ate today, thank a farmer.”  

This could lead a farmer to believe that he is owed gratitude from the consumer, whether or 

not he grows the food that the consumers want.  Farmers have been on the defensive as of 

late as agriculture has become a ‘social piñata’ (Clarke, Canadian Cattlemen, April 2011); 

according to Bob Reid of Regional Country News, farmers are blamed for the high cost of 

beef and subsequent closure of small abattoirs.  He writes, “why is that, whenever there is a 

financial shortfall in the food chain here, the primary producer is immediately identified as 

the cause of the problem?” (Reid, Feb 2012)  A subsequent letter to the editor praises this 

mentality: “My non-farm friends and relatives want only one thing… cheap food.  They could 

care less about the farmer” (Thurtell, March 2012).  This sentiment was repeated in a 

strategic planning discussion of the Wellington Federation of Agriculture in December 2011, 

as one member, throwing his hands up in the air, exclaimed that farmers’ main problem was 

that “society just wants cheap food.”   

 

While farmers pride themselves in the fact that society finds them nearly as 

trustworthy as nurses and firefighters, the Center for Food Integrity finds that consumers 

aren’t sure that modern agriculture constitutes farming anymore (Stoneman, Better Farming, 

May 2011).  As Charlie Arnot, a well-known American agvocate, related this to the Ontario 

Farm Animal Council (OFAC) and AgCare, he said “That one kind of hurt … because they 

(consumers) really like farmers, but they aren’t sure they like you” (ibid).  
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 This sort of language is sure to put farmers on the defensive against consumers, 

especially when the stakes are so high.  Stoneman writes that “agriculture is in danger of 

losing its ‘social licence’ - the ability to do business relatively free of legislation, regulation 

and protocols set down by the companies farmers supply” (ibid).  Crystal MacKay, of the 

former OFAC, describes environmental activists, and animal rights groups in particular, by 

saying that “their ultimate goal is to destroy livestock and poultry farming and to make all 

North Americans vegetarians” (Romahn, Ontario Farmer, April 5 2011).  The agricultural 

media repeatedly publishes calls for farmers to step up to protect the industry, “otherwise 

agriculture will be dragged back to the quaint sounding practices of 50 to 100 years ago in 

the mistaken belief that’s good for the planet” (Binkley, Ontario Farmer, Dec 7 2010).   

 

Consumers are often described as uneducated, fickle, misinformed or simply ignorant.  

Ralph Pearce, editor of Top Crop Manager writes, “It is as though society has suffered an 

enormous concussion, to the extent where philanthropy is valued ahead of the economy” 

(April 2011).  The farm media acknowledges that consumers are swayed by ‘spin doctors’ 

and propaganda, but do not admit that they themselves may be subject to similar influences.  

 

 Note that the concern here is not to change agricultural practices, but merely the 

messages about them (Romahn, OF, April 26, 2011). From local heroes like Owen Roberts, 

writing the Urban Cowboy column of the Guelph Mercury, to global agvocates like Michele 

Payn-Knoper, the keynote speaker at last year’s Southwest Agricultural Conference, farmers 

are being told that they need to ‘fight back’ and tell the story of how they feed the world.  

Here in Ontario, non-profit groups like Ontario Farm Animal Council (OFAC) and Agricultural 

Groups Concerned about Resources and the Environment (AgCare), recently amalgamated to 

Farm and Food Care Ontario, along with the popular Farmers Feed Cities campaign and 

numerous educational programs and resources (ex. Agriculture in the Classroom, the Real 

Dirt on Farming resource and the Virtual Farm Tour website) work tirelessly in this effort.  

This trend is also being taken up by the likes of Monsanto and BASF, through their popular 
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YouTube videos: Some Food for Thought (2009) and The Greatest Story Never Told (2010) 

respectively.  Both of these videos celebrate the fact that farmers are now feeding more 

people on less land, while protecting water and wildlife.  Furthermore, Monsanto has a 

created a website, America’s Farmers, along with a series of television and radio 

commercials and webisodes of farm families, portraying idealized rural imagery, in order to 

promote agriculture.  Monsanto is effectively putting farmers out on the front lines against 

attacks on their biotechnology.   

 

Obviously, the assumption that the battle is between consumers and farmers ignores 

the fact that the lion’s share of the consumer dollar goes to processors and retailers.  While 

consumers and environmentalists are slandered in the agricultural media, the reverse may 

also be true in consumer and environmentalist media; this distancing is ideal for the 

middlemen, as they come out clean in the mud-slinging between producers and consumers. 

    

 I did find one article, featured in Today’s Farmer, which spoke against agvocacy. Phil 

Shaw opens by writing: “I am not an ‘agvocate’” (Sept 6 2011) and he argues that farmers 

should focus on excellence and let their work speak for itself.  They should not be distracted 

from their jobs by doing unpaid labour in defense of agriculture.  He defines agvocates as 

“people [who] consistently tell agriculture’s message without the filter of a vested interest. 

Or, maybe a better explanation is through their own filter, whatever that might be” (ibid, 7- 

emphasis mine).  Here he is acknowledging that the farmers’ message is not immune to 

filters, though unfortunately he does not begin to speculate on their nature.  In another 

instance, a former policy analyst and founder of the Christian Farmers Federation, Albert Van 

Donkersgoed, criticized the agvocacy movement as merely serving to protect the status quo 

(October 25 2011).    

 

There is more than enough evidence supporting the growing movement among 

consumers and environmentalist against corporate control over the industry and the harmful 

side effects of industrial agriculture, but when did it become the average farmer’s job to 
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defend these companies?  Multinational agribusinesses are benefiting from a large, 

volunteer PR team that tirelessly tows the corporate line.  Furthermore, allegiance with 

agribusiness on environmental debates might be a slippery slope leading to the alignment 

with big business on economic and political issues.  One might wonder why farmers are 

trying so hard to protect a system that isn’t even working well for them in the first place. 

 

Faith in Mr. Market 

In the past two years of the Ontario Farmer, the following were typical headlines:  “Net 

income projected to fall” (Gallagher, May 11 2010) “Global weather prompts optimism” 

(Dallimore, August 24 2010), “US farm income to jump substantially” (Gallagher, December 7 

2010), “Ag minister confident farm outlook will remain bright” (Binkley, March 1 2011), 

“Farm income outlook less rosy” (Binkley, March 8 2011), “Dampening crop price enthusiasm” 

(Carter, April 26 2011), “Newsletter suggests future farm success harder to come by” 

(Cumming, June 14 2011) and “Financial picture brightens for Ontario operations” (Gallagher, 

March 6 2012).  Again, the Ontario Farmer reported, “Good times are sustainable:  Unlike 

previous crop price spikes, this one is likely to last, commodity analyst says” (Cumming, April 

17 2012). The back and forth between optimism and pessimism within the agricultural media 

is enough to make anyone dizzy; on the whole, however, I estimated that the optimistic 

projections outnumbered the pessimistic ones by over 2 to 1.  As commodity traders cannot 

make money from a flat market, farmers often say that the market is purposely spooked or 

made to look enticing a number of times over the course of a growing season in order to 

create the market fluctuations that will ensure returns to the traders.  

 

Despite the fact that the market is driven by individuals, speculators and the like, who 

may make irrational decisions, the market itself is never termed irrational.  Instead, though 

the market is merely the collection of individual choices, it is personified as an external force 

unto itself. Markets move, swing, climb, fall, soar and dip, while they are either weak or 

strong.  Anderson writes that in times of global instability “commodity markets quickly take 
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on a different personality” (Country Guide,   Dec 2010 - emphasis mine).  Markets dictate and 

overreact; they are uneasy and easily spooked.  This demonstrates the power of a social 

construction; people, as if following in blind faith, often ask where the market is taking us 

(Balkwill, Better Farming, Nov 2011) but rarely do they ask where we could take the market.   

In my reading over the last two years, the market was called erratic, unpredictable, volatile, 

mysterious, wild and tricky; yet, it was never, not once, called into question.   

 

 Furthermore, according the agricultural media, a successful farmer is one who 

adapts to the market.  Market volatility can also be a farmer’s friend (CAFA 2012), creating 

new opportunities to seize. Winslow writes that “when circumstances change you have to 

adapt and move on” (Canadian Cattlemen, Fall 2011).  While experts speculate on the future 

of agriculture, namely a growing demand for proteins with growing a middle class in 

developing countries and the end of all possibility for supply management, farmers are told 

to adapt to the unknown (AMI 2012).  Many articles hammer home the fact that farmers 

need to ‘embrace change’ and ‘get ready’ for a different tomorrow (Van Camp, Aug/Sept 

2011).  In many articles and conversations I found that being a ‘good farmer’ is currently 

more about being business savvy than about working hard and knowing production.  

According to Purdue agricultural economist, Mike Boehlje, farmers would do well to adopt a 

corporate mindset: “CFO [chief financial officer] –type thinking will help farmers navigate 

swings in commodity prices and production costs” (Ontario Farmer, Aug 24 2010).  In this 

way, the success or failure of a farmer depends on his personal ability to adapt and the 

market itself is not questioned.  

 

In Canadian Cattlemen, Winslow reiterates the age-old theme: “In a capitalist society 

wealth and growth emerge from the chaos of the markets” (Sept 2011).  The underlying 

message in more than a few conversations I had with farmers during my research was that 

the market was making agriculture more efficient because not every farmer was ‘cut out’ to 

survive.  When farmers are faced with the imperative of adapting to their constantly 
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changing circumstances and to the whims of “Mr. Market”, the possibilities of questioning 

the logic of their circumstances is diminished.  

 

The Imperative to Feed the World 

As described in the literature, the notion of feeding the world was an implicit concept within 

the second food regime, in which American dominance over global agriculture was secured 

under the banner of ‘food aid.’  Friedmann (2005) notes that this ‘aid’ frame was eventually 

redefined as ‘dumping’ before the food regime fell into decline.  Indeed, when I asked 

farmers to speculate on the causes of world hunger, nearly all of them immediately replied 

that there is more than enough food being produced globally and that the real issues are 

social, political and economic.  Yet, perhaps due its deeply moralistic force, this “mandate to 

feed the world” is still used in the agricultural media (Roberts, AgriSuccess, Nov 2011; and 

see ads in Appendix C). But, as I found in my research, this notion is widely criticized by 

farmers themselves.  Instead there is a new concept emerging in recent years, that of food 

security, that may have a similar power.   

 

 The notion that Canadian farmers have a responsibility to grow enough food to feed 

less developed countries is implicit in many articles, both in the local newspapers and in the 

agricultural media.  In these cases, the question is not should we feed the world, but how 

should we feed the world?  A special issue of John Deere’s The Furrow (Feb 2011) is entitled 

“Serving 9 billion: Farmers will need to double production by 2050”; one of the featured 

articles notes that “we will require a new Green Revolution” (Reichenberger, Feb 2011).  

According to commentator Red Williams, the first imperative is “to intensify agronomy 

research to increase crop yields, and abandon the nonsense that we can play our part using 

the farming methods of our grandfathers” (Binkley, OF, Nov 3 2009).  And again: “the head of 

the Canada Grains Council has complimented Agriculture Minister Gerry Ritz for sticking up 

for genetically engineered crops as a way to help feed a hungry world” (Binkley, OF, Feb 8 

2011).  
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 However, there is much evidence that this frame no longer resonates with farmers 

and for a couple of reasons.  Paul Mahon, editor-in-chief of the Ontario Farmer uses financial 

reasons as he writes that “feeding the world, for free, is not our responsibility” (Nov 23 2010).  

Here I quote him at length: 

The 9 billion, if they materialize, are going to have to grow their own food. We 
can’t do it for them. And I am not sure that they are really asking us to.  
Meanwhile, for as long as anyone can remember, while we were or were not 
feeding the starving masses who might or might not have been starving, we 
have done so at less than a reasonable cost of production….The irony is, the 
chief reason why our farm businesses do not get a reasonable return on 
investment is that most foodstuffs are in over-supply.  

In a letter to the editor, Jim Johnston writes, “I get a bit tired of hearing that the farmer must 

feed the world, while the input suppliers are apparently only responsible to their 

shareholders” (OF, March 29 2011).  Yet another farmer cites environmental reasons, as he 

writes, “Feed the world, fine, but save the soil first” (Roes, OF, March 29 2011).  He 

continues: “We are led to believe that the only way to feed the world is by using chemicals 

and buying genetically modified seed. Who is telling us this? The very companies that are 

selling them, just look at their website. Does that seem like a conflict of interest?”  And not 

only farmers, but a short take in Better Farming noted that “a large segment of the 

population in the United States doesn’t believe that American farmers are responsible for 

feeding the world … [so] it is hard to build consumer support for agriculture and intensive 

management practices … as well as the use of genetically modified seeds to increase 

production” (BF, Jan 2012).    

 

 If the ‘hungry world’ frame is no longer motivating farmers to increase production 

and purchase technology and inputs, perhaps a new idea has come to take its place.  In 

February of 2010, a National Food Strategy was initiated, with a large boost from the 

Canadian Federation of Agriculture.  While it rose out of concerns for national food security, 

its current mission is quite vague: “Canada will be a leader in providing safe and nutritious 

food through a vibrant, competitive, responsive and sustainable farming, processing, 
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distribution and sales sector” (NFS 2012).  However, Ann Veneman, former US Secretary of 

Agriculture, is more overt in her remarks to the FAO when she states that “global food 

security will be greatly enhanced by continued trade liberalization” (2001).  This idea is 

explicit in the agricultural media: global food security is now to be achieved by the removal 

of trade barriers and subsidies (Romahn, OF, July 19 2011).  In this sense, farmers no longer 

need to push to increase production, but work for liberalization. 

  

 Somewhere along the way, the laudable attempt at a food security policy was 

replaced with the status quo.  Fairbairn discusses the co-option of the term ‘food security’ as 

compared with ‘food sovereignty’ at length and argues that the notion of food security now 

serves to naturalize a neoliberal market, while the concept of food sovereignty cannot be co-

opted because it explicitly names the actors that benefit from the status quo (2008:71).  But 

is it any wonder that Canada’s National Food Strategy would be hijacked?  Among the 

committee of agricultural organizations were representatives from Food Processors of 

Canada, Canadian Fertilizer Institute and Syngenta (NFS 2012).   

 

Reporting on Agribusiness  

One of the most interesting discoveries made during this research is that the media does not 

necessarily show  the workings of agribusiness in a good light but, rather, in hardly any light 

at all.  Somewhere within the pages of every issue of the Ontario Farmer is a section called 

Tracks and Products: Agribusiness News and Products, which features very short takes of the 

latest news concerning agribusiness.  Also, throughout the farm media there are stories 

about Monsanto, John Deere, Maple Leaf or Loblaw opening a new plant here or closing an 

old one there and reports on their financial success or failure in certain quarters.   

 

These articles are fragmented and apolitical due to the fact that they do not relate to 

other events or to the government and environmentalists.  These events are framed to be 

connected only to the market and, thus, readers are given only a small piece of the puzzle. 
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Take for example, the opening line of this article on Dow AgroSciences: “At one time there 

were 20 players in the agricultural technology business. Now there are only six companies … 

Dow AgroSciences is one of those six, working its way up the ranks to meet the global 

challenges that face agriculture” (Dallimore, OF, Oct 5 2010).  The fact there has been 

enormous concentration in the agricultural technology sector is not a secret, but here it is 

framed in a way that ignores corporate takeovers and naturalizes the survival of the fittest.  

It also ignores the fact that the concentration of agribusiness may be one of the 

aforementioned ‘global challenges’ that face agriculture.  When current NFU Ontario co-

ordinator, Ann Slater, commented on the concentration of the agricultural sector in a letter 

to the editor, Stephen Thompson replied that her opinions were “not only out-of-touch with 

basic economic and business principles, they [we]re out also out-of-touch with reality” 

because “fewer [players] does not reduce competition”(OF, Dec 7 2011).   

 

Again, while there is reporting on patents and patent infringement cases, intellectual 

property is framed to be beneficial to the farmer.  Regarding Pioneer’s new patenting of each 

individual seed variety: “That doesn’t mean Pioneer will sue every customer that infringes on 

the patent, Grant [President of Pioneer Canada] says, ‘That’s not our style. We believe that 

our customers are honest and have respect for intellectual property.’ … In the end, it’s all for 

the benefit of the grower, he added, because it ensures greater investment in new varieties 

as well as agronomic support” (Reschke, OF, Nov 1 2011- emphasis mine).  Here, farmers are 

given an ego boost in reading that they are honest and feel secure that they have agronomic 

support, but the notion of intellectual property is not questioned and neither is the honesty 

of Pioneer.  The notion of working for the farmer is common at Pioneer: two of the 

company’s most common advertisements feature a man in a glowing cornfield and 

reads, ”Breaking new ground to help you succeed” and another, “We are stacking hybrids in 

your favour” (see Appendix D). 

 

Beyond the apolitical and disjointed reporting on the workings of agribusiness, I 

discovered just as much favourable reporting of the largest companies. Monsanto / 
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GenuityTM receives good press related to its scholarships for rural high school students and 

its funding for community groups.  There was a story last summer praising Dupont for its 

sponsorship of Dupont Provincial Park near Morrisburg, Ontario (Van Dusen, OF, July 26 

2011).   Headlines like “Biotech has sped up crop progress” (Cumming, OF, March 22 2011) 

are common as biotechnology is often equated with growth and development. I also found 

articles touting the health benefits of GM technology and even of pesticides (in small doses), 

along with the denial that the technology has any negative repercussions on the 

environment.   

 

However, I found a few letters to the editor that were critical of the role of large 

input suppliers and the majority of them stemmed from Bob Friesen, the CEO of Farmers of 

North America (FNA) and former president of the Canadian Federation of Agriculture (CFA).  

As the government was debating the takeover of the Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan, 

Friesen became vocal: “Farmers are in a bad position compared to the fertilizer companies 

who set prices based on what they think they can extract from farmers for crop nutrients. 

Add to that the small handful of potash companies out there, and you have a situation where 

the farmer has no choice but to the pay the price that’s given” (OF, Sept 27 2010).  He argues 

that input companies increase their prices ‘just because they can’ (Friesen, OF, April 19 2011).  

The FNA is a for-profit member buying group that believes farmers can have more control 

over their input costs if they purchase collectively.  In an interview with Ontario Farmer 

editor, John Grieg, I asked if the paper got any flak from their advertisers (including 

Monsanto, Pioneer, and Dow) for such letters.  He replied that these larger companies 

understand that there is going to be some reaction from farmers and don’t often complain.  

He also noted it was quite ironic that the FNA is an input supplier themselves (April 10 2012). 

 

Science vs. Voodoo 

Last year, when Quebec lost a legal battle, thanks to NAFTA’s Chapter 11, against Dow 

AgroSciences LLC over the right to ban pesticides on the principle that they were dangerous, 
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Alex Binkley wrote that Dow had won a “moral victory” (OF, June 14 2011).  Although 

Quebec is allowed to ban the herbicide for cosmetic purposes, it is not allowed to term 2,4-D 

as dangerous. (Mann, BF, Oct 2011).  Furthermore, relating to Ontario’s earlier ban on 

pesticides for cosmetic use, Jeffrey Carter writes that because the chemical industry hasn’t 

done enough to defend these pesticides, “farmers need to do more” (OF, Jan 18 2011).  He 

continues: “Farmers and industry are urged to do more to defend themselves against bad 

science” (ibid- emphasis mine).  The government in this case was accused of using “voodoo 

mumbo jumbo,” while the chemical company employed “real science” (Binkley, OF, June 14 

2011).   

 

The use of ‘science’ extends far beyond the case against herbicides and into the 

debate over biotechnology and trade.  One of the biggest proponents of ‘sound science’ is 

Canada’s Minister of Agriculture, Gerry Ritz.  Numerous farm papers picked up his comments 

on the Cairns Group ministerial last September.  A local newspaper included a quote by the 

Minister: “Once again, Canada is taking a leading role in agricultural trade relations by 

advocating for trade based on rules and sound science which will ensure a stronger economy 

here at home and around the world” (Rural Life, October 7 2011).  In an earlier letter to the 

editor, Ritz writes that Canadian “producers can compete and win on world markets if the 

playing field is level and trade routes are built on fair rules and sound science” (OF, Dec 20 

2011).   Basically, he argues that a trade barrier on an agricultural product can only be 

justified if there is scientific evidence of its detriment to human health.  In the case of the 

EU’s ban on GM crops, no such evidence is available. 

 

There was much backlash in the media against NDP Member Atamanenko’s 2010 bill 

to research the impact of genetic modification (GM) on export sales before any new GM 

technology could be registered in Canada.  Binkley writes that “most farm groups opposed 

Atamanenko’s bill because it would have introduced a non-scientific factor into Health 

Canada’s scientific process for judging whether a genetically modified crop is safe for 

humans to consume and to be grown in the open” (OF, Feb 15 2011).  “The very foundations 
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of science are under attack by (mostly) well-meaning activists and politicians,” writes Cam 

Dahl, a Research Associate for the Frontier Centre for Public Policy (OF, March 22 2011).  

“Some believe they know better than science. Pesticides must be bad, so let’s ban them.  

Genetic technology sounds scary, so let’s avoid it… Does it really make sense to have people 

go hungry or starve to death because of an unproven fear?” (ibid)   And again, the Ontario 

Farmer reported, “Any delay in the advancement of agricultural technology will only 

exacerbate the challenges in feeding a rapidly growing world population” (Reid, May 1 2012). 

 

In the farm media, the issue is framed as science vs. politics, without acknowledging 

that science is innately value-laden and political (Busch 1994).  Marion Nestle’s Food Politics 

(2007) and Marie-Monique Robin’s The World According to Monsanto (2008) outline the 

process by which decisions relating to genetic modification and food regulations are based 

on anything but science.  The decision to fund or not to fund a research project is political, as 

is the ability to ask certain research questions in the first place. By framing the issue as 

‘sound science,’ it is naturalized and depoliticized; how can anyone, least of all a farmer, 

question science?  Dr. Shiv Chopra, a critic of biotechnology and former scientist for Health 

Canada, argues that scientists “are the modern priests, reading Mass in Latin so people won’t 

understand” (Cumming, OF, March 15 2011).  Furthermore, I wonder why the Ontario 

Farmer would frame Atamanenko’s call to research export impacts as flying against science.  

After all, doing research is science.  

 

Role of the Government in Agriculture 

In my discussions with farmers, I often heard that the government should simply ‘get out’ of 

agriculture.  This sentiment is echoed in the familiar signs of the Ontario Landowner’s 

Association (OLA): “This Land is Our Land - Back off Government.”   In a recently released 

documentary, The Rural Revolution: A Fight for Survival, Laura Black documents a movement 

that began with the BSE crisis in 2003 and evolved into the Lanark Landowners Association 

(and eventually the OLA).  She documents numerous rally speeches and one of the most 
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notable cries, “We want true justice and freedom and a whole lot less government control” 

(Black 2012).  The speech continues:  Farming should mean “having the freedom to make a 

living off your property, having the freedom to enjoy your property and the fruits of your 

labour, and not having to worry about our government coming and putting you out of 

business” (ibid).  Though I am not denying that we are currently facing a crisis in democracy 

and politics here in Canada, the OLA frames the government as the scapegoat for all the 

problems within agriculture.  

 

 Within the farm papers, the main objection is that government regulations and ‘red 

tape’ are taking away farmers’ freedom and their ability to compete.  The General Manager 

of the Christian Farmers Federation of Ontario writes that farmers want “to see their lives 

unencumbered by rules and regulations that discourage initiative” (Clement, Regional 

Country News, April 2011).  The Canadian Federation of Independent Businesses reports that 

“72 per cent of farmers want all levels of government to place a high priority on cutting red 

tape, more than on any other measure, to help them compete and remain in business” 

(Binkley, OF, Jan 31 2012).  Many articles in the Ontario Farmer argue that government and 

Health Canada regulations, including long wait times for approval of new vaccines, feed 

additives and fertilizers, are costing Canadian farmers a lot of time and millions of dollars 

(Romahn, Nov 17 2009).  They also argue that it is causing Canada to lose its competitive 

edge in the global marketplace, as it recently dropped from 10th in the world to 12th , as 

measured by the World Economic Forum (OF, Sept 20 2011).   Last year, the Ontario 

government began to evaluate regulations as part of their Open for Business initiative, and 

the Ontario Federation of Agriculture has so far played a key role in setting their agenda to 

decrease regulations in order to increase international trade (Crewes, OFA, 2011). 

 

 The government’s role, rather than regulating domestic agriculture, is to create 

greater access to global markets for Canadian agricultural products, according to the 

agricultural media.  This is reflected in countless articles discussing the latest trade deals and 

business trips of Minister of Agriculture, Gerry Ritz.  The notion is also implicit in the rally 
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speeches of farmers in the BSE crisis (Black 2012) and at the Agriculture Management 

Institute (AMI) conference in which one speaker noted, “Steven Harper is our number one 

salesman” (2012).  

 

 In 2010, a group of beef and pork producers in Perth County joined to form the group 

Farmers Matter.  In late November of the same year, they called a town hall meeting in 

Stratford that was attended by approximately 800 farmers.  Their agenda focused on 

pressuring politicians, especially for the upcoming elections in 2011, to consider the 

importance of agriculture.  The theme of the articles that documented the event was that of 

a ‘fair playing field.’  One of the organizers and a Perth County pork producer, Stewart 

Skinner, is reported to have said: “Give me the tools and put me on a level playing field with 

provincial counterparts and international competitors and I know we’ll thrive” (Anderson, OF, 

Dec 7 2010).  While one member of the steering committee argues, “we want to earn our 

living from the marketplace” (Heuchert, Listowel Independent Plus, Dec 2 2010), another says, 

“The clock is ticking. We need programs now. We need an RMP to compete” (Roulston, Rural 

Voice, Jan 2011).   

 

 RMP, or the Risk Management Program, was first established in 2007 to “offset losses 

caused by low commodity prices by triggering payments when prices for grains and oilseeds 

fall below a specific support level that is based on a cost of production formula” (Gallagher, 

OF, Nov 17 2009).   Farmers are quick to say that this is not a subsidy; it is an insurance 

program that guarantees they will receive their cost of production.  The non-supply managed 

commodity groups, along with the OFA and the CFFO worked tirelessly to see the program 

established permanently and extended to livestock producers after a three-year long pilot 

project with grains and oilseeds producers (Anderson, OF, July 5 2011).   While their efforts 

were successful at procuring provincial support (40%) for the program’s funding, the federal 

government has not yet agreed to fund the remaining 60% (ibid).  More recently, the 

Drummond report came out against the program and farmers were quick to respond in 

letters to the farm papers arguing that Drummond did not properly understand the RMP.  
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Free Trade and Individual Rights  

The message of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations is clear: 

price volatility in the global marketplace can be reduced with the removal of import and 

export restrictions (OECD-FAO 2011).  In a recent interview, John Weekes, Canada’s 

Ambassador to WTO and chief negotiator for the NAFTA, says that free trade is seen much 

more favourably by the public now than when it was originally introduced.  He cites two 

reasons: “People realise the negative consequences are not as great as they feared.  And 

businesses and the economy as a whole adapt to take advantage of the opportunities under 

the agreement” (Sinclair, Canadian Cattlemen, Feb 2012).  He says that “countries are now 

competing with each other in their efforts to liberalize trade. Getting there first is important, 

and catching up if you get behind is critical” (ibid).   

 

In the past two years in the farm media, Canada has been applauded in its continued 

steps to liberalize trade.  On the whole, negotiations with Europe under CETA and in the TPP 

have been given favourable reviews, most especially in non-supply managed commodity 

magazines like the Canadian Cattlemen.  It has been framed as a great opportunity for beef 

and cash crop producers; Ron Bonnett, President of the Canadian Federation of Agriculture, 

says, “we’re surprised and pleased by the prominence of agriculture and food in these talks” 

(Binkley, OF, Jan 24 2012).  Many articles focus on the growing export markets for Canadian 

agricultural products.  It is interesting to note here that while I found countless references to 

export ‘opportunities’, I found only two mentions on imports during my research: the 

‘dumping’ of Dutch peppers into Ontario (Carter, OF, Nov 10 2009) and the ‘flooding’ of 

American beef into Canada (Gallagher, OF, Aug 23 2011).   

 

Canada has also been active in attempts to persuade the World Trade Organization 

(WTO) that the US’s country-of-origin labeling (COOL) legislation violates international trade 

laws (Romahn, OF, May 31 2011).  The COOL law is said to be detrimental to Canadian beef 
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and pork producers, creating a loss of “over a quarter of a billion in lower cattle prices and 

increased costs” because American meat-packing plants have refused to buy Canadian 

livestock once they know its origin (Wildeman, CC, Nov 2011).  While this debate raged, our 

own government increased the requirement for a ‘Product of Canada’ label to 98% Canadian 

content (despite the agricultural standing committee recommending 85%); “Now labelling is 

virtually useless,” fumes Wayne Easter, former agricultural critic, because it is nearly 

impossible to source all ingredients for commonly processed food solely in Canada (Roulston, 

Rural Voice, Jan 2011).  Despite this, farmers still believe in labelling (the local federation of 

the CFFO spent a majority of the lunch meeting with MP Michael Chong discussing this issue) 

and are working to create awareness amongst Canadians of the importance of buying 

Canadian products.   

 

 Last year, the Conservative majority government finally made good on its 

threat/promise and ended the single-desk Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) on the Prairies, so 

that it will function similarly to the voluntary wheat board that has existed in Ontario since 

2003.  Despite the majority of Prairie grain farmers voting to keep the single-desk marketing 

board, the Harper government dismantled it and thereby broke the law (NFU Briefing, Oct 

2011). Despite the massive uproar of prairie farmers and the campaign to save the CWB, 

most notably driven by the NFU, the Ontario farm press was largely silent on the issues and 

often gave favourable reviews to its demise.  Blair Rutter, executive director of the Western 

Canadian Wheat Growers Association says plainly, “I believe in the market” and thinks that 

“farmers will show they’re smarter than the CWB ever let them be” (CG, Aug/Sept 2011).  

This was a common theme, in fact: the free market unleashes human potential, creativity 

and entrepreneurship.  

 

Many say that the quota system will be next, despite the Conservative government’s 

lip service to supply management.  As Canadian negotiators are entering into new trade 

partnerships, they are “now painfully aware that they can no longer sit at the table ‘with 

their goofy trade position’” (Cumming, OF, Jan 17 2012).   Stephen Thompson, an Ontario 
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farmer and supply management’s most enthusiastic critic, warns, in a guest column for the 

Rural Voice, that agricultural disaster awaits for those sectors that are “completely 

dependent on legislation, rather than economics” for their existence (Aug 2011).  He argues 

that fundamental economic laws will haunt supply management, along with green energy 

and the ethanol industry that “depend on the whim of the government” (ibid). Of all of the 

right-wing ideology I read in the farm papers for this project, Mr. Thompson’s unwavering 

faith that the free market will solve agriculture’s problems is the most remarkable.   

 

Furthermore, in all of my research I found only one man, apart from the editorials in 

the poultry and dairy magazines, who blatantly opposes the free market in favour of supply 

management.  Gordon Hill, one of the founders of the Ontario Farmers Union and later 

president of the OFA, writes in a letter to the editor: “markets only reward farmers fairly 

when there is a shortage or a perceived shortage” (OF, Jan 25 2011).  In his letters to the 

editor, he focuses on ‘fairness’ instead of ‘growth.’ 

 

 The notion of individual rights and freedoms is dominant in the issue of free trade, 

from Ritz terming Bill C-18 the Marketing Freedom for Grain Farmers Act to Andrea Mandel 

Campbell, a speaker at the AMI Conference, equating the dismantling of the wheat board to 

the fall of the Berlin Wall (AMI 2012).  Conservatives argue that it was “an affront to 

individual freedom and a violation of farmer property rights” (Wilson, The Western Producer, 

Dec 8 2011).  When the Conservative party was criticized for its actions in the Ontario Farmer, 

a letter response read:  farmers “now have the freedom (and isn’t that what Canada is 

about- freedom?) to market grain as they wish. And dictators are not generally known for 

imposing freedom” (Hopkins, OF, Jan 10, 2012).  Both a former board member of the Chicken 

Farmers of Canada and the CFFO’s former policy analyst told me that, even within supply 

management, there are rumblings from the younger generation that want the freedom to 

expand beyond the confines of the quota system (Slot 2011; Van Donkersgoed 2011).   
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The newly formed Practical Farmers of Ontario, now seeking stable funding as a 

fourth General Farm Organization, focuses on the individual rights and freedoms of farmers 

to farm as they please without government regulation and without a quota system (Atkinson, 

OF, May 13 2012).  In Lanark County, the crowd erupted into cheers when one rally speaker 

cried “freedom must always come before safety or our veterans fought for nothing” (Black 

2012).  Despite the complete absurdity of this statement, the rhetoric of freedom provides a 

powerful frame that effectively disarms its opponents.  And let us not forget that big 

businesses are the first to benefit from free trade, as the likes of Cargill, ADM and Bunge had 

advisory power over the GATT and have worked to lobby governments to reduce ‘distortions’ 

to the market (McMichael 2000:136).   

 

The Independent Farmer and the Agrarian Myth 

As presented in the earlier literature review, the Agrarian Myth was often used in early 

farmers’ organizations, such as the Grange.  Hann writes that, ““It taught the farmer that 

there was beauty in his life and a cultural unity among farmers that could not be perceived 

from the natural isolation of rural life, that his toil was intimately connected with the 

betterment of humanity” (1978:7).  Compare this with last year’s Farm Business 

Communications Story Contest Winner, Alice Stuart of Saskatchewan, who when asked ‘why 

I’m a farmer’ evoked an idyllic life in the countryside: “the smell of rain, the calm and 

serenity of an early spring morning with geese flying over and the sound of an owl hooting in 

the background” (Farm Business Communications, March 2011). In a recent cover story of 

Country Guide, Anne Lazurko attempted to define the Canadian Farmer.  While Prairie wheat 

farmers, Quebec dairy farmers and PEI potato farmers may think they have nothing in 

common, the article concludes that they are similar because of the reason they farm in the 

first place:   

Lifestyle. Independence. Being on the land. Running the equipment. Having 
control. They see farming as actively producing something, as a service to 
humanity by providing crops and food. And they are proud... “Basically we’re all 
similar,” Keenan says. “We all try to do too much. How many times has a farmer 
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put his last dollar into it?  How many times has he sold his goods for less than 
the cost of production? Why? Because he can, but also because the country 
requires that he does so ….” (March 15 2012 - emphasis mine)  

Throughout the farm media, the agrarian myth runs strong, but it is no longer used to 

organize farmers into a movement, such as it was employed in the Dominion Grange.  

Perhaps it is used instead, as Walter Goldschmidt suggested, as the myth behind which 

agribusiness corporations hide (1978: xxxiii). 

 

One of the most quotable gems I received while speaking with key informant farmers 

was this: “Farmers think they are the last bastion of independence; the truth is they are 

slaves” (Rothwell, Feb 2 2012).  As illustrated above, I did find that the notion of 

independence and freedom could be traced through a number of issues.  However, it was 

also apparent in advertisements and in interviews with farmers themselves.  While exploring 

the content of the farm papers, I also made note of the type of advertising from agribusiness.  

While the smaller businesses are straightforward in advertising their services and products, 

large multinational companies (with PR teams) have clever advertising that appeal to farmers’ 

desires and, potentially, shape those very desires.  Many employ notions of power and 

masculinity, control and individualism, while others focus on peace of mind and relaxation 

after a job well done.   

 

The most common imagery used in advertisements, however, was so natural to me 

that at first I did not recognize its significance.  Farmers often joke that they are outstanding 

in their field when they are, literally, outside and standing in their fields.  This is precisely the 

image in the advertisements: A solitary man and his field, be it hay, corn, soybeans, or wheat.  

It seems a powerful symbol of the independent farmer, the ideal of a hard-working man 

displaying the fruits of his labour and the open expanse of the field provides a sense of 

freedom.   (See Appendix E)  Other advertisements are more obvious: an ad for Maizex Seed 

Corn reads, “True Grit.  Passionate, fiercely independent, you have what it takes” (Appendix 

F).  In another example, a farmer stands at the top of the ladder of his combine, smiling with 
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his hands stretched out to the field (strangely reminiscent of a scene from Titanic) in an 

advertisement for BASF’s fungicide, representing freedom and control (Appendix G).  In this 

sense, the Agrarian Myth has been co-opted and employed by large agribusiness. 

 

The notion that farmers are independent seems to be internalized by farmers as well, 

at least, that is, by the ‘successful farmers’ featured in the County Guide’s ‘Up Close’ section.  

When asked what he liked best about being a farmer, Mark Lumley replied, that “the 

flexibility is one thing.  Maybe even more so would be the ability for you to make your own 

success or destiny.  …  Ultimately with farming you do or die and it’s just you.  I like to be in 

complete control of my salary, my schedule and my success” (Baxter, Feb 2012).  Kim Cornell 

replied: “The freedom to make independent decisions and be rewarded or penalized 

accordingly” (Baxter, Nov 2011), while many other also mentioned the ‘independence.’   As 

long as this notion is strengthened, farmers will have a more difficult road to true 

communication with neighbours and potential organizing.  Indeed, in an article about the 

possibility of neighbour management clubs, Lazurko writes, “There are simply too many 

realities of human (or farmer) nature working against it, not the least being mistrust of 

neighbours” (CG, Jan 2011).  As this individualism is rather ‘convenient’ for large companies 

that seek to dominate agriculture, I wonder if farmers are naturally individualistic and 

mistrusting of neighbours or if it is part and parcel of the regime’s hegemony.   

 

Productivity and Sustainability 

While the argument has traditionally been between productivity and sustainability, biotech 

companies are now saying that we can have both.  In a series of commercials available on 

the internet, Monsanto has officially co-opted the word to rebrand itself:  Sustainable 

Monsanto.  Farmers themselves boast that they are the stewards of the land and cite that, 

while their yields have skyrocketed, they use less chemical inputs today than they did 25 

years ago (though with crop input companies also boasting that their sales are up, no one 

seems to know what the statistics are really saying).  Biotechnology is touted as the way to 
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preserve wildlife areas while increasing productivity and feeding the world (OFAC 2006); 

“farmers need technology to achieve sustainability” (OF, Nov 29 2011).  Basically, by co-

opting the alternative, the status quo is framed to have no alternative.   

 

 This, however, was called into question by Ann Slater of the NFU in a letter to the 

editor titled, “A new definition for sustainable?” (OF, April 24 2012). She notes that “terms 

like sustainability have moved into the language of agri-chemical companies and champions 

of the industrial food system” and “suggest sustainability is market driven and is about 

meeting future demands by essentially doing more of the same” (ibid).  I did not find a reply 

to her letter in subsequent issues, but it is nonetheless important that she pointed out 

(mis)use of the term.  

 

Trading Farm Land 

Investors are beginning to see dollar signs in agriculture and are buying up tracts of farmland 

in the United States and in the Prairies, and while there are numerous examples of land 

grabs in Ontario (such as the Melanchthon mega-quarry), farm media sources say that land is 

currently too expensive for such investment in Ontario, despite the province having the most 

open policies of any (Kamchen, CG, March 1 2012).  While there was much talk in NFU 

meetings of recent purchases of Ontario farmland by the Chinese, the OFA and the farm 

media was relatively quiet on this issue.   

 

Farmland is now a traded commodity and investors cite that the stable appreciation 

of land values and the “constant demand for food” has created optimism among investors 

(Cumming, OF, Feb 28 2012).  For now, Canadian farmers still own most of the land that is 

farmed, but David Sparling, professor at the Richard Ivey School of Business at the University 

of Western Ontario, says “In Canada, the whole trend toward other people owning farmland 

is going to increase” (Kamchen, CG, March 1 2012).  Hursch writes for Country Guide: 
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“Whether or not you support money flowing into agriculture from the investment world, it’s 

certainly a vote of confidence in the industry” (Nov/Dec 2009).  

 

But many are not so confident; again, Ann Slater warns against the corporate control 

of land and cites the cause of this trend, writing that “faced with a farm income crisis, high 

input costs and heavy debt loads, it is easy to understand why some farmers made the 

decision to sell”  (OF, Aug 23 2011).  Others caution the agriculture industry with evocations 

of feudal imagery.  Home writes that when interest rates rise in a few years, many farmers 

carrying debt loads will be forced out of the business and only foreign investors will remain 

(OF, October 19 2010). “Like the fiefdoms of the 13th century Europe, these new ‘lords’ will 

strike a reciprocal relationship with farmers” (ibid).  Tom Button, editor of Country Guide, 

asks “will they [investors] become the aristocrats that other farmers will have to bow 

before?”  (March 1 2012). 

 

Discussion 

When examining the above themes for the internal tensions typical to a food regime, one 

can look for such things as hypocrisy, flawed logic, using loaded terms without definition, 

missing pieces of the puzzle or evidence of co-opted words.  Hypocrisy exists in farmers 

complaints over COOL in the US, while fighting for better labeling for Canadian products.  In 

another example, footage from a single rally in Lanark County portrays two signs: The first 

one reads Buy Us Out and the second one, Back Off Government (Black 2012).  How can 

farmers desire a decreased governmental role in agriculture while, in the same breath, insist 

they receive increased funding from them?  How can farmers want the ‘artificial barriers’ to 

free trade eliminated so they can play hardball with global agriculture, while demanding a 

Risk Management Program?  Can farmers have their cake and eat it too?    

 

 While the farm media portrays farmers as fearful of foreign or corporate ownership 

of farmland, it does not give more than a passing mention of foreign and corporate 
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ownership of the rest of the food system.   Concentration in the agribusiness sector is largely 

ignored in the farm media as it is naturalized as the process of growth and ‘market efficiency.’  

Or perhaps farmers do not question large corporations because they themselves, even small 

farms, are becoming incorporated in attempts to create financial security.  

  

Furthermore, what is the connection between the larger political and economic 

forces and all of this hoopla regarding environmentalists and animal rights activists?  

Glencarry’s Federation of Agriculture president argues that “this should be the OFA’s next big 

fight” (Cumming, OF, Oct 11 2011).  Indeed, the majority of Wellington Federation of 

Agriculture meeting discussions is spent on such issues.  As another example, a letter to the 

editor begins “Let’s just quit” and continues by listing all of the environmental and other 

regulations and programs that farmers are facing to the point of making them appear 

ridiculous (Jones, OF, July 5 2011).    

Let’s quit farming so we won’t have to put an extra McGuinty axle on the grain 
truck… We won’t need the OSPCA. The wolves and coyotes wouldn’t have any 
fresh meat to eat. They would eventually disappear on their own … We could 
watch the bobolink for them [the government], make sure it doesn’t land on 
the 300 meter radius of lush hay where the groundhog feed … First we might 
have to take a six-month government course… so they know we can tell the 
difference between a groundhog and a bird. (ibid)   

The letter of examples is exhaustive, but what does it have to do with the concentration of 

power in the food system?  Nothing.  And perhaps that is precisely the point.  As farmers 

focus on changing laws surrounding predatory animals, perhaps they will forget about laws 

against predatory pricing.  When they are angry about regulations, the government becomes 

the target of all antagonism and the corporation quietly continues its work without 

disruption.   

 

 The most important concepts for the purposes of this study are those that seemingly 

cannot be questioned.  Here, the corporations that control the food system, as outlined in 

Chapter [1], effectively disarm opponents by framing their work as sound science, as 

sustainable and as the only way to provide global food security.  Furthermore, these 
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corporations are the first to benefit from the elimination of trade barriers and, thus, the 

concepts of independence, competition and marketing freedom are reinforced as ‘common 

sense’ from abstract global forces to the inner world of every farmer.  Though I have not 

found strong evidence from within the agricultural media that this ideology is questioned, I 

turn now to my interviews with farmers in Mapleton Township to discern whether or not the 

majority prescribe to this conception of the world.  

 

Mapleton’s Farmers 

 

Things just get bigger and bigger, and are constantly changing, and it can dull 

the senses to try to keep up. I imagine many farmers feel the same way. 7  

 

Here, we will explore the knowledgeability of farmers themselves and determine whether or 

not they subscribe to the positions of the farm leaders and industry, as portrayed in the 

media.  Perhaps the regime has not completely solidified in the hearts and minds of farmers 

or perhaps it is beginning to crumble as farmers feel the tension between received ideology 

and their observed reality (Newby et al 1978:282).   The purpose of the interviews was to 

record and examine the language tools that farmers use to describe agriculture and to verify 

whether or not farmers prescribe to the implicit concepts in the above paradigm. 

 

 Over the course of the 15 interviews, farmers painted a picture of how agriculture 

has changed over the last decades that largely reflected the observations of academics, 

included in the literature review. They cited the fact that farms have gotten bigger and more 

specialized, while land prices and the costs of production have risen and the level of 

interaction with neighbours has decreased.  Some also noted that many farms in the area 

have been bought up by Mennonites and that Mennonite farmers rarely go out of business 

due to their economic models and church support. The farmers that said they are most 

involved in their community are the ones with school-aged children or the young and single 

                                                           
7
 Mahon, OF, Sept. 27, 2011.  
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farmers that get together with each other on weekends, while some said that farmers were 

more self-sufficient now and therefore don’t need community as much.  Though I asked 

participants to reflect on the more specific nature of these changes and how they affected 

their own farms, most were unable to do so; this, in itself, is telling.  Also telling was the fact 

that the questions related to broader political concerns, and especially to the dismantling of 

the Canadian Wheat Board, most farmers said they did not have enough information to 

comment or that it did not concern them.   

 

 Every one of the farming families I interviewed had at least one line of farmers in the 

family and thus became interested in continuing the tradition.  When asked what they liked 

most about farming, responses ranged from ‘being our own boss’ and ‘working with family’ 

to ‘love of animals’, ‘freedom’ and ‘privacy.’   The majority of farmers disliked their job 

mainly for the long hours every day, while both a large cash cropper and the financially 

struggling farmers replied with answers like ‘debt’ and ‘not knowing how to pay the next bill’ 

and a well-off farmer disliked the regulations.  Every farmer hoped that agriculture would go 

back to a sustainable size that could be managed by families, but all thought that the 

opposite would happen and that an agricultural disaster of sorts is looming.  

 

 The fact that at the time of the interviews, prices were relatively high in every 

commodity sector and that weather had been favorable for this region in the past few years 

should be taken into consideration as farmers had perhaps forgotten their complaints of less 

than a decade ago (and indeed, would be faced with drought in the upcoming season).  

However, the purpose of this study is to examine the language tools that farmers employ to 

describe agriculture in this regime and thus, the current economic circumstances are 

somewhat peripheral to the topic.  
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Threats to Agriculture 

When I asked what was the biggest threat to agriculture today and how we might overcome 

it, most took a long pause before giving their various answers.   A cash cropper feared the 

end of supply management, a sheep farmer feared increasing interest rates, while a beef 

feedlot operator feared the high dollar continuing.  A small beef producer, however, quickly 

remarked that he thought the biggest threat to agriculture were “people that don’t 

understand agriculture, that don’t believe in chemicals, or don’t believe in genetically 

modified products.”  The farmer continued, “they make it look like we’re out here as mega 

polluters,” arguing that his family drinks their own water and eats agricultural products too, 

so why would they do that to themselves?  Other respondents replied, in a similar vein, that 

the media and activists were becoming a threat to agriculture. 

 

Speaking specifically about animal rights activists, some were quick to call them terms 

like ‘wacknuts’ and ‘extreme’ while others conceded that they had some valid points and one 

farmer went so far as to say that he himself worried that the chemical he sprays might be 

linked to cancer.  For him, the activists and the subsequent regulations “keep our standards 

higher, so we won’t over-apply something.”  About half of the respondents seemed 

defensive against consumers and activists and many used the common argument “why 

would we abuse the things that make us money?”   

 

Consumers were mostly termed spoiled and uneducated by farmers.  One replied, 

“They are a fine bunch, I tell you. Whatever they see on TV, that’s what goes” and another, 

“we know we’re feeding people and we know they don’t appreciate it,” while a few 

complained that the problems in the agricultural industry are because consumers want 

cheap food.  The most common solution, then, was education: a hog farmer said that “it’s 

kind of a fine line between educating the public and just trying to keep people happy that are 

never going to be satisfied.”  However, another farmer said “consumers are good people; 

they’re not the enemy and they pay what they’re asked” and yet another went so far as to 

argue that the divide between consumer and farmer is deliberate.  He blamed corporations 
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for the division and went on to say “if we recommend with the consumer, then they will do a 

heck of a lot for us and they will pay us well if we do what the consumer wants us to do.”  All 

respondents said that the local food movement was a great idea.   

 

Another question that took some reflection on the part of farmer respondents was 

‘Who or what do you feel has the most power in the agricultural system today?’   Responses 

varied from ‘our buyers’ to commodity boards and general farm organizations, while two 

respondents answered with ‘corporations.’  No one responded that the government had the 

power in the agricultural system.  

 

Government in Agriculture 

In the interview, a few questions elicited responses relating to the government’s role in 

agriculture and practical ways the government could help respondents’ own operations.  To 

the latter, more than a few farmers immediately replied that they should ‘get out.’  A retired 

farmer felt that the cash croppers that drove their tractors to Queen’s Park were ‘crybabies,’ 

as he reflected: “the old type of farmer weathered the storm and he didn’t get no help from 

nobody,” while a Mennonite farmer said that their religious convictions led them to “do it 

yourself instead of using someone else’s resources.”   And a common notion was that if we 

could “just make food cost what it’s worth, we wouldn’t need any of this stuff.”  A few 

farmers felt that government programs like CASE, AgriStability and now the RMP were being 

abused by farmers and weren’t doing much good.  One pointed out that “the government 

people get most of it [the money] anyways in the delivery.”    

 

 Others felt that the government should work to create export markets for their 

products, work to ‘keep the borders open’ and make an ‘even playing field.’  One thought 

that agriculture was at the bottom of the government’s priority list, while another said that 

politicians just don’t get it and couldn’t work the hours he worked.  One dairy farmer said 

that the government should help to protect the family farm and a pig farmer said that it 
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would be irresponsible not to fill out the paperwork to collect government money because 

he was in such a high risk commodity.  About half of the respondents admitted they used 

some sort of government program or crop insurance, while the biggest said that they didn’t 

need it and the smallest said that they couldn’t afford the premiums.  

 

 A few farmers complained about the government in other contexts within the 

interview; the general sense from them was that they felt the government intruded on their 

freedom.  One exclaimed, “they are everywhere in our lives – we can’t spank our own kids” 

and another felt it was terrible that they weren’t allowed to say ‘Merry Christmas’ anymore.  

They felt that governments were also putting up road blocks to stop from getting in to help 

other countries and said “it all goes back to greed because the government wants to run 

everything.”  One farmer also said, “they are taking our land.”   Only one farmer threw in the 

notion that “we are the government.”  

 

The Free Market 

Farmers made references comfortably to the concepts of supply and demand and market 

fluctuations during their interviews.   One farmer felt that there was not a level playing field 

in beef and that we should just “let supply and demand work.”  Another beef farmer felt his 

commodity’s market was “consistent and strong” and that it would continue because the 

farmers that had gone out of beef would not get back in, so that equilibrium of sorts had 

been reached.   Another Mennonite farmer echoed the same sentiment: “the margins are 

always going to be tight. If they are too easy then there are more people that will be in it, so 

it will always find a balance and I really don’t think the government has to interfere too 

much.”  Two farmers noted that there had always been market fluctuations but that now the 

“cycles are going much faster,” while another stressed that farmers “have to manage 

fluctuations” and continued “it’s tough.”    
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In a few instances, farmers were personifying the market in a similar way to the 

examples from the Ontario Farmer, above:   “The world markets dictate what we make” and 

“it’s always a risk, I guess, depending on what the market does.”  A young farmer continued, 

“I don’t know if the market can ever really fail because there is always demand.”  And even 

after another young farmer questioned “is it so free?” and described the market following 

USDA planting intentions and weather predictions, he concluded that low prices will always 

come back up because “supply and demand will always be there.”  

 

When probed about the commodity markets, most spoke to the idea that some 

people behind computers somewhere were making fortunes buying and selling commodities, 

but only one conceded that it wasn’t really about supply and demand: “it’s a bit scary in a 

way because there’s no security in that” (at that point he admitted that he had never 

actually thought of it that way before). 

 

Why do Farmers go out of Business? 

I asked all 15 participants whether they knew of farmers that had left the business since the 

1980s and for what reasons farmers were leaving the occupation.  Many said that they knew 

of operators who had to quit farming because of health reasons, bad luck, or having no 

successor.   The respondents that did not mince words were quick to give a different opinion: 

“They are not efficient enough… Some people aren’t cut out for it.”  One of the area’s larger 

farmers said that farmers were putting their own neighbours out of business by being 

competitive while another large farmer replied that “the small guys are getting squeezed out, 

it’s a fact of life.”  He continued by saying that “the tough times are tough, but the tough 

times also show who’s got it and who doesn’t… Market fluctuations definitely dictate your 

revenue but I don’t think they dictate your success.”  A retired farmer warned that though 

there are good times now, interest rates would soon increase and prices would go flat.  He 

predicted that only those farmers who would keep their costs down and save would get 

through the coming depression.   
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 Only two of the respondents that admitted to struggling financially spent time to 

answer this question.  One beef farmer shared that his accountant had advised him to stop 

farming, but said to me: “We look around and think ‘what are we doing wrong?’  And yet, we 

know our crops are decent and we presell some stuff, but it’s because we’re not big enough.”  

Yet at the end of the interview, he said that we should let supply and demand work. “I guess 

it comes back to being a manager and you have to deal with those dips and you know that 

everybody else is there too.”  Only the farm couple that had been forced out of business 

were very honest about their struggle.  They shared that when they went to the banks, they 

kept hearing, “it’s you, it’s you. It’s management, it’s management” and that their friends 

didn’t believe them until they showed them the actual payments they were receiving for 

their commodity.  They noted that in the 80s, the interest crisis was visible, but “now it’s all 

the hidden things.”  While farmer respondents tended to blame the individual, the 

articulation of this couple was the closest to denouncing the agricultural system itself.  

 

Technology and the Environment 

The general sense from farmers was that technology, such as no-till equipment and GPS 

allowing for spraying accuracy, had helped to decrease their impact on the environment.  

Both the oldest and the largest operators that I interviewed, however, had a different 

opinion.  Looking back on his farming career, one man said that technology had made 

farmers “more concerned with less work” and actually “made us go backwards,” thinking it 

somewhat cruel how farmers are treating the land and animals today.  He added that while 

his father taught him how to farm, the farmers of today are being taught by “those damn 

colleges” and have become “like a bunch of sheep and if one does it, they all do it.”  Another 

farmer said that we should all go back to the year 1946, when people actually worked for a 

living and perhaps we could “get these goddam [agriculture] inspectors out pulling weeds.”  

Yet another reflected that while technology has made everything go faster, it has also made 

agriculture very expensive and has made us worse farmers, not paying attention to the 
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machines and the crops.  He expressed concern over the new technology that allows tractors 

to operate themselves, but then acknowledged that his own father had thought the coming 

of the tractor would spell the end of agriculture and that didn’t happen.   

 

 Regarding the safety of biotechnology and chemicals, about two thirds of 

respondents were relatively confident that these technologies were not compromising the 

health of their bodies or the environment.  One replied, “Where I’m coming from [as a 

producer] there is nothing wrong with GMOs” and another cited that RoundupTM is a lot 

better than Atrazine.  The one organic farmer was most obviously against the newer 

technologies, but the aforementioned three men that did not agree that machines were 

serving the best interests of agriculture also had reservations about biotechnology and 

chemicals.  The retired farmer admitted that he didn’t know if it would be bad for us but said 

“you can’t believe a chemical company… DDT was the best thing since sliced bread and then 

they took it off the market [after] they had made their billions.”  Another said that he has a 

spray license and still has no idea what he is spraying and wondered if their agricultural 

practices were linked with young girls reaching puberty so early.    

 

 For the most part, farmers believed they were doing a good job as stewards of the 

land for the often cited reason that if they didn’t take care of their land and their animals, 

they wouldn’t be making money either.  However, in a fresh moment of honesty, one young 

farmer said, “I’d like to think that we are [stewards of the land], but it would be a big fat lie,” 

noting that every farmer was somewhat irresponsible.  He spoke more about common 

malpractice, but asked that the details not be included on the record.  

 

Large Agribusiness  

If respondents had avoided the issue of large agribusinesses such as Monsanto, Cargill, 

Dupont, etc, during the interview (and this was often the case), I asked them how they felt 

about them point blank before our time concluded.  Responses were strangely similar; a 
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young farmer summed up the sentiment nicely and replied that he had no problem with the 

technology itself, 

But I’m a little uncomfortable with the grip the chemical companies have on the 
industry now. Actually pretty uncomfortable with that. They have a tremendous 
amount of clout and they do a tremendous amount of research too, but they 
are out there to make money for sure. They’re not out there to help the farmer. 

Only moments later in the interview, however: 

Most farmers like to hate the big corporate guy but it has become now almost a 
reality of business and at the end of the day, those people don’t make money 
unless the farmers do either.  Now, having said that, they still want to make 
most of the money but... they are certainly not out to see farmers go broke 
anyway.  

Another farmer said that the problem is “the crops come off in November, and yeah, I can 

store it but I still have all the bills from the summer, I have to sell it, and they know that, so 

you are always in a vulnerable position.”  Others had some variation of “they have too much 

power” but concluded that “we all know that we need them around for us to be able to do 

our jobs.”  A Mennonite farmer said that it is “good that someone is ahead of us 5 or 10 

years to develop.  We need innovation.”  While another said that their power doesn’t bother 

him: “I think for the most part those businesses just happened … I don’t think necessarily 

those people had dreams and visions of becoming this big company- it is just the demand 

and it just sort of happened.  So I don’t have anything against them.”   And the third 

Mennonite farmer: “They are definitely looking after their own pocket, but they’re entitled 

to do that - that’s what we do too.” 

 

 I also asked farmers if they wore the hats of these big companies and most that did 

replied that it was just a free hat that fit well.  One admitted that he wears the hat “because, 

yeah I’m buying from Monsanto, but we look at it as buying corn through Bill [a Monsanto 

seed salesman and a local farmer- name changed for confidentiality] so when he gives you 

the hat, you proudly wear it because everyone knows you bought from Bill.”  Another young 

farmer also pointed this out by saying he felt that when he was buying the big seed and 

chemical brands through the local representative, he was supporting local farmers. 
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 However, alternatives to this naturalization of agribusiness also exist in Mapleton 

Township.  One organic farmer, when asked if anything was missing in the agricultural media, 

wished that the “abuse and misuse by multinationals was more exposed and farmers were 

made more aware of how they are sometimes taken by the nose and pushed in a certain 

direction, that, probably if they were aware of it, they wouldn’t want to go.”   

 

Feeding the World  

I specifically asked questions about world hunger and the notion of feeding 9 billion people 

by 2050 to see if farmers were still employing the ‘aid’ frame of the Second Food Regime as 

reflected in advertisements such as the examples in Appendix C, and I found this not to be 

the case for the larger farmers, but still relatively strong in the case of the smallest farmers.  

Despite the advertisements in the agricultural media, the majority of farmer respondents 

echoed the sentiments in the letters to the editor of the Ontario Farmer.  One farmer said, 

“Who says it’s our responsibility to feed the world?  We’re Canadian!” while another replied, 

“Why should I work 24 hours a day to feed a billion people that don’t want to work?”  A 

young farmer described the fact that there was enough food grown to feed everyone and 

that “if we could stop Africans from killing each other, we would have one of the most 

productive continents in the world.”  However, he later went on to tell me his concern over a 

new variety of GM sweet corn for direct human consumption and concluded: “But again, if 

we need to feed 9 billion people, we’ll need more sweet corn.”  Another farmer joked about 

not being able to retire because someone needed to feed all the people in Toronto.  When 

asked, farmers replied that they felt they worked to pay the bills, not to grow food; however, 

the perception of ‘feeding the world’ seems to operate here as a small thought trap that for 

farmers, despite their belief that the causes of hunger were political and not related to 

production.  The notion of food security didn’t seem to elicit a meaningful response amongst 

farmers, with one Mennonite farmer noting that they could quite easily survive without a 

grocery store.  
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Common Language Tools 

As explored in the second section of the literature review, words are the tools that build an 

individual’s moral frame.  When a farmer expresses himself, even if attempting to articulate 

himself outside of the frame, he resorts to using the same words as the regime.   As we will 

explore in a moment, this is perhaps why the farmers I interviewed seemed contradictory.  

For now, we will explore four words that were employed by nearly every farmer I 

interviewed:  efficiency, sustainability, freedom and common sense.  

 

Efficiency. This word was most often employed in conjunction with technology and 

competition.  A Mennonite farmer said, “if you want to be efficient, you have to be big in one 

thing” and emphasized that the Mennonite way is to have family-sized farms that can still be 

efficient enough to compete.  The small margins in agriculture “make farmers more 

efficient… [It’s a] tough world I guess.”  And while one farmer complained that his 

Mennonite neighbours were doing better than he was, he said, “you can’t blame them 

because they’re efficient.”   

 

 But there were others that weren’t convinced by the power of the word.  A retired 

farmer noted that farmers always talk about being more efficient but said that, if he were 

farming, he’d rather have a couple more cows instead of working them so hard that he 

wrecked them.  Another noted that the corporate concentration in agriculture was not 

efficient, “but they tell you it’s efficient.”  And a custom farmer thought about how long his 

equipment is on the road travelling, instead of in the field working and conceded that 

farmers would technically be more efficient if they worked co-operatively. 

 

Sustainability. When asked if Monsanto agriculture was sustainable, as their 

advertisements had branded them, the majority of respondents immediately talked about 

whether the monetary price they paid for Monsanto’s seed was sustainable for their 

business goals. In another instance, a supply managed dairy farmer said that the quota 

system was unsustainable, but what he meant was that the government was going to soon 
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dismantle it.  When asked where they hope agriculture will go in the next two decades, two 

farmers said they hoped it would continue to be sustainable, though one of the two, 

immediately after using it, asked me what that word really meant (his wife having employed 

it earlier in the interview).  The frequent misuse of the word ‘sustainable’ makes it suspect 

when used in the regime’s linguistic arsenal.  

 

Freedom. The majority of farmers I interviewed felt that they had freedom to farm 

the way that they liked, though they may have implied diverse concepts in their responses.  

“Nobody is telling us where we should sell our crops,” said one farmer, continuing that big 

boards like the CWB are corrupt and “we’re better off on our own.”  Another said that the 

CWB wasn’t needed because farmers are “better off going to the local mill- you don’t have to 

go to the first mill you see. Take a day off and have a look around.”  Yet another response: 

“as soon as we feel that we are being dictated to, then we have lost the enjoyment of 

farming, so I believe the power of decisions is in ourselves.”  A Mennonite farmer said, “I 

don’t think there is any reason to be unsatisfied with the freedom in this country.”  

 

 Many alluded more specifically to the fact that freedom meant freedom from the 

government.  An organic farmer said, “Government buzz off and let us do what we want” 

and another said “in some ways you are [free] but in some ways the government is still trying 

to control you.”  Yet another: “If they just let us little farmers do our thing and pay us a half 

decent amount of money then we’d be fine, a better industry I think.  So, I think we do have 

freedom.”  Finally: “You’re never really free as long as you have to deal with these 

[government] programs… You’re still tied to them.”  As we will discuss in the final chapter, 

the government seems to be the scapegoat for the problems faced by farmers. 

 

 One farmer elicited the common rhetoric of the Ontario Landowners Association by 

saying “I had uncles that died in WWII and they sure didn’t do that for our country not to be 

free” and continued, “freedom is what we used to have” before we became over-regulated.  

When I told him that the majority of my respondents thus far had said they felt free, he 
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replied that farmers “aren’t bright enough to figure out what they’re doing; they decide 

which cow to feed first but that’s about it.” 

 

Common Sense. Farmers often employed the term ‘common sense’ in a way that 

implying that they had it, but the government did not.  One farmer said, “you can’t legislate 

common sense- we are ruled to death” and another couple felt that farming would improve 

if the Minister of Agriculture was actually a farmer and had some common sense.  Not once 

in the interviews, however, was common sense defined.  It was the definition, and it was the 

foundation upon which other arguments were based.  

 

Defining a Farmer 

Throughout the interviews, I also found it interesting to hear how farmers defined 

themselves as a group.  References to farmers were elicited through a number of questions, 

but especially in response to probing about the viability of co-operatives in agriculture.  

Many said that co-operative ventures would not work because “farmers don’t have enough 

trust in other people… They are independent… that’s how it always was and always will be.”  

They felt farmers are driven by the “challenge” and “by their own individual growth and 

success.”  A few smaller farmers also noted, interestingly, that farming is not just a dumb job 

anymore.  Perhaps this could imply that, at least at one point, they have felt that farming 

was not an honourable job.    A few also stressed the fact that farmers like to complain:  “if 

we couldn’t complain we wouldn’t enjoy it,” said one farmer.  Farmers complain when prices 

are low and the weather is bad but not as much as they used to, says another farmer. He 

added that they’ll complain but won’t do anything about it.  In an earlier interview, a WFA 

director had echoed this opinion of farmers and argued that complaining was their way of 

‘letting off steam’ in the sense of James Scott’s (1985) weapons of the weak (Rothwell, Feb 2 

2012). 
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In both formal and informal interviews with farmers, I also heard that ‘farmers are 

their own worst enemies.’   Farmers will point at a few farmers in the community and call 

them ‘greedy.’ Those farmers in question will then point the finger at a few other farmers in 

the county.  This concept often recurred, as the notion of greed was, by far, the most 

commonly cited ‘main problem in the world.’  For such a broad question, it was surprising 

that the same response was evoked (and so quickly), along with some variation of the phrase, 

‘people only look out for themselves.’  Respondents, however, didn't often consider 

themselves greedy or felt that they had enough. 

 

Contradiction and Fatalism 

I have already cited some contradiction above; indeed, the responses from nearly each 

interview struck me with their inconsistencies and resignation to the status quo.  Perhaps 

this is symptom of the fact that farmers are experiencing the cleavage between their 

received ideology that takes precedence over their lived experiences, as Newby et al earlier 

suggest.  A young farmer, only moments after saying ‘some people aren’t cut out for farming’ 

and should go out of business when the market dictates, said that he relies on government 

programs and that the best thing the government could do would be to make prices 

predicable and “promise me that if I do a good job, I won’t go out of business.”   

 

One of the largest operators that I interviewed said that “I hope the next generation 

is a lot smarter than we are… I don’t think we should allow people to get this big.”  And when 

I asked what he was doing to help agriculture, he replied: “we’ve been at it so long, it’s kind 

of… you know, you argue and you complain and you bitch and nobody listens and it goes 

back to the stupid farmers, they’re so fucking stupid, they don’t know what’s going on!”  A 

small farmer actively involved in his GFO said that “you do all this work and you don’t even 

know if you’re going to break even…. [But] if you want to farm, you’ve got to put up with 

that. You don’t have a choice.”  The majority of farmers had resigned themselves to the fact 
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that life was tough or that governments were ignorant and there is nothing we can do about 

it: “Who are you kidding? You’re never going to change these people.” 

 

 In an interview with Dr. John Varty (June 9 2012), regarding his impressions of 

interviewing farmers across Eastern Canada in the summer of 2011, he told me of the 

intelligent, articulate farmers that spoke of the corporate takeover of agriculture.  But Varty 

noted, similarly to my own experiences, that these same farmers would sigh at the end of 

their interview and say something along the lines of ‘but someone’s got to feed the world.’  

This appears to be a clear sign of hegemony: despite a relatively accurate analysis of 

corporate control over agriculture and its influence over their capability, farmers cannot free 

themselves from its control of the language frame nor transcend its ideological power 

(knowledgeability).  In other words, neoliberalism, free trade and markets themselves cannot 

be questioned because there are no conceptual tools readily available for farmers to employ 

in formulating their question in the first place. 

 

The General Farm Organizations  

While information on the OFA, CFFO and NFU have a rather prominent place in the 

agricultural media, especially in the letters to the editor of the Ontario Farmer, the farmers I 

interviewed, apart from those that were not on their respective boards, did not have much 

to say on the organizations.  While a few farmers alluded to them as having the most power 

in agriculture, most couldn’t comment, though one said he had no use for them and that 

they were merely the ‘scapegoats for the government.’ 

 

 During my year of participant observation in these groups, I learned how difficult it is 

to make generalizations.  Each organization contains within it members that come from both 

the political Left and the Right, though the NFU does attract a higher proportion of the 

former.  Having said that, Sean McGivern, former NFU Ontario Co-ordinator recently 

resigned to start a right-wing farmer organization, the Practical Farmers of Ontario (PFO).  
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Similarly, while former president of the CFFO, Henry Stevens, often argued in their 

newsletter editorials that ‘globalization is not the answer’, his successor, Lorne Small, uses 

language that implies the opposite.  The OFA, the largest of the organizations and thus 

having the most diverse interests to represent, often avoids the larger ideological debates to 

work on smaller issues such as animal predators, endangered species and source water 

regulations.  A former president of the Wellington Federation of Agriculture noted that the 

OFA is often too busy putting out ‘the small fires’ to have a strong critique of the agricultural 

system (Weber, March 23 2012).  The OFA also has a privileged relationship to the provincial 

government and is often consulted in policy formation (Reusser, June 7 2011).   

 

Both the NFU and CFFO admittedly focus more on the broader problems in 

agriculture than the ‘small fires’ and while they both publish though-provoking analysis, the 

NFU has the most radical stance and it has cost them some credibility in the Ontario Farmer. 

When the NFU was protesting some of the content of the Comprehensive Economic Trade 

Agreement (CETA) between Canada and Europe in 2010, Alex Binkley quoted the Executive 

Director of the Grain Growers of Canada who said, “The misinformation spread by the NFU 

shows how irrelevant they have become” (OF, Nov 2, 2010).  Binkley himself concluded: 

“these so-called progressive groups are becoming as reactionary as the parties and 

organizations they usually complain about. And it’s not helping farmers” (ibid).  Sean 

McGivern, then co-ordinator of the NFU Ontario, replied with a letter to the editor: “If the 

NFU is so out of touch as Mr. Binkley and corporate ag puppets would like to make us look 

then I ask them to tell me: why is the NFU the ONLY GROWING General Farm Organization in 

the province of Ontario? … I believe that farmers are really starting to see that fundamental 

change is needed here in Ontario” (OF, Nov 16 2010).  In a local meeting of the NFU, one 

executive member wondered aloud why no other organizations were even discussing CETA 

and exclaimed how others were now thinking the NFU was crazy.   

 

Whereas the CFFO and OFA newsletters rely on the language of the regime, the NFU 

newsletter often offers a fresh perspective. An example from 2009-2010 Winter edition: 
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Wells said people are faced with the choice of two different ways of living. ‘The 
first paradigm is that of competition- which leads inevitably to domination, 
indifference and contempt’ he said. ‘This is the paradigm we know best because 
we`ve been living it for the last thirty years in agriculture. These terms 
epitomize the so-called business model that describes farmers and farming in 
Canada.’  This paradigm of competition has resulted, ironically, in a decrease in 
competition in the global marketplace as large corporations consolidate their 
monopoly power. (NFU 2009:11) 

While the purpose of this study is not to evaluate the three GFOs, it is important to 

acknowledge the various paradigms from which they operate.  In my opinion, the OFA 

represents the status quo, the CFFO presents a Christian reflection on the agricultural system, 

the PFO embodies personal freedom and market ideology, and the NFU offers perhaps the 

most poignant attempt at an alternative paradigm to industrialized, neoliberal agriculture. 

  

Discussion 

Though farmers’ responses were not entirely consistent with each other’s the large majority 

employed themes that were similar to those found in the Ontario Farmer.  Namely, farmers 

largely felt defensive against consumers, had faith in the market and naturalized the 

concentration of agribusiness corporations.  Though most acknowledged reading the Ontario 

Farmer on a regular basis, it was impossible to gauge the extent to which each respondent 

valued the information in the paper and correlate it to his or her responses.    

  

Perhaps most significant was the realization that, apart from the organic producer, 

the farmers of smaller operations and the younger farmers most reflected the language and 

frames of a neoliberal or corporate food regime.  The two largest operators and the retired 

farmer expressed alternative frames to efficiency and technology, though they did not agree 

on points of government, freedom and corporate agriculture. Though it is clear that a 

neoliberal ideology is strong among the majority of farmers I interviewed, these few 

respondents might indicate the Third Food Regime to be either not yet or no longer 

hegemonic; we discuss this in the last chapter.    
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Chapter [6] - Conclusion 

 

Power remains strong when it remains in the dark; exposed to the sunlight it 

begins to evaporate. 8 

 

In the literature review, I discuss the structural forces that shape the experiences of farmers, 

from the initial capitalist transformation of agriculture and the subsequent food regimes that 

led to the industrialization and appropriation of the agricultural production process along 

with the concentration of corporations in the sector, while also evaluating its impact on rural 

communities.  The second section extends the discussion of material structural forces to the 

ideological force of hegemony, as described by Gramsci, through moral frames, language and 

propaganda in the media, while the final section of the literature review examines the 

existing research on farmers’ attitudes and ideologies, including a brief historical review of 

the agrarian critique in Ontario.  Upon this foundation, I conducted primary research with 

the hope of discovering the implicit concepts of the current food regime within the language 

of the farmers that perpetuate the regime.  Here, I address the research questions, one by 

one, before a brief conclusion. 

 

Conceptual Frames and Language of the Agricultural System 

Firstly, I asked what the conceptual frames and language used to describe the current 

agricultural system in Ontario were.  The question was operationalized by first asking how 

the agricultural system was represented in the farm media and then examining the 

responses of farmers. 

 

How are transnational agribusiness corporations represented? As presented in the 

primary research findings, the amount of reporting on agribusiness in the agricultural media 

was less than one would imagine, given the power of these corporations in the industry.  

Perhaps this serves as one example of the ‘black hole of propaganda’ that delineates the 

                                                           
8
 Huntington, 1981:75 
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sphere of news which is ‘not fit for public consumption’ (Chomsky 1999).  A few apolitical 

articles regarding mergers and reports on financial quarters were present in the Ontario 

Farmer, while favourable articles promoting their technology and philanthropy were also 

found.  The larger companies bought advertisements in the majority of farm magazines and 

the only negative press that I discovered was featured in letters to the editor from Bob 

Friesen of FNA.  However, criticism of agribusiness is not a sign that the agricultural system 

will necessarily change, especially if farmers continue to buy from them and sell to them.  

True dissention is much deeper for, as Frank argues, the market “smiles understandingly on 

those with a beef against the world. The market is broad enough to contain all these 

[complaints] within its bounds”(2000:xvi). 

 

How is the government represented? Unlike agribusiness, a tremendous amount of 

reporting on government and its policies exists in the farm papers.  There are two basic 

representations of the government in agricultural media: one, most poignantly espoused by 

Ontario Farmer’s Ian Cumming, is that the government and its regulations impose on the 

freedom of farmers and the second is that the government has a responsibility to support 

farmers through such programs as the RMP.  These two representations co-exist with ease, 

even at times within the same article.  The majority of articles complain about the 

government and hold it up as a scapegoat for the ills of agriculture.  

 

How is the free market represented? Commodity markets are also given a fair share of 

press and catchy headlines often reduce the complexity of transactions to simple ‘supply and 

demand.’  The language used to describe the market actually personifies it and thus it is 

naturalized and depoliticized.  Rather than increasing productivity, the free market and a 

‘level playing field’ (that is, devoid of trade barriers) is touted as the solution to global food 

insecurity and hunger.  

 

How are farmers themselves represented?  Advertisements, successful farmer 

biographies and articles tend to portray farmers as individualistic, business-savvy managers.  
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While the rural ideal of a proud, hard-working, self-sacrificing, family-oriented farmer is still 

invoked, this does not preclude the ideal of an ‘innovative’ and ‘efficient’ farm operator that 

makes the most of ‘market opportunities.’ 

 

What are the emerging themes and issues from the farm papers? Beyond the four 

preceding issues, a number of other themes emerged in my reading of the farm papers.  The 

first, as described in Chapter [5], is the notion of an ignorant public that needs to be 

educated about agriculture; farmers appear to be defensive against consumers and 

environmental activists alike.  Another theme relates to the imperative of scientific 

innovation and the depoliticization of research.  Also, the repetition of the word freedom in 

conjunction with trade liberalization and the co-option of the concept of sustainability were 

evident in the farm media. Recall here Lakoff’s argument that the repetition of a word or 

concept will eventually create an emotional response that will become ‘common sense’ 

(2006).   

 

Do farmers use similar language to that presented in the media?  Next, I sought to 

know how the agricultural system was represented in the words of farmers in Mapleton 

Township.  I found that, in general, farmers do employ similar concepts to those outlined 

above, though they were critical of the power of agribusiness in a way that the media did not 

express, perhaps due to the latter’s conflict of interest with its largest advertisers.  Also, the 

farmers were less comfortable speaking about specific political issues, though they did share 

a common complaint about government regulation.   

 

Finally, though the media praised farmers’ individualism, many farmers that I 

interviewed seemed to be saddened by the decreasing interaction they had with neighbours 

and some attributed it to the fact that technology has meant that they do not rely on their 

neighbours as they once did.  While most farmers liked their job for its independence, I did 

not get the impression that any of the individuals I spoke to were individualistic, though they 

spoke of other farmers, in general, with the term.  While they believed the main problem in 
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the world to be greed, they did not feel themselves to be greedy, but instead termed the 

‘other’ as such.  Thus, it seems as if farmers are internalizing the received ideology that all 

farmers are self-serving, distrusting and individualistic without it corresponding to their 

experiences of their own nature.  Again, I sense that this is a key pillar in the regime’s 

hegemony and is contained within its implicit concept.  

 

Is there consistency between farmer’s responses?  I found regularity among farmer 

responses, even between the supply managed farmers and those without quota.  The three 

beef producers I interviewed were perhaps the most consistently critical of the government, 

perhaps due to the recent BSE crisis.  But, the most marked inconsistencies existed not 

between farmers of differing commodity groups but of varying size of operations.  The 

smallest producers seemed the least aware of the role of corporations in agriculture, while 

the largest producers and the organic producer did have an understanding of the larger 

forces in the agricultural industry.  Furthermore, these respondents were not defensive 

against consumers and did not prescribe to the notion that free markets, efficiency and 

technology were beneficial to agriculture.  My impression from the interviews was that the 

farmers that were smaller or struggling more financially were also the ones who had most 

internalized the logic of our currently neoliberal model of agriculture.  This is consistent with 

the notion of hegemony:  those the system exploits most severely are the most consensual.  

The larger and better-off farmers were aware that the market was not ‘free’ but they did not 

say anything to indicate they wished it changed.  Thus, these farmers prove no threat to the 

system; indeed, they would have an interest in perpetuating its organizing frames as the 

system is currently working in their favour. 

 

The three youngest farmers that I interviewed differed from the others in that they 

had achieved an agricultural diploma and, while they seemed to have the most awareness of 

the workings of the agricultural system, they also seemed to be the most fatalistic.  They did 

not possess the perspective of older farmers to know that agriculture could change 

drastically in their lifetimes.  The three Mennonite farmers seemed to have the least 
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awareness of corporate control in agriculture and were, by far, the most certain that the 

market would best regulate agriculture.  Of course, with such a small sample size, no real 

generalizations should be made to the broader farming population. 

 

However, what most surprised, and discouraged, an idealist like myself was the 

overwhelming sense of resignation expressed amongst all farmers, save for the organic 

farmer. As outlined in the last chapter, I heard many variations of Margaret Thatcher’s adage: 

‘there is no alternative.’  This is, however, a tell-tale sign of ideological domination; 

hegemony encourages a sense of fatalism and consent to daily misery.  Within capitalist 

realism, there exists an “invisible barrier constraining thought and action” (Fisher 2009:16).  

It is crucial, therefore, to create an alternative to neoliberal agriculture, a counter hegemony, 

instead of merely arguing against the current paradigm.  It is important to note here that 

organic agriculture, in and of itself, is not an alternative to ‘free market’ agriculture. 

 

Reflection of the Food Regime Frame 

Next, I hoped to relate the primary research with concepts from the literature on food 

regimes and framing, to determine whether the language and frames of the agricultural 

media in Ontario and those of Mapleton farmers, specifically, were part of a larger ‘food 

regime frame.’ 

 

Internal Tensions 

To define this question, I asked if there were inconsistencies found in farmer narratives and 

in the media that would correspond to McMichael’s argument that regimes are based on 

internal tensions.  Upon reflecting on my research, a number of tensions emerge.  As 

outlined above in relation to greed and individualism, I believe there is some tension 

between farmers’ beliefs about each other and their own understandings of themselves. 

Another inconsistency relates to competition: while the Canadian Wheat Board was framed 
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as a monopoly that was impeding competition and the freedom of farmers, PotashCorp, 

Cargill and the like are not criticized for their monopolies and anti-competitive strategies. 

Also, while farmers have faith in the market because ‘demand will always be there,’ they do 

not seem to understand or acknowledge that they are merely referring to an individual’s 

economic capability to create demand and that demand of the breadlines did not save 

farmers from the Great Depression.   

 

While the majority of farmers espouse faith in the market, don’t often ‘follow politics’ 

and believe that the government should ‘get out’ of agriculture, they demand a Risk 

Management Program for when their prices dip below their cost of production.  Of course, 

this tension is not a new phenomenon, nor is it unique to agriculture.  As previously noted, 

the Honourable Eugene Whelen was infuriated with the Cattlemen’s Association as they 

would not stand for government influence in their industry but asked for handouts and 

stabilization during the bad years (Wilson 1990:78).  Emilie Kaye Peine (2010) also observes 

this tension in the case of soybean farmers in Mato Grosso, Brazil and argues that as the 

government becomes the scapegoat during market failure, large agribusiness corporations 

are the first to benefit (see also Frank 2000). 

 

The primary tension, however, is part and parcel of Gramsci’s notion of hegemony, 

namely that the beliefs held most dear by farmers, their common sense, are not actually 

working in their best interest but rather serve to benefit the ‘ruling class’ of the regime – in 

this case, the agribusiness corporations themselves. Just as Newby et al found that farm 

workers sympathized with their employers rather than their own working class, I found that 

farmers seemed to side with agribusiness corporations (1978:314-5).  Perhaps this is because 

the use of the technology itself, the increased horsepower of tractors or the ease of using 

RoundupTM, along with the use of cutting edge terminology, is very pleasurable to a farmer’s 

ego.   
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By not understanding the role of these corporations in their lives, farmers are 

increasingly gullible to their ideology and by believing that consumers need to be ‘educated’, 

farmers lose their greatest ally against these corporations.  The belief that human nature is 

innately individualistic and greedy and that their neighbours are not to be trusted precludes 

farmers’ ability to collectively organize as the UFO did. Furthermore, by believing that 

farmers struggle due to their inability to adapt to the changing market, the danger is twofold:  

1) there is psychological damage from internalizing the impression of personal failure and 

this leads to untold tragedies in rural areas, while 2) the notion that it is the market itself that 

has failed farmers is not explored.  And lastly, be demonizing the government, farmers are 

working to silence themselves. 

 

Earlier, John Ralston Saul argued this point to be one of the hallmarks of market 

ideology: “[The] remarkably successful demonization of the public sector has turned much of 

the citizenry against their own mechanism” (1995:76).  He reasons that if the government 

fails it is not the politician’s fault but the citizen’s, though individuals often remain passive 

and fall to anti-government propaganda that promotes self-interest over the public good.  

The free market appears to be the ultimate democracy in which equals vote with their 

dollars while ignoring the abundance of historical evidence indicating the fact that markets 

inevitably fail.  I believe that confronting the public’s faith in the market and distrust of 

government will be one of the keys to creating a meaningful counter-hegemony.   

 

Action Frames 

I also sought to know if the frames emerging from the primary research could be termed 

collective action frames (as defined by Snow and Benford), in that they set up not only an 

interpretation of a problem but a prescription for action.  While this literature is more 

traditionally used in social movement theory, I believe the notions of collective action frames 

are also useful for our purposes here.  I found that whenever the problem of consumers 

questioning agricultural practices was addressed, it was always coupled with the solution.  
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Despite it often said that ‘the customer is king’, in agriculture ‘the customer is ignorant’ and 

the solution is therefore to educate the consumer.  Another prescription in the farm papers 

has already been mentioned: when the market cannot guarantee to cover even the cost of 

production, the solution is not to manage the market, but to go to the government for help.  

And finally, when the problem of global food insecurity is described, the solution is not to 

have increased national food sovereignty, but to eliminate trade barriers so that food can 

always travel to where it is needed.   

 

Yet, the organizing frame exercised at the most personal level is this: when the 

problem is small margins in a farmer’s business, the solution is to operate like a manager.  

Indeed, John Varty (2012) noted that farmers in English-speaking Canada were more apt to 

describe themselves as managers rather than farmers (interestingly, this was not the case in 

French areas).  Farm managers operate with a business logic that prides in ‘efficiency’ over 

responsibility, and ‘innovation’ rather than hard work.  Recall Weber’s differentiation of 

feudal and capitalist agriculture in terms of the internalized logic of the system (Gerth and 

Mills 1946:367) and perhaps we are only now seeing the capitalist transition in agriculture, 

as it existed in England before mass emigration, because our world population density now 

increases on a finite land base.  However, as also discussed at the outset of this project, 

capitalism is incompatible with “a rational agriculture” (Marx 1981:216).  If we have learned 

from history, I believe we must begin (again) to make the critique against capitalism itself.  

 

These organizing frames, that posit a prescriptive ‘action frame’ in conjunction with 

each problem, were most common in the media and were also present in the responses of 

farmers.  While many farmers and farm organizations are tirelessly working to educate 

consumers, to develop ‘Open for Business’ strategies or Risk Management Programs, or 

teach farmers to be better businessmen (AMI), this cannot be termed agency because they 

are merely working within the structure and, in fact, perpetuating it.  Again, farmers 

are ”both victims of the system and its instruments” (Havel 1978: 343).  As Friedland writes, 

“agency always has some anti- or counterhegemonic content. Action based on acceptance of 
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the established hegemony, whether voluntary, induced, or coerced to accepted hegemonic 

norms, reflects structure, not agency” (2008:46).  Alternatively, if contemporary farm 

organizations could employ an alternative organizing frame, such as the Dominion Grange 

and the United Farmers of Ontario did, perhaps they could again lead farmers towards their 

true interests. 

 

Implicit Concepts 

Finally, I hoped to discover the implicit concepts that appear to be motivating farmers to 

perpetuate the current food regime.  Friedmann argues that when these implicit concepts 

are named and blamed, the regime will come to a crisis.  Of course, this is the key question 

of the research, so I have spent over a year searching for the key concept that has been so 

naturalized into the farmer’s lifeworld that it cannot be questioned.  Indeed, as a product (in 

part) of this agricultural framework myself, it meant interrogating every last piece of my own 

‘common sense.’  In my opinion and based on my research thus far, I believe the implicit 

concept is simply freedom.   

 

Despite existing in an agricultural system increasingly controlled by corporations, the 

majority of farmers nonetheless described themselves as free and, indeed, pointed to 

freedom and independence as the main reasons they liked farming in the first place.  In other 

words, because they feel they are their own bosses, the exploitation farmers feel is merely 

self-exploitation and not easily understood as stemming from the ruling class.  In the 

literature, Sinclair writes that a farmer’s “dependent class position is countered by a work 

situation which allows illusions of entrepreneurial independence to survive. Of course, this 

ideology is strongly promoted by capitalists and the state because of its conservative effect” 

(1980:346).   

 

This ideology is certainly promoted in the media, in the romanticized image of a 

farmer standing alone in his field (Appendix E).  Never mind that the farmer’s land rent just 
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increased by $50 an acre last year due to speculators inflating the value of land, or the fact 

that he was forced to sign a Technology Use Agreement (TUA) with Monsanto for the GM 

seeds, or that he hired a custom operator to plant the field because he cannot afford to buy 

an air seeder with GPS precision.  Reality is both mystified and justified by the myth.  

Furthermore, the concept of freedom (and here I am referring to Lakoff’s conservative 

definition of individual freedom) is all-encompassing: freedom to expand operations, 

freedom to harm endangered species, freedom from government regulations, but ultimately 

it means faith in the free market.  Of course this concept elicits a very powerful reaction: 

though most people would be hard-pressed to define it, freedom is what our forebears died 

for and it is the elusive notion we will keep fighting to protect.   

 

Contribution to the Literature 

Lastly, I wondered if the findings from this study would contribute to the current literature 

on food regimes.  As described in the literature review, there are a number of names for the 

Third Food Regime: McMichael (2003) has termed it the Global Corporate Regime, while 

Friedmann (2005) argues it is Corporate-Environmental and Otero and Pechlaner (2010) call 

it a Neoliberal Food Regime.  Whatever the terminology, I believe that the most important 

research we can do on food regimes, now that the majority agree we are actually in one, is 

to understand the implicit concept(s) internalized by the farmer, in order to create an 

alternate set of conceptual tools or language that the farmer can use to break his ideological 

chains, just as the former concept of ‘aid’ was eventually re-understood as ‘dumping.’  The 

conclusions that I draw from my primary research with farmers are echoed in the writings 

and observations of critics such as Mark Fisher (2009), John Ralston Saul (1995) or Thomas 

Frank (2000) that examine current free market ideology.  Their work could inform further 

research into the Third Food Regime frame and it would be interesting to study farmers in 

other areas as well.  
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If the implicit concept of this regime is indeed ‘freedom,’ perhaps we could name it 

and shame it something along the lines of ‘corporate greedom’ in order to create the 

conceptual space for farmers to see beyond the frame (and perhaps glimpse Lakoff’s 

progressive definition of systemic freedom).  As a critical researcher, I hope that the valuable 

research on food regimes done at the structural level can be translated and inform farmers 

at the individual level as well.  I am currently writing key concepts of this thesis into a series 

of guest editorials for any farm paper that might publish them.  As Clarus Ager aimed to do in 

1916, we hold a mirror to farmers not only to show themselves as they are, but also to show 

them the way out.   

 

Edmondson quotes Marx: “we cannot understand ourselves in the present until we 

confront what is absent” and furthers the argument: “at the same time, we must confront 

what is also invisible (although not necessarily absent); that is, we must confront the power, 

structures and ideologies that make our current state appear to be the only possibility” 

(2003:109).  Here I have attempted to understand, in Giddens’ sense (1984b), not only the 

capabilities of farmers as social actors, but also their knowledgeability, that is, their actions 

and beliefs.  Using Giddens’ structuration theory, we transcend the structure/agency debate: 

understanding the material and ideological forces that structure our experiences and 

mediate our understanding of them is, in and of itself, an indication of our power as agents.  

So let us continue to critically examine our ‘common sense’ as received ideology and strive to 

construct alternative conceptual frames and linguistic tools for both us and our farmers to 

draw on– a counter hegemony– to awaken to new possibilities in our food system.  
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Appendix A:  Advertisement in Community News (ran February 3 and 10, 2012) 
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Appendix B: Producer Interview Questions  

 

1. Did you grow up here in Mapleton?   (if from somewhere else: where did you grow up? 
when did you move here?)  
 

2. What keeps you connected to the community here? (prompt: relationship with 
neighbours, church, commodity organizations, church?)  How would you rate your level 
of involvement in the community?  How has this level changed over the years? 
 

3. How many people in your family are farming? (prompt: including your extended family?)  
Do you hope that your children will continue in the business?  
 

4. How long have you been farming?  What commodities do you currently produce?  How 
has that changed over the years? 
 

5. What motivates you to get out of bed every morning to farm?  (prompt: why is what 
you do important?) 
 

6. What do you like the most about farming?  What do you like the least? 
 

7. How do you feel that agriculture in this area has changed over the last 20 years or so?  
(prompt: co-ops, input suppliers, contractors and distribution, level of choice in how to 
farm)  What do you feel is the main cause of these changes?  (no prompt!) 
 

8. What do you think is the biggest threat to agriculture today?  (no prompt!)  How might 
we overcome it? 
 

9. Who/ what do you feel has the most power to make decisions in the agricultural system 
right now?  
 

10. In the past, many farmers have gone out of business, but do you think this is still 
happening here?  Are farmers you know having a tough time in more recent years? If so, 
why do you think that farmers are leaving the business?  (prompt: is it personal or 
something else?) 
 

11. What is your interest and involvement in the General Farm Organization to which you 
belong?  (prompt: why do you /don’t you get involved?)  How successful do you feel the 
GFOs are in achieving their mandate to help farmers?   (prompt: NFU, OFA, CFFO 
individually)  What should be their role in agriculture? 
 

12. What do you think should be the government’s role in agriculture?  Do you feel the Risk 
Management Program will be more beneficial to farmers than previous programs?  
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13. In the Ontario Farmer the market is called volatile, erratic, unpredictable.  How would 
you describe the market?   What about supply managed markets?  (prompt: do you 
have faith the markets will balance things out?) 
 

14. If people really believe in the free market, then why do you think there is such a push 
for Risk Management when the market dips?  
 

15. How do you feel about the recent dismantling of the Canadian Wheat Board?  Ritz 
called Bill C-18 something like the Marketing Freedom Act, do you think he brought 
freedom to Prairie grain farmers?  Do you currently feel that you have similar freedom 
to farm the way you want? 
 

16. Are you concerned about environmental activists?  What about consumers?  How do 
you feel about the local food movement?  
 

17. Do you think you are competitive?  (globally, nationally, locally?)  Do you think co-
operatives are the opposite of competition?  Do you think co-operatives are a viable 
solution in agriculture?  
 

18. A lot of ads in farm magazines are saying ‘farmers need to be able to feed 9 billion 
people by 2050.’  How does that make you feel?  Do you think that it is your 
responsibility to feed the world?  
 

19. Have you heard talk of global food security?  What does that mean to you?  
 

20. I recently saw a few ads from Monsanto in which they have rebranded themselves 
Sustainable Monsanto.  Do you feel that Monsanto agriculture is sustainable?  
 

21. Ritz keeps talking about science-based trade rules, ie. not allowing the EU’s trade 
barriers when there is no science to back up their dislike of GMOs.  What do you think 
of that?   
 

22. What is the best policy move that the federal/ provincial government could make to 
benefit your farm?  And to increase global food security?   
 

23. I often see farmers wearing a Monsanto, Cargill or Dupont hat, and it would seem 
strange to people in my department at school because those are the companies that 
are controlling the food system and giving farmers a hard time.  Do you think that these 
companies are really that bad?  
 

24. What do you see as the main problem facing the world today? What’s wrong with the 
world? 
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25. Where do you hope agriculture will head in the next two decades?  Where do you think 
it will go?  
 

26. Age:   under 40          40-60    over 60    
    

27. Do you consider yourself a small, medium or large operation? 
 

28. Is it necessary for you to generate income from work off the farm?   
 

29. If the government withdrew all support of agriculture today, do you feel you would be 
in financial trouble? 
 

30. Did you attend college or university for agriculture?  Yes / No  (If so, where?) 
 

31. Where do you get most of your information about the business of agriculture?  
 

32. Do you feel there is something that is lacking in the agricultural media you receive?  
 

33. Are there other important questions that you think should be asked in this interview? 
(prompt: Is there anything you want to get off your chest?)    
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Appendix C: Feeding the World Ads (3) 
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Appendix D: Pioneer Ads (2) 
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Appendix E: Farmer- Out Standing in his Field (4) 
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Appendix F: Maisex 
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Appendix G: BASF 

 
 

 


